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New tech with the power to dent the universe

P R E S E N T S…
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These shiny, flat future-rectangles are speakers. They don’t look like regular speakers – and they don’t behave 
like them, either. Whereas a standard vibrating cone throws out broad soundwaves that fill a room with moving air, 
the HyperSound Glass focuses that sound in a highly directional manner, almost like an audible spotlight. Move 
to the side and it’s barely audible, but sit in the sweet spot directly in front and you’ll get your ears blown off. 

They’re not entirely glass; using near-invisible coating tech similar to that found in touchscreens, each pane is smothered 

in a number of clear films that, combined with drivers running Turtle Beach’s crispy digital signal processing, make the 

pinpoint audio come to life. Perfect for headphone-free listening in relative privacy, or gaming in households where 

explosions and swearing may not be to everyone’s taste. Turtle Beach is also working towards getting the HyperSound 

tech in other places, including desktop monitors, a smaller speaker form factor and, coolest of all, directional in-car 

announcements just for the driver. We’re not retiring our fat speaker stacks yet – this is early tech, and that narrow 

beam will be useless in most lounges – but HyperSound has the potential to change the way we use sound in the future.

Price TBA Available TBA URL turtlebeach.com

TURTLE BEACH H Y PER SOUND GL AS S
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Rob Carney 
EDITOR
This month, Rob has been 
grinding meat. And then 
grilling it. On six top-of-
the-range barbecues, no 
less. Discover the culinary 
results in our Man vs Tech 
feature on p82. 

Claire Davies 
ASSISTANT EDITOR
T3’s Christmas junkie spent 
July eating mince pies and 
suffering through endless 
loops of Jingle Bells, all 
in the name of researching 
gadgety gifts for Xmas 2016. 
Summer ain’t even over yet!

Nick Odantzis 
DEPUTY EDITOR
Nick has been driving 
around France in his 
specced-up VW Golf. He’s 
also curated a list of  
20 gadgets for under  
£200, all of which you  
can check out on p77.

Dan Grabham
EDITOR, T3.COM
Dan moved house this month 
to a country pile, so he’s 
been enjoying testing a 
Char-Broil BBQ and several 
new vacuums from the likes 
of GTech. And he’s finally 
had Sky Q installed. 

Spencer Hart 
MOBILE TECH EDITOR, T3.COM
Spencer spent some time 
learning about the tech  
that goes into a winning 
America’s Cup yacht. He also 
nearly burst an eardrum 
testing the 4,500W Devialet 
Phantom Gold (p101). 

Robert Jones
FEATURES EDITOR, T3.COM
This month, Robert flew  
to Tokyo, Japan, to get 
hands-on with Nissan’s new 
ProPilot autonomous drive 
technology. He also drank 
saké, lots and lots and  
lots of saké. #pooroldrob

Duncan Bell
LIFESTYLE EDITOR, T3.COM
Duncan met a stranger at  
a Land Rover party, only to 
discover later it was Sir 
Ben Ainslie. Odd, as the 
party was to celebrate the 
launch of a film about the 
America’s Cup... and Sir Ben.

Paul Dimery 
PRODUCTION EDITOR
Paul has a massive telly. 
He’s very proud of it.  
It’s 65 inches of pure 
Panasonic 4K magic. And  
it’s oerfect for watching 
80s comedy shows and 
re-runs of Going for Gold.  

 The global
 magazine 
T3 is currently licensed 
worldwide, from  
Australia to Mexico 

Meet the team

 Tomorrow’s Technology Today,  

to give T3 its full name, was launched in 

1996 and has been helping readers select 

the right gadgets to improve their lives 

for nearly 20 years as a magazine (print 

and digital) and at T3.com. We’ve been 

at the heart of every shift in consumer 

technology ever since – from DVDs  

and HD TVs to smartphones and virtual 

reality. But our mission has remained  

the same throughout: to help you live  

a better life through technology, and  

to filter the latest gadgets to ensure  

you only ever buy the best of the best.

LIFE’S BETTER WITH T3...

How to license T3
Interested in publishing a licensed 
version of T3 in your territory? 
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Senior Licensing & Syndication 
Manager, Matt Ellis (matt.ellis@
futurenet.com; +44 (0)1225 442244)
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Luke O’Neill 
ART EDITOR
Luke’s was smitten with his 
(on loan) Mercedes AMG SLC 
43. He was literally in 
tears when he had to send  
it back. Luckily, his new 
Motorola Force X smartphone 
has softened the blow. 



Editor’s letter

Ben Barry, 
writer
Freelance automotive 
journalist Ben has 
test-driven some of 
the punchiest, most 
gorgeous cars on the 
planet. The git. This 
month he put three 
roadsters through 
their paces for T3. 
Read it on p64. 

Miss LED, 
illustrator
Jason Bourne is back 
on the big screen in 
September, and this 
month Miss LED has 
done a cracking job 
of illustrating his 
beat-up mug for Hype 
People. Turn to p24 
to check out the 
finished piece.

James 
Rivington,  
writer
Techradar.com’s 
associate editor has 
been checking out a 
range of 4K TVs this 
issue to ensure you 
have the best sets to 
choose from when Sky 
Q starts broadcasting 
in 4K. Read it on p90 

Key contributors

Discover 
more great 
ways to  
enjoy T3…

Digital edition 

 The iPad edition of 

T3 features a raft of fresh 

content, including video 

reviews and interactive 

articles. T3 is also available 

on Android devices, and on  

your desktop via Zinio.com.

Visit T3.com 
 We’ve overhauled 

T3.com – the best site for 

gadget news and reviews 

now has a great new look and 

is fully responsive, enabling 

you to enjoy it on any device.
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Looking to give your home a connected make over? 
Don’t touch a bulb until you’re done reading our 
Smart Home Manual, a complete guide to smartening 
up your home the tech way. To come up with the 
best Manual possible, we turned T3’s house into 
the smartest gaff in town, testing everything from 
smart thermostats and home controllers to smart 
plugs and lighting (yes, lightbulbs can be fun). 
In the Smart Home Manual, you’ll also find our 

no-nonsense guide to Google Home, Apple Home Kit 
and IFTTT (and the 10 cool things you can do with 
it). The fun starts on p47.
Is your home already connected? Then we have 

plenty elsewhere for you, including a trio of sexy 
roadsters. Freelance automotive journalist Ben 
Barry made us sick with envy when he slipped 
behind the wheel of a Porsche 718 Boxster S, a 
twin-turbo engine Mercedes-AMG SLC and a sleek 
Audi TT 2.0 Quattro for State of The Art. Turn to 
p64 to find out which car revved into first place.
Finally, summer is in full swing now and T3’s 

BBQ has had a battering. So much so, I decided to 
haul in a truck-load of the latest BBQ and kitchen 
gadgets for this issue’s Man Vs Tech – find out 
why I was crowned King Of The Grill on p82. 

Rob Carney, Editor
rob.carney@futurenet.com
@robcarney

Your home is connected. Or at 
least it should be. We tell you 
what to buy and how to set it up 
in our Smart Home Manual…

By subscribing  
to T3 today 

p62

SAVE CASH!
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RE-LIVE THE FUN
The HoloLens headset 
packs four ‘environment 
understanding’ cameras 
that enable you to record 
HD photos and videos  
of what you’re seeing,  
to share with others. 
This is called Mixed 
Reality Capture (MRC)

So, I’m in a room swarming with rats,  
with a rather unsavoury character who’s 
pointing a gun at a child’s head. Lovely. 

Now I’m in a Volvo showroom. But it’s 
really exciting! 

And now I’m constructing and 
spray-painting floating widgets,  
while a Blade Runner-esque, replicant 
ballerina pirouettes in the background. 
Although, to be honest, that could just  
be my flat on any given day.

Welcome to the Microsoft HoloLens.
This pair of augmented-reality (AR) 

‘goggles’ is actually somewhere between 
a cycling helmet and a futuristic welding 
mask. You’re probably already familiar 
with virtual reality (VR) from the likes of 
the Oculus Rift, the HTC Vive and the 
Samsung Gear VR; and with the concept 
of AR from Pokémon Go. 

Where VR replaces your reality  
with another one, AR layers graphics 
(‘holograms’, Microsoft calls them)  
over your actual surroundings, so you  
can see monsters in your garden  
without needing recourse to LSD.

Unlike the Rift or the Vive, the 
HoloLens is totally wireless. That’s 
because, as well as the screens  
that paint the holograms over your 

 Microsoft HoloLens

FIRST
LOOK

T3 get hands- and face-on with Microsoft’s  
long-awaited augmented-reality crash helmet

$3,000/£2,270 (Development Edition), 
www.microsoft.com

2-3
The number of hours 
of active use you can 
expect from a charge

10
The version of  
Windows the HoloLens’s 
on-board computer runs

579g
The weight of the HoloLens 
headset, making it heavier 

than the Oculus Rift

64GB
The amount of on-board 
storage for recording 

photos and videos in HD

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62
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MICROSOFT HOLOLENS

As well as gestures, you can control what 
you do using this simple touchpad mouse

The screens in the visor need to be 
calibrated to the position of your eyes

You can tighten the HoloLens by turning a 
disc on the main strap, bike helmet-style

This headset has 
vast potential, 
though perhaps not 
as a gaming tool
DUNCAN BELL, LIFESTYLE TECH EDITOR

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62  SEPTEMBER 2016  T3 13



Either Duncan is 
telling us how big he 
is, or he’s performing 
the ‘air tap’

surroundings, this bulbous 
RoboCop helmet also houses all the 
necessary processing power and 
cameras to enable it to ‘see’.

For this reason, and the fact that  
you can still view the room you’re in, you 
can walk around freely while wearing the 
HoloLens. Speakers add surround sound 
for a more immersive experience. 

Sophisticated software maps your 
surroundings, then plonks the holograms 
into available spaces and onto surfaces 
- not just walls and floors, but also 
furnishings in your gracious home – 
tables, for instance. 

So, in the app with the unpleasant, 
gun-wielding chap, you must look for 
clues as to what’s going on. But they’re 
not just pinned to the wall, they’re also 

sat on whatever furniture happens to  
be in your room, or even under it.

Similarly, in the virtual Volvo showroom 
– the real-life version of which I travelled 
to Microsoft’s base near Seattle to see  
– cars sat in miniature on table tops so 
that I could scroll through the colour and  
trim options, and could then be viewed 
and walked around, in full size, on a stage. 
I couldn’t kick the tyres, though.

Now, this is all very exciting, but the 
HoloLens is only available to developers 
at the moment, and in some respects  
it doesn’t feel like a finished product.

The most important thing to 
understand about this helmet is hard to 
convey, but bear with me. What you see  
is NOT simply the world with holograms 
added to it. No, what you see is the world, 

with holograms filling a ‘screen’ hanging 
a few inches in front of your nose. 

The issue with this is that if you get 
too close to a large hologram, the edges 
of it will begin to shear off. The best  
way I can describe it is that it’s like 
looking at VR but through a letterbox. 

In the Volvo showroom, everything  
was controlled so that I was always the 
right distance from the virtual objects  
to minimise this effect. A set had been 
constructed and I was guided around it.

However, viewed ‘in the wild’, the 
HoloLens is a very different experience. 
Human characters in games have an 
impressive solidity but no legs – until  
you look down, at which point their legs 
come into view, but you can no longer see 
their heads. It’s a kind of tunnel vision.

FIRST
TEST
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 Hype
MICROSOFT HOLOLENS

Pro: there are no 
wires to get in the 
way. Con: it looks 
bloody ridiculous

Control of menus and virtual objects  
comes via a mix of voice control and 
gestures, although there’s also a 
handheld mouse if that’s 2 Future 4 U. 

The most common gesture is the  
‘air tap’, where you bring your ring finger 
down to meet your thumb, like you’re 
crushing the head of someone in the 
distance. You can also rotate objects  
by, yes, rotating your hand, and exit 
whatever you’re doing with a dismissive 
opening of your fist, like you’re releasing 
a butterfly back into the wild.

This gesture control all sounds very 
Minority Report, right? Well, let me tell 
you a funny story about Minority Report...
After ‘cut’ was called on each scene  
in that film’s time-police incident  
room, Tom Cruise had to go and have a 
massage and a bit of a lie-down. Why? 
Because his arms were tired from all  
the gesturing. At the time, he was one of 
the fittest guys in the world. 

Now, by no means am I in terrible 
shape, but I was f**king knackered after 
doing gestures for a few minutes, for this 
article. Because of this, and its visual 
limitations, the HoloLens strikes me as 
more or less useless as a gaming device 
– and Microsoft isn’t going out of its way 
to push it as one. 

However, as a tool for more serious 
matters – education, industrial  
training, electrical and plumbing repairs,  
and surgery – and also for things like 
‘experiential marketing’, the HoloLens 
could one day be an invaluable tool. 
Despite its obvious flaws, I really like it. 
T3 gives massive thanks and ‘mad props’ 
to all at BBH for their invaluable 
assistance in putting this together.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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ANY WAY YOU WANT IT
The Ioniq comes in hybrid,  

plug-in hybrid and full-electric 
versions. We love the Electric 

Premium SE, with its heated 
seats; driver’s power seat with 

integrated memory system; blind-
spot detection; window defogger  

and front parking sensors

What’s this, a Korean Toyota Prius?

Kinda. It’s the new Ioniq from Hyundai  
– and yes, it’s Korean. Like the Prius,  
it’ll come in hybrid and plug-in hybrid 
guises, but there’ll also be a full-electric 
version. Hyundai is the only car maker  
to offer one car with a choice of hybrid, 
plug-in hybrid or pure electric power.

How far can I go on a charge?

The hybrid/plug-in hybrid versions get  
a 1.6-litre petrol engine, but the former  
will only operate in pure-electric mode 
for brief periods. Hyundai claims that  
the plug-in, meanwhile, can waft about 
silently for up to 32 miles, at which point 
the fossil fuels kick in. Opt for the pure- 
electric model and the e-range rises to 
over 156 miles. Use a fast charger and, 
says Hyundai, you can juice the lithium- 
ion battery to 80 per cent in 24 minutes.

What about the infotainment features?

Yeah, they’re OK. There’s Android Auto/ 
Apple CarPlay functionality, a seven-inch  

Hyundai Ioniq
From £19,995, hyundai.co.uk

TFT instrument binnacle and, coolest  
of all, wireless smartphone charging.

I’m guessing it’s fully autonomous?

You’ll still need to actually drive the 
thing, but you do get help: autonomous 
emergency braking, lane-keep assist, 
lane-departure warning, blind-spot 
recognition and smart cruise control  
all feature on this clever motor.

Sounds good. When can I get one?

The hybrid and pure-electric models go 
on sale this October, with the plug-in 
hybrid following in 2017. The Ioniq Hybrid 
SE 1.6 will be £19,995 (with a Premium 
version costing from £30,795), while  
the Electric Premium SE will be £28,995.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PREVIEW
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HYUNDAI IONIQ

Vital stats
24 minutes 
The claimed time it takes 
to give the Electric Premium 
SE an 80 per cent charge

Seven-inch 
The large TFT instrument 
cluster boasts a resolution 
of 1,280 x 720 pixels

156+ miles
The estimated  

range of the Ioniq  
Electric Premium SE

0.24Cd
The Ioniq’s slippery 

shape generates class-
leading aerodynamics

That sleek, aerodynamic shape makes  
the car nippy when driving around town  

Handsome and feature-packed, the Ioniq 
puts paid to the idea that EVs are boring

 SEPTEMBER 2016  T3 17

PLAY IT SAFE
The Ioniq gets Android 

Auto/Apple CarPlay,  
plus wireless smartphone 
charging and ample safety 
kit, including autonomous 

emergency braking and 
lane-keep assist

ECO WARRIOR
The car offers three electrified 

powertrains, and will make 
low- to zero-emission cars far 
more accessible and affordable 

to the mainstream market 
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PREVIEW
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A new smart fitness watch? Cool, I broke  

my last one. 

Tut, tut! Well, you’ll be hard-pressed to  
break this beast in a hurry. It’s designed 
specifically for the multi-disciplinarian 
sportsperson, and it’ll track you round the 
clock, never missing a step – whether you’re 
walking to the gym, completing a triathlon  
or hitting the powder on your snowboard.

And it’s built like a burly Spartan from 300? 

This bad boy would do King Leonidas  
proud. The colour touchscreen sits behind 
solid sapphire glass, with a choice of 
stainless-steel or titanium bezels. And it’s 
waterproof to 100 metres, so you can take it 
swimming (wild-water swimming, naturally, 
’cos swimming pools are for wimps). 

I’m a data geek, too. Is it generous  

with stats?

However hard you train, tracking on 
the Spartan Ultra can be as simple  
or as in-depth as you want it to be. 
Synch it with Suunto’s Movescount 
app (Android/iOS), for example,  
and you can chow down on a fistful 
of intense data, with detailed 
analysis of your training, PBs,  
power output, heart rate and more. 

Does it have GPS?

You bet. Between the GPS, barometric 
altitude readings and a digital compass, 
you’ll never get lost or run out of places  
to explore again. The Spartan Ultra will  
map where you’ve been or, using Suunto’s 
Strava-esque Heatmaps service, suggest  
the most popular places to run, swim, cycle 
and ski in your area.

That’s me sold. Gimme one!

Then you’d best start warming up now and 
prepare to hit new fitness peaks when the 
Suunto Spartan Ultra lands this month.

Vital stats
Five
The grade of corrosion-
resistant titanium  
used for the bezel 

24/7
Constant tracking 
delivers daily and 
weekly fitness 

Four
The models available at  

launch, including black and 
stealth titanium options

100 metres
The maximum  

water resistance the  
Spartan Ultra boasts

LOOKIN’ GOOD
The Spartan Ultra’s 

colour touchscreen 
offers a wide viewing 

angle and fantastic 
visibility outdoors, 

even in direct sunlight, 
meaning you’ll never 

struggle to monitor 
your progress or adjust 

the settings when 
you’re on the move 

THIS. IS. 
SPARTA-N!

Ready for an ass-kicking? 
The Spartan will oblige. 

Select preset sport modes 
for triathlon, running, 

swimming, cycling and 
more, and the Ultra will help 

you create a training plan

SPARTAN ULTRA
FROM £543.75

ONE TO
WATCH!

 Suunto Spartan Ultra

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

From £543.75, suunto.com
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PREVIEW

A Hi-Res Audio player, eh? But surely, 

Spotify on my phone is fine?

You’d think so, right? Sadly, the boom in 
hugely compressed digital audio files 
means you’re only hearing a fraction of  
the magic your favourite artists laid  
down in the recording studio. Hi-Res Audio 
delivers tracks exactly as they were  
meant to be heard. Just ask Neil Young...

So this little green box is going to give  

me all that?

Yep! The machined-aluminium Astell&Kern 
AK70 supports 24-bit/192kHz audio.  
To put that into perspective, Apple Music 
streams at just 44.1kHz, so you’re getting  
a monumental leap in quality, clarity  
and depth of sound. Imagine being in the 
studio with the Red Hot Chili Peppers  
or Radiohead recording their music.  
That’s the Hi-Res Audio effect. Nice, huh?

Very, but won’t storage be an issue here?

Well, if the internal 64GB memory isn’t 
sufficient – and it may not be, as Hi-Res 
Audio files are pretty big – you can  
expand the storage by an extra 200GB via 
microSD. That’s a lot of Gilbert O’Sullivan.

Tempting. What else do I get for my cash?

The moon on a stick? Mate, this is a 
premium-quality Hi-Res Audio player for 
less than 500 quid! But seeing how you’re  
so hard to please… As well as support  
for a huge range of audio formats, Wi-Fi  
and Bluetooth connectivity mean you  
can stream music to and from the player. 
There’s also a balanced output option  
for even slicker audio performance. 

Ok, I’m interested. When is this out?

The Astell&Kern AK70 is available now. 

Astell&Kern AK70

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

£499, astellnkern.com

Vital stats
Three
The bespoke leather 
cases, available in 
black, green or blue

132g
The player  
weighs less than  
an iPhone 6s 

3.5mm
The AK70 has  

both balanced and 
standard outputs

264GB
The max storage 

capacity with 
external microSD

HIGH FIDELITY
This player boasts 
support for a huge 

range of file types: 
WAV, FLAC, WMA, MP3, 
OGG, AAC, ALAC, APE, 

AIFF, DFF and DSF

INVISIBLE TOUCH
The AK70 has a vivid 
3.3-inch touchscreen, 

giving you full access 
to menus and audio 

controls, as well as 
showing album artwork
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Really, T3? Fixie bikes are for 

beardy hipsters, aren’t they?

You can mock as much as you like, 
but there’s far more than meets  
the eye with this striking, UK- 
made stallion. At the Evo’s core  
is a lightweight Columbus Cromor 
frame, but with the option to  
switch gearing, handlebar and  
tyre set-ups to suit your ride,  
it’s definitely no one-trick pony.

Will it help me ditch my train  

journey to work?

Of course it will. Set up the Evo  
as a single-speed machine with  
dropped handlebars, and you’ll  
soon be whizzing through the 
rush-hour traffic. Not only  
will those hellish, overcrowded  
trains be a distant memory,  
but you’ll save loads of money  
and get fit in the process. 

But I live miles away from work

Keep your Wiggo on! Stump up £75 
extra for the twin-speed SRAM 
Automatix hub and switch to flat 
bars and you’ll get a wider gear 
range and more comfort on long trips.  

So what about going off-road?

The Evo isn’t just a tarmac tamer  
– dial in the cantilever brakes,  
fit a pair of 35c tyres and optional 

aluminium mudguards and the bike 
will be ready to tackle whatever the 
British countryside can throw at it. 

Three bikes in one? Amazing!  

When does it come out?

Quella is taking orders for the 
hybrid Evo now, so get pedalling. 

 Quella Evo

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

From £599, quellabicycle.com

Vital stats
90mm
The length  
of the supplied  
Evo stem

700c x 25
The diameter and  
width of the standard 
Kenda Kriterium tyres

10.5kg
The approximate 

weight of the  
frame on its own 

Three
The available frame 

sizes: 53cm (S); 
56cm (M); 59cm (L)

NICE RACK
For longer, muckier 

rides, you’d be wise to 
invest in mudguards, 
plus front and rear  

bag racks. Quella can 
supply these for an 
additional £40 each

COLOUR ME RAD
Riders have the choice 
of orange and black, 
or midnight purple and 
black finishes. Explore 
custom paint options 
for an extra £100. How 
pink do you dare to go?
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Vital stats
2,560 x 1,440
The resolution  
of the screen isn’t  
half-bad, either

13 inches
The size of  
that sumptuous,  
colour-rich display

1-2 milliseconds
The refresh rate of  
the Alienware 13’s  

impressive OLED screen

256GB
The hard-drive  

space on your new 
gaming laptop

PREVIEW

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62

EXTERNAL POWER-UP
On its own, the Alienware 13 
can’t reach maximum settings 
for gaming; but with the 
Alienware Graphics Amplifier 
working as a supplementary 
GPU, your gaming dreams  
will be realised

Woah, that’s a chunky bit of kit.  

What the heck is it?

Say hello to Alienware’s latest  
gaming notebook – aka the Alienware 
13, the world’s first laptop to have a 
proper OLED screen. OLEDs are pretty  
common in smartphones and tablets, 
but they also make for some of the  
most expensive TVs and monitors.

I’m sensing this could be great 

for on-the-go gaming.

You sense correctly! 
With superior 
brightness and 
unrivalled colour 
reproduction, the OLED used 
in this laptop will revolutionise 
your gaming on the move.

Can it handle graphics-card-melting 

triple-A games?

With that extra size, the Alienware  
13 has the space to support serious 
hardware – so yes, you can play those 
big-budget games with ease. Inside 
this notebook, you’ll find the latest 
Intel 6th-gen Skylake Core series 
processors and a GTX 960M graphics 
chip. It’s not the most powerful  
GPU on the market, but it’ll work 
wonders in tandem with that display.

It looks pretty chunky, though.

That’s probably one of the few caveats 
of the Alienware 13. Over an inch thick, 
and weighing upwards of four-and-a- 
half pounds, it’s no sleek MacBook. 
That said, this is a solid gaming laptop, 
with some powerful processing chops, 
not to mention that killer screen.

SERIOUS BATTERY LIFE
Like previous iterations  
of the Alienware 13 Notebook,  
the OLED version comes  
with a respectable 62WHr 
battery, offering an entire 
day’s worth of charge

Alienware 13 
OLED Notebook

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

£996, dell.com
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 Hype
PREVIEW

Soundbars are ten-a-penny. Why is 

this one special?

Hey, the YSP-2700 isn’t just another 
commodity box, we’ll have you 
know – it’s the latest in Yamaha’s 
posh Digital Sound Projector line. 
Behind that metal grille is an array 
of steerable beam drivers that 
project forward and reflect sound 
off the walls of your listening room. 
The end result? A convincing 7.1 
sound field without the faff of living 
with additional speaker enclosures. 

Yamaha YSP-2700 
£899, uk.yamaha.com

Can it do multi-room and Hi-Res 

Audio, too?

Yes to both. The YSP-2700 is 
MusicCast-enabled, which means 
you can integrate it with other 
speakers and sound systems  
that use Yamaha’s wireless audio 
system. For example, you can  
group it with networked speakers  
in your kitchen and bedroom for 
simultaneous playback, or route 
the TV audio from your soundbar  
so it can be heard in other rooms. 

Does it support other files?

Aye. It’ll also play back FLAC, WAV 
and AIFF audio files. There’s even a 
Compressed Music Enhancer, which 
you can use to restore sonic depth 
to low-bitrate MP3s.  

Nice, but will it work with 4K UHD?

Naturally. All three HDMIs support 
4K sources with HDCP 2.2, so you 
can hook up Sky Q for UHD footy, 
watch movies on UHD Blu-ray,  
or stream 4K Daredevil on Netflix. 

OK, I need this soundbar in my  

life. When can I get all touchy-

feely with it?

You see – we’d knew you’d be 
interested. But you’ll need to  
keep your mitts to yourself until 
the Yamaha YSP-2700 lands in 
stores in late August/early 
September. It’ll be worth the wait. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Vital stats
24-bit/192kHz  
Stepping up to Hi-Res 
Audio? The YSP-2700  
can handle that

2160p 
There’s a trio of UHD-ready 
HDMI inputs, so you can 
hook up all your content 

2.1
The YSP-2700 is 

bundled with a compact 
wireless subwoofer

51mm 
It’s slim enough to 

sit beneath most 
flatscreen TVs

UNIVERSAL 
STREAMING 

If you can stream it, 
this Yamaha soundbar 

will probably play it. 
It’s Apple AirPlay- 
compatible and has 
Bluetooth on board

DESIGNER LOOKS
As befits its price 
point, the build quality 
and design on this 
soundbar are fantastic. 
We love the hairline 
aluminium finish



Matt Damon’s burly assassin  
is back in a new movie – so  
we suggest some kick-ass tech        

HOT WHEELS

01 ROCKETSKATES    
Like most of us, Jase would’ve enjoyed  
a roller disco when he was a kid, whizzing 
round his local leisure centre, hair-gelled 
to the nines, in pursuit of some girl in a 
Wham! T-shirt. Alas, nowadays it’s ruthless 
crims he has to pursue, so he’ll need some 
better wheels. With the RocketSkates, 
he’ll be able to whizz along at up to 12mph,  
a 90-minute charge affording him around 
ten miles of travel. Hair gel not included.          
£699.99, firebox.com

 WHO IS THIS?

04 PROFESSIONAL 
TELEPHONE VOICE-CHANGER    
When Jason’s on the phone trying to 
disguise his voice so as not to reveal his 
true identity, sounding like the love-child 
of Darth Vader and Frank Bruno simply 
won’t do. With the Professional Telephone 
Voice-Changer, he can alter the tone, 
pitch, octave and even gender of his  
voice in real-time. Alternatively, he could 
just hire Mike Yarwood (if he’s still alive).       
$529 (£395), spygadgets.com

DOESN’T MAKE SCENTS

02 AIR-FRESHENER  
CAMERA RECORDER
That air-freshener on your nan’s sideboard 
is to hide the pong from her colostomy 
bag, right? Well, maybe not… There could 
be a camera hidden in there, like there is in 
this spy-friendly gadget. It shoots in 720p 
HD, takes microSD cards up to 64GB, and 
packs a rechargeable battery that’ll give 
you 30 hours of filming. So you’d best think 
twice before thieving those boiled sweets!        
£149, eyetek.co.uk

WORTH ITS WEIGHT

03 PUSH BAND 
Bourne is more ripped than cheap bog  
roll, but he’ll want to keep weight training 
to maintain that physique. The Push Band  
will help him: this sweat-wicking arm  
strap contains sensors that monitor your 
workout in the weight room; it’ll then tell 
you, via a smartphone app, whether you 
need to increase or reduce the intensity  
of your lifts, based on what your focus is. 
Our focus would be ‘home, pizza, Netflix’.      
$289 (£216), trainwithpush.com

THE ’BOT WITH THE LOT

05 A JASON CYBORG
This month’s imaginary gadget is a cyborg 
modelled on Jason Bourne – and for  
no other reason than we could call it 
Bourne Borg. It would be pretty cool, 
though – we’d have it so that it could run 
five times faster, leap five times further 
and punch five times harder than its 
human counterpart, freeing up the real 
Jason to sit at home in his underpants 
watching Antiques Roadshow (in the 
unlikely event that he’s that way inclined). 

Words: Paul Dimery
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STYLE

€250 (£209), thenorthface.com

It may look like a turtle’s 
shell, but The North Face 
Access Pack is this summer’s 
‘It’ bag for tech fans

 ACCESS 
ALL AREAS

UNDER COVER
On your daily commute, are you 
loaded up with more tech than  
a Currys store? Us too. That’s  
why we’re wild about The North 
Face’s new backpack. An innovative 
bag with patent-pending features, 
it has several inner compartments 
to cradle your smartphone, 
laptop, tablet, headphones and 
other gadgets. It also assumes  
a low-profile design so as not  
to draw the attention of thieves  

THE BODYGUARD
The Access Pack is designed 
to withstand the bustle of 
a commute. The sprung steel 
frame and foam body form a 
protective bubble around your 
tech; integrated ladder locks 
in the shoulder straps enable 
adjustability, and a FlexVent 
suspension system ensures 
comfort. That same system  
also provides ventilation  
to the contents of your pack

01 02
EJECTOR SEAT

The Access Pack has ejector 
tabs in its fleece-lined 

pockets for speedily popping 
out your devices. Need fast 
access to the main section? 

Pull on the ejector tab 
and the bag springs open. 

Finally, there’s an external 
laptop pocket with foam-
covered, water-resistant 

zippers and a pull handle to 
lift your laptop up and out 

03



WE CAN BUILD YOU…

Chris Haslam 
 Home-tech writer  

Chris is planning his own 
man cave, so there’s 
no-one better this month 

to help T3 reader Ben track down the 
best gadgets for his posh shed.  
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Create the ultimate bloke’s sanctuary with 
our expert’s choice of kit for your posh shed

    A MAN-CAVE 
FILLED WITH TECH

 01KEF MUO
There’s no point having a man- 

cave if you can’t rattle the rafters with 
some Hawkwind or, erm, Jean-Michel 
Jarre. Save room for the Muo, a Bluetooth 
speaker that’s a gorgeous chunk of 
industrial design to boot. There’s plenty 
of volume here, as well as a delicious 
mid-range that’s punchier than the Muo’s 
size would suggest. Oh, and if you want 
stereo sound, pair two Muos together.  
It comes in six colours, including Brilliant 
Rose to match your Laura Ashley cave 
curtains (we know you’ve got ’em).
From £299.95, kef.com

 02KLARSTEIN DRAFT 
BEER TAP DISPENSER

We’re guessing you enjoy a pale ale or 
six, so what better way to impress your  
pals than with this table-top dispenser 
that works with any five-litre party keg?  
It comes with a built-in cooling and 
pump system, plus an LED temperature 
display. There’s no need for pesky CO² 
cartridges, either. Last orders? Never!
£135, klarstein.co.uk 

 03DYSON PURE  
COOL LINK

Stay cool during gaming marathons, 
while getting rid of the whiff created  
by hours of unventilated bro time. This 
fan and air purifier removes 99.95 per 
cent of allergens, while carbon granules 
capture nose-wrinkling odours and 
toxins. It feeds essential data back to 
the Dyson Link app, and you can control 
all the purifying and cooling remotely.
£349, dyson.co.uk 

 04LIFX COLOR 1000 
At 1,055 lumens, the Color 1000 

is the brightest Wi-Fi bulb around – and 
without the need for a separate hub 
(there’s one built in), it’s easy to set up. 
The app lets you control individual or 
multiple lights, design lighting themes 
to create the right atmosphere, or boost 
security when you’re not in your cave. 
Available as a screw or bayonet fitting, 
this  smart bulb is also compatible with 
the Apple Watch, Android Wear, Amazon 
Echo, Nest and Samsung SmartThings.  
£60, lifx.com

 05PHILIPS SCREENEO 2.0
We’re guessing there’s already  

a TV in your house, so we’ve chosen a 
short-throw projector for handling your 
viewing needs. The all-in-one Screeneo 
2.0 casts a 120-inch screen from just 
42cm away, or a 50-inch screen from 
just 10cm. While not 4K, it’s Full HD 1920 
x 1080p with 2,000-lumen brightness 
and 200,000:1 contrast ratio. What’s 
more, there’s a Dolby Digital 2.1, 26-watt 
sound system with a built-in subwoofer.  
£1,499, philips.co.uk

 06XBOX ONE S
Offering more power and less 

bulk, the 2TB One S (there are also 500GB 
and 1TB versions) comes with 4K Ultra HD 
Blu-ray and High Dynamic Range support, 
ideal for near-future-proof streaming, 
movie nights and gaming. The new-look 
controller also connects to your PC via 
Bluetooth, so you can use it with the 
Windows 10 Play Anywhere initiative.
£350, xbox.com

T H E R E A DE R T H E E X PE RT

Ben Morley
 T3 reader and tool-belt 

lover Ben converted his 
garden shed into a man- 
cave, complete with La-Z 

Boy, pool table and bar. Now he’s looking 
to add some top tech to help him unwind.

ALL NIGHT LONG
Come dusk, the stylish 
Dyson Pure Cool Link 
automatically switches 
to night mode, reducing 
power and dimming lights 
while purifying your 
cave, ready for your 
next session of man-time

THE PERFECT POUR
Available in black or silver, the Klarstein is a 
compact, pump-system beer dispenser that’ll keep 
you in crisp and refreshing pints. The built-in 
cooling unit won’t rattle the windows like  
some noisier units might, and that LED display  
will let you know the temperature of your beer

02

03
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SMOOTH OPERATOR
It won’t support  

4K games, but the  
Xbox One S has been 
pimped to run games 

more smoothly.  
High-def playback is 
also better thanks 
to vastly improved 

light and dark 
contrast

HUB OF ACTIVITY
The LIFX Color 1000 packs 
a built-in hub and uses 
Qualcomm Atheros Wi-Fi 
adaptors to create its 
own mesh network between  
bulbs, enabling them to 
connect directly through 
your wireless router

L O C K I T D OW N

06

With so much 
amazing stuff in  
your man-cave,  
your family won’t 
 see you for days!
CHRIS HASLAM

ALL ABOUT THAT BASS
The Muo houses a powerful bass 

radiator and a more compact 
version of Kef’s Uni-Q ‘point 
source’ driver array, which 
work to fill your cave with 

stunning sound. Music can be 
streamed via Bluetooth aptX 

from your smartphone or tablet 

IN THE FLOW
Looking to get your Bond or Bourne fix?  
The Screeneo 2.0 will see you right, 
boasting a Flow Motion feature that ensures 
smooth, sharp projection during feisty 
action scenes – kiss goodbye to blur

At some point, you will have to leave 
your man-cave, but when you do 
you’re going to need security to keep 
the bad guys (and the kids) at bay.  
The Netgear Arlo (£280, arlo.com) 
battery powered, app-connected 
Wi-Fi security camera comes with  
two weatherproof wireless 
cams, so you can set up 
surveillance without 
running cables from  
the house. And with 
Master Lock’s Smart 
Bluetooth Padlock 
(£99, masterlock.
eu), you can share 
access codes via 
text and know 
which of the kids 
has been in to 
play Call Of Duty. 

01

05

04
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’m one of a relatively small 

number of people who’ve 

written about ‘tech’ both 

before and after the launch 

of the iPhone. 

I also remember a time both before 

and after mobile phones in general.  

And the internet. It’s amazing I’m still 

so youthful and idealistic, really. 

I remember the launch of the first 

iPhone quite distinctly, because we 

live-blogged it – itself a rather futuristic 

concept to the T3 office at the time.  

We barely had a website at that point.

The guy doing said blog appeared to 

have lost his mind.

“It’s an iPod! It’s a phone! It’s a 

computer! It’s all three! Oh my God, 

the humanity! Incredible scenes here! 

Gooooooooaaaaaaaaaaallllll! Sony 

Ericsson! Microsoft Windows Mobile! 

Nokia Symbian! Your boys took one  

hell of a beating! Apple! Apple! Apple!” 

OK, he didn’t say all of that but,  

boy, was the virtual air thick with  

high praise and higher excitement. 

Of course, back in T3’s London  

office, we were all sat there going, 

“Why are you blowing Apple so  

hard, dude? This thing hasn’t even got 

3G, it doesn’t support Adobe Flash,  

and there’s no pull-out keyboard. 

Wasssuuuppp?! SunnyD anyone?” 

Nobody knows anything
We could’ve added, “Why hasn’t it got  

a laser-projected keyboard and a big, 

plug-in camera-flash attachment?” 

Because shortly before the launch  

of the phone that all phones now 

resemble, we’d run an interesting bit  

of reader/industry interaction around 

something called “The 01 Phone”. 

This came from the idea that mobile- 

phone companies were, for some 

reason, deliberately releasing under-

specced phones. I’m still not sure why 

we thought that, but that was the 

starting point. We then challenged  

our readers and ourselves to come 

up with the most amazing phone 

features imaginable. 

Guess what? These didn’t include  

a touchscreen, an app or music store,  

the ability to zoom images with a 

‘stretchy-stretchy’ gesture, instant 

messaging, social sharing, emojis or 

indeed any of the things that have 

revolutionised our lives since.

What we did conjure up 

were a camera with more 

megapixels, and a keyboard that you 

projected onto the desk or another 

surface, before permanently damaging 

your fingers by bashing away on it. 

The old saying attributed to  

Henry Ford – “If I’d asked people what 

they wanted, they’d have asked for a 

faster horse, probably with a projected 

keyboard coming out of it” – definitely 

held true here. Although there might 

also have been a fingerprint sensor in 

the 01 blueprints, to be fair.

public Wi-Fi back in them days, mark 

my words, youngster – or very slowly  

via not-3G.

Today, everything just kind of works. 

The iPhone got 3G and an app store, then 

Android came along and made almost 

the exact same experience available to 

everyone, regardless of ready cash. 

While the smartphone, its brother 

(the tablet) and its bastard idiot child 

(the smartwatch) may have pushed 

them out to an extent in recent years, 

that shouldn’t disguise the fact that 

laptops are also incredibly cheap, 

powerful and reliable compared to a 

decade ago. The Xbox One and PS4 are 

insane compared to the Xbox and PS2.

Cameras, too. Pay above 500 quid  

for one nowadays, and you almost have 

to go out of your way to take a bad photo 

with it. Where’s the fun in that?

This is all great news for consumers, 

but if you’re trying to write about tech, 

it make things so much less enjoyable. 

That’s why I’ve spent the last 500 words 

banging on about the past, old-git style.

There’s one remaining tech area 

where nothing ever works, thankfully. 

And yet, I fear that even ‘smart home’ 

products will function at least vaguely 

as you expect them to, one day. 

What a sad, dull day that’ll be.

I fear that even ‘smart 
home’ products will 
function as you expect 
them to one day   

I

Thing is, that was why tech was 

really exciting back then. Nothing ever 

quite worked, so you came to form  

weird, dysfunctional relationships with 

gadgets, based on neediness and mutual 

dislike. You know, like a marriage. 

Even when we got the original  

iPhone in the office and realised that, 

OK, this is actually pretty alright, it was  

still by no means perfect. Yes, it had 

amazing, data-based services, but you 

couldn’t really use them other than  

on Wi-Fi  – and there wasn’t much 

Duncan Bell  
is spoiled
We’re living in the golden age of tech.  
It’s very boring indeed to write about

OPINION







 SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: inbox@t3.com or www.facebook.com/T3mag 
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GaGu’s mansion is littered 

with discarded handsets, 

and it really does seem 

terribly wasteful to cast 

aside something that’s capable of  

so much, just because it’s been 

superseded by a newer, prettier model. 

For various environmental and 

moral reasons, you might want to 

consider the recycling option. Don’t 

expect to pop your decrepit phone  

into an envelope and make a mint,  

but sending it to your network’s 

recycling program, or an independent 

like Envirofone or Mazuma, means it 

might just end up in grateful hands. 

That is, however, the boring option.

Instead, use your old phone as a 

glorified remote control. With the help 

of something like Unified Remote 

(£Free, Android and iOS), you can turn 

any old touchscreen into a virtual 

trackpad and keyboard for a media PC. 

If you’re lucky enough to have a 

redundant handset with a built-in IR 

blaster, Anymote (£Free, Android) will 

stand in when your proper remotes 

have disappeared beneath the sofa.

Alternatively, you could use a client  

app to control the likes of a Chromecast 

or Plex, or use the companion apps  

of various Wi-Fi-enabled devices. 

But this stuff could easily be done 

on your current phone, so let’s get 

more creative: install Perch (£Free, 

Android), nail your old phone to a  

wall and use its camera for all your 

spying needs. Install DoorSec Quick 

Door Security (89p, Android), and  

stick it to a door to alarm it (this  

might require a bit of creative wiring). 

If your phone has made it through 

its life without the battery becoming 

hosed, and if it supports USB on  

the go, grab StarTech’s microUSB-to-  

USB OTG adapter (£4.79) and use it  

as just about the most awkward way 

possible to charge your new handset. 

Some might suggest putting games 

on your old phone and handing it  

to youngsters, but let’s be real here:  

your kids will reject your rubbish old 

phone faster than a plate full of sprouts. 

What am I supposed to 
do with my old phone?

STEVE HARRIS, WIGAN

“Use your old phone as a 
glorified remote control,  
or as a wall-mounted camera 
for all your spying needs”

This issue

A

THIS FELLA’S GOT MORE SMARTS  
THAN A BUMPER TUBE OF SMARTIES

What am I supposed to do with my old phone? 
Is it worth investing in high-end cans?
How can I improve my pool game quick-smart?
Oi! What kitchen gadget should I buy?
GaGu, I think I’m allergic to my watch!
Are you a PC or Mac man?
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Balls, shafts, tips: readers, 

get your tittering done now 

because Guru won’t be able 

to get through this without a 

hefty dose of double entendre. Ready?

Firstly, a smooth shaft is essential. 

Presuming you’re using your own cue 

(if you’re not, try Peradon’s superior 

sticks), get rid of any oils and grime  

by rubbing it furiously with a cloth or 

dedicated cleaner, then massage in  

a fluid such as Sil Kleen Shaft & Ferrule 

Cleaner (£7.95, cueandcase.co.uk). 

Don’t use micro-grit sandpapers –  

Guru wouldn’t put those anywhere  

near his wood, and neither should you.

Next, the tip: keep it in prime 

condition with a Cuetec Bowtie Tip Tool 

(£11.50, amazon.co.uk), a satisfying 

pocket device if ever there was one.

The final step is to play. Get your 

chin on the shaft, eye up the balls, etc.  

If you can’t be bothered with all that, 

Mike Shorer Fine Jewellery does a  

skull-and-snakes-themed chalk holder 

(£37.50, mikeshorerjewellery.com) – 

that should intimidate your opponent 

enough for you to get the edge.

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62

GADGET GURU’S MAGIC BOX

How good are your ears? 

This should be your first 

concern. Guru’s ill-advised 

and deeply regrettable 

heavy-metal phase, for instance, didn’t 

just leave behind tinnitus and a terrible 

tattoo – his aural-frequency range, 

smashed as it was by blast beats, mosh 

pits and massive speaker stacks, is now 

lacking just a little. Although there’s  

no true way to determine exactly what 

you can and can’t hear without the help 

of a qualified audiologist and some 

serious testing equipment, consider 

your personal impression of your 

capabilities into any value equation.

Next, think about what you’ll be 

listening to and via what streaming 

service, because if the data isn’t there, 

no manner of ear-speaker tech or 

format conversion is going to make it 

appear. So, if you’re not equipped with 

a (pricey) Hi-Res Audio library (at least 

320kbps, ideally 24-bit) or a box full  

of clean vinyl, and if you’re not using  

a quality hi-fi with a top-line DAC, 

there’s really no reason to go mad on 

the end-point. And unless you’ll put 

yourself in a position where you can 

truly appreciate what you’re hearing  

– that means reclining, eyes closed,  

kids packed off to military school –  

you won’t get the full benefits.

Not that GaGu is actually trying to 

talk you out of the idea, mind. He’s just 

trying to temper your expectations. 

For everyday use, pick something 

more mid-range. Something you won’t 

mind taking out of the house when 

commuting or hanging around in the 

park; something you can happily retire 

if the cable frays; and something you 

can use without worry or ceremony. 

Audio-Technica bring audiophile sound 

at a more mainstream price with the 

ATH-MSR7s (£169, audio-technica.com). 

Bose has a stunning set of wireless cans 

called the QuietComfort 35s (£289.95, 

bose.co.uk), while Sennheiser bridges 

the gap between mid-range and 

high-end with the Momentum Wireless 

(¤449/£375, en-de.sennheiser.com).

Got cash to burn? Check out the T3 

Ed’s faves, AKG’s N90Q Golds (£1,300, 

uk.akg.com), or choose the world-class 

Audeze LCD-3s (£1,475, audeze.com).

Is it worth investing in  
high-end headphones?

ANNIE WILMOT, LEICESTER

How can I 
improve my
pool game
quick-smart?

ROSS MURPHY, 
SALISBURY

ABOVE “Ohhhh, 
when you said 
your balls  
had dropped…”

Guru’s rant about smart tape measures 

a few issues ago seems to have 

borne some sort of spiteful 

revenge in the form of the  

Bagel Smart Measure (left, 

$79/£60, bagel-labs.com), 

now available for pre-order 

on Kickstarter. With three 

measuring modes, a built-in 

OLED screen, voice notation 

and Bluetooth connectivity  

to its companion app – all of which 

means you’ll never have to write anything 

down again – GaGu may be forced to admit that this 

digital tape measure looks rather good. Curses!

Also kicking around on Kickstarter is the intriguing 

Basslet (¤139/£116, lofelt.com), a square subwoofer 

you wear on your wrist. Not so much for the concept 

of an otherwise-silent sub – what are neighbours if not 

the perfect target for anti-social musical performance? 

– but for the tech inside, a wiggling electromagnetic 

concoction the creator calls “LoSound”. It’s a neat 

variation on the usual buzzing micro-motor found in 

most wearables, and Guru suspects it could have 

future applications in some less-than-savoury devices.

In this month’s regret news, GaGu wishes he’d hung 

on a few days longer for the OnePlus 3 (£329, oneplus.

net.uk) rather than plumping for the OnePlus 2. It’s 

pleasing to see a proper-gorgeous flagship phone 

coming out of China, and it can only be a good omen 

for those with shallow pockets but expensive tastes 

– having fingered one, Guru can confirm it’s an object 

to rival the latest iPhones and at around half the price.

Finally, as we inch closer to the end of the great 

British barbecue season, Guru’s growing ennui  

has forced him towards alternate grilling options.  

The Philips Smokeless Infrared Indoor Grill ($340/ 

£257, philips.co.uk) both directly contradicts GaGu’s 

sage advice regarding kitchen gadgets in this very 

issue – shut up, OK! – and removes the lingering  

stench of smoke, which is unarguably the best thing 

about getting one’s grill on, goddammit.

Also, you’ll be toasting sausages over what is 

essentially a light bulb, making this the 2016 equivalent 

of an Easy-Bake Oven. Actually, perhaps Guru isn’t 

quite as interested in this as he first thought.

A
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Guru refuses to nail his 

computing colours to  

a particular mast. Each 

platform has its benefits;  

this very column is being wastefully 

written on a 5K iMac (£1,599) because, 

oh my, that screen is amazing! But 

GaGu’s urge to tinker is most nurtured 

by his custom-built (and, naturally, 

frequently disabled) desktop PC.

There are plenty of criteria you 

could use to choose your own platform, 

but here’s a general rule of thumb:  

if you’re doing practical or creative 

work and want a reliable machine to  

cope with it, pick up a Mac. If you’re 

playing games and don’t mind getting 

your hands dirty, a PC is for you.

   
YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

You probably aren’t. While 

most modern stainless-steel 

watch components use at 

least some nickel as part of 

their metal alloys, it’s present in a very 

small amount and is usually coated to 

prevent direct contact with the skin.  

If you do have a serious nickel allergy,  

go to town on the inside of the strap 

with a few coats of clear nail varnish.

The probable reason your watch  

is irritating your skin, Dr Guru is sorry  

to say, is because you’re a sweaty  

old so-and-so. Salt deposits can rub 

and block pores, so take off your  

watch while taking a shower, give  

the inside of the strap a good old  

clean, and don’t put the watch back  

on until the irritation has died down.

ED BATEMAN, 
PETERBOROUGH

ABOVE “Mind 
turning the air-
con down a bit?” CHRIS CHAVIS, 

NORWICH

ROB GWYTHER, 
OXFORD

Don’t miss another  
instalment of the  

legendary Gadget Guru! 

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!

See p62

“THE PROBABLE REAL REASON  
YOUR WATCH IS IRRITATING  
YOUR SKIN IS BECAUSE YOU’RE  
A SWEATY OLD SO-AND-SO”

CROWD-FUNDED

ZUNGLE 
PANTHER 
SUNGLASSES

If you’re so impulsive that 

you want a kitchen device 

simply for the sake of having 

one, don’t buy one. Guru’s 

shelves of kitchen purgatory are on the 

verge of collapse. Dusty breadmakers, 

greasy George Foreman Grills and  

dirty juicers endanger GaGu’s family 

like loose rocks on a cliffside. 

The only cool, worthy kitchen 

gadget is one you’re actually going  

to use. The granite worktops of GaGu 

Towers make space for one particular 

all-in-one machine: a Kenwood 

KMC030 Titanium Chef (£499, 

kenwoodworld.com/uk). It’s exploited 

near-daily, mainly because it takes  

the elbow grease out of many regular 

tasks. You probably don’t even  

need one, but at least it’s compact. Are you a PC  
or Mac man?

GaGu, I think 
I’m allergic to 
my watch!

Oi! What cool 
kitchen gadget 
should I buy?

WHAT ARE THESE?
A pair of Nineties-esque eye goggles 
mixed with Bluetooth headphones.

WHAT’S SPECIAL ABOUT THAT?
What do you mean? With these 
speaker-sunnies, you won’t have to 
shove anything into your ears – the 
sunglasses will play-back your tunes 
without the need for earphones.

EH? WHAT WIZARDRY IS THIS? 
Bone conduction. Most commonly 
used to stick Justin Bieber in the 
mouths of teen girls to encourage 
them to brush their teeth, bone 
conduction sends sounds to your 
ears by literally vibrating your skull. 
There are already a few headsets on 
the market using this tech and, while 
it’s not Guru’s preferred method of 
listening, it’s a good way to listen  
to music while keeping an ear out 
for oncoming articulated lorries.

WHAT ELSE CAN THESE WEIRD 
SUNGLASSES DO?
Naturally, there’s a microphone for 
making calls, and there are controls 
built into the right arm for making 
adjustments with a surreptitious  
and cool-looking “I’m only adjusting 
my specs” move. Plus, there’s a  
wide range of lurid lenses and 
frames for you to choose from.

ANY DRAWBACKS?
The sunglasses are quite stylish, even 
with the overly wide arms (which 
contain the batteries and Bluetooth 
gubbins), but you’d better get used 
to looking like a complete tool if you 
want to listen to anything indoors or 
at night. The limited space for the 
battery means they only manage  
a claimed four hours of playback  
(so probably around two to three 
hours in reality). Plus, frankly, they’re 
bonkers – earbuds and sunglasses 
aren’t exactly incompatible.

SO, HOW’D THEY GO DOWN?
Very well indeed, raking in $1.9m 
(£1.4m) and rising via Kickstarter.
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WORK OUT WITH THE 
WORLD’S FIRST  
TRUE AI TRAINER
Embrace the future of fitness tech with an AI 
trainer who ‘lives’ inside a pair of bio-sensing 

earphones, ready to learn your body

Health and fitness tech has grown 
exponentially these past few years, 
with fitness bands, smartwatches 
and bio-sensing clothing here to 

track your performance and feed back  
via a host of metrics. This year will see 
the release of a new wave of health and 
fitness tech (hello, the Philips Health 
Watch), including a gadget so full of 
potential it could revolutionise the way 
you train. That gadget? The LifeBEAM Vi, 
a true AI personal trainer that ‘lives’ 
inside a pair of bio-sensing earphones.

A self-learning device designed to 
change the way you work out, the Vi uses 
biometrics to create a training program 
tailored to your body; a plan that’ll  
evolve as your fitness levels and stamina 
improve. Real-time coaching and 
personalised insights are delivered  
as you train, as well as afterwards via  
data displayed on the app’s dashboard.  
A hands-free, eyes-free experience, the  
Vi will guide you through a tailor-made 
regime – and coach you to work harder.

An empowering wearable that learns 
your physiology, fitness habits and goals 
through regular use, it’ll help you train 
more efficiently, choosing the right 
exercises for your unique body goals.  
It’ll also dish out advice on weight loss, 
exhaustion-level management, injury 

prevention, running techniques, adaptive 
training plans, managing stress and more.

The Bluetooth and BLE wireless Vi 
earbuds are touch-sensitive and use 
automatic speech recognition so that  
you can dictate a range of actions (such 
as taking phone calls or requesting 
spoken stats) via voice command. Use it 
when running or cycling, and the Vi will 
not only become your personal trainer,  
it’ll show you where you’re succeeding, 
where you need to improve, and how  
you can smash your PB come race day.

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 Head to life-beam.com to learn about 

the Vi, or to pre-order via Kickstarter.  
The Vi costs $249 (£188), with shipping  
to begin in December – just in time for 
your ‘new year, new you’ regime.
 Once you’ve received your Vi, download 

the app (Android and iOS) to start 
tracking and viewing your short- and 
long-term fitness results. Via the app,  
you can set goals and share all that data 
with Google Fit or Apple HealthKit.
 Cyclists can switch to Cycling Mode  

to get real-time physiological feedback 
on their heart rate and speed, plus the 
elevation, time and distance covered 
during their ride. The Vi also interfaces 
with Strava so you don’t have to.

The Vi is an AI personal trainer who ‘lives’ 
inside a pair of bio-sensing earphones, 
and creates a tailored exercise plan after 
learning your body and fitness goals
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 AGENDA
WORK OUT WITH AN AI PERSONAL TRAINER

The Vi earphones are fitted 
with aerospace-grade 
biosensors to monitor your 
biometrics while tracking 
your performance and feeding 
data back in real-time

The Vi is targeted at those who run or 
cycle, making it perfect for duathletes

The dedicated app can also feed training 
data to Google Fit and Apple HealthKit

The Vi has a custom microUSB charging 
cable to keep you juiced between runs



Cut fraudsters off at the 
pass with a clever keyboard 
that keeps you safe online 
from hackers, malware, ads 
tracking and more, while 
enabling private browsing

Take a closer look at your cardiovascular health with a new 
smart scale that aims to help you figure out the current 
state of your heart and arteries – and how to protect them

Identity theft is on the 
rise. Credit-card fraud 
is a billion-dollar 
industry. No wonder so 

many of us feel vulnerable online. 
Preevio, the company behind new 
security-minded keyboard SilentKeys, 
is taking e-pickpocketing, hacking 
and tracking by the horns.

Using banking-grade network 
encryption, the SilentKeys keyboard 
keeps your data, personal files, 
emails and online comms safe. It has 
customisable levels of privacy, too: 
plug the keyboard into your computer 
or laptop, press the SK ‘on’ button 
then choose your level of privacy. 

On a basic level, the SilentKeys 
enables anonymous browsing while 
blocking ads and tracking. A more 
advanced feature covers the above, 
as well as protecting your machine 
against viruses and malware, and 
offers an encrypted network and a 
secure file vault for keeping your 
work and important documents (for 
example, digital copies of marriage 
or birth certificates) safe.

The SilentKeys keyboard can be 
pre-ordered now, in either white or 
black, for ¤129/£108 (preev.io), with 
shipping to start in November. If 
you’re concerned about keeping your 
data private, it’s worth a look. 

How do you know whether 
you’re ‘skinny fat’ or 
comfortably sized yet in 
good health? Withings says it 

has the answer with Body Cardio, a new 
scale that helps you discover your level 
of cardiovascular health – and what 
steps you can take to keep it in shape.

Essentially, Body Cardio is a smart 
scale to weigh yourself on. So far so 
normal, right? However, the Body Cardio 
also measures your pulse-wave velocity 
(PWV). When your heart beats, it sends 
a shockwave through your arterial 
system. The speed at which that 
shockwave moves is a good indicator  
of your general cardiovascular health.

According to Withings, the Body 
Cardio can sense your heart’s PWV 
through your feet. The scale then sends 
(via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi) a readout of 
data to the Withings Health Mate app 
(compatible with Android 4.3.3 and  
iOS 7). A high PWV indicates stiffer 

arteries, which could increase the risk of 
hypertension and cardiovascular disease.

Admittedly, not everyone will want  
to face knowing what their current level 
of cardiovascular health is, but if you’re 
game and want to learn how changes in 
diet and exercise can protect your heart 
and arteries, make the Body Cardio  
part of your weekly weigh-in routine.

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 First, get your hands on a Body Cardio 

($180/£137, withings.com). This slim 
scale is made from durable, wipe-clean 
aluminium and comes in white or black.
 Next, install the Withings Health Mate 

app on your smartphone and sync both 
devices. As well as your PWV, the Body 
Cardio tracks your weight, as well as 
your fat-, muscle- water- and bone 
mass, pinging all that data to the app.
 With this new insight, you can now 

tailor your exercise and diet to improve 
your health.

Protect your 
privacy and 
security online

    IMPROVE THE HEALTH 
OF YOUR HEART 02 03
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The Body Cardio delivers a picture of 
your cardiovascular health by measuring 
your pulse-wave velocity – the higher the 
reading, the more prone you are to disease
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 AGENDA
MAKE A SPLASH WITH FLYBIKING

So you’ve tried flyboarding and 
jetskiing, and you’ve even had  
a go on a water jetpack. Think 
your time in the water is done?  

Think again, because now there’s a new 
water-based sport to master: flybiking. 
Suitable for those aged 16 and over, and 
who have a decent level of physical fitness, 
flybiking is a high-octane water-based 
sport to really get your heart pumping. 

A flybike is a bike-type frame designed 
to propel you, via three high-powered 

04
water jets, to a maximum height of 15 feet 
above the water. And no, you won’t need 
to pedal – you could try, but you’ll look like 
an idiot. You’ll begin by standing on the 
flybike while it’s submerged under water, 
with just your head appearing above the 
water’s surface. Your ‘personal watercraft’ 
instructor will be riding a jetbike near  
you. When they hit the throttle, you’ll be 
blasted into the air, propelled by those 
water jets, so you’ll need to use your 
balance and agility to stay airborne. 

You’ll have flybiking tuition on land 
beforehand, with further tuition once 
you’re in the water. Lagoona Park, a 
premier jetski centre based in Reading, 
offers flybiking-experience sessions as well 
as rib-boat hire. “The instructor will ensure 
the participant gets the correct stance  
on the bike prior to becoming airborne,” 
says Lagoona Park’s Shirley McLeod Ross. 

“The height you’ll reach will be closely 
controlled by the instructor, although you 
can ask to go higher or lower.” Just try not 
to scream on the big blast upwards, OK?

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 To book a flybiking session, head  

to lagoonapark.com. A solo session  
costs £95 and is available on weekdays 
between 11am and 6pm. There’s no  
height restriction, but the minimum age  
is 16 and the maximum weight is 18 stone.
 A wetsuit, helmet, goggles, buoyancy 

aid and insurance are all included in the 
cost of flybiking, so all you’ll need to 
bring is swimwear and a towel. You’ll  
get two 15-minute sessions in the water. 
 Fancy making a day of it? Lagoona Park 

also offers jetski, jetbike and rib-boat 
hire. There are group experiences 
available, too, and you can even take  
your buddies along as spectators. 

This summer, get involved in the latest sports craze to hit UK  
waters, and test your stamina, balance, agility and core strength  
while soaring up to 15 feet in the air on a water-jet-powered flybike

MAKE A HIGH-OCTANE 
SLASH WITH FLYBIKING

When flybiking, you’ll be projected  
into the air, to a maximum height of  
15 feet, on a flybike propelled by  
three high-powered water jets. Squeal!
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Rahul and Prachi Baxi, the  
duo behind the SmartyPans, 
reckon the majority of us 
underestimate the amount of 

calories in our food by some 30 per cent. 
That could explain why T3’s latest diet 
isn’t working (it could also be the beer). 
Their answer? The SmartyPans. “Think  
of it as a FitBit of food,” says Rahul.

There are two parts to this Bluetooth-
enabled cooking device. The bottom 
section and integrated handle contain a 
temperature sensor, microcontroller and 
scale. On top of this sits an ovenproof pan 
that can be used as a serving dish after 
cooking (simply detach the long handle).

The SmartyPans is controlled via  
a dedicated (Android and iOS) app. It 
communicates with the microcontroller and 
scale, so it knows how much food is in the 
pan and what temperature it’s cooking at. 
How does it know precisely what food is 
inside? The pan is rocking voice-recognition 
technology, so you can literally tell it  
what food you’re dumping into the pan.

The app contains recipes with real-time 
instructions, dishes out nutritional advice 
and tells you when food is ready. Nutritional 
and calorific data is calculated in real time, 
and the SmartyPans can be synched with a 
range of fitness trackers and nutrition apps 
so that your health ecosystem is in tune.

TURN YOUR iPHONE 6
INTO A DSLR CAMERA06

Revolutionise your cooking this month with a connected skillet that offers on-board recipes, 
weighs your food as you cook it, and tells you how many calories you’ll be chowing down on

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 To cook and track your food the smart 

way, order a SmartyPans in black, red or 
orange from smartypans.io ($209/£159).
 Next, install the app on your phone and 

choose from the app’s 1000-plus recipes. 
Heat the pan and the app will give you 
step-by-step cooking instructions.
 Speak aloud the ingredients as you add 

them into the SmartyPans, and it’ll weigh 
what food is added, then calculate,  
in real time, the calorific and nutritional 
information. The SmartyPans has a 
built-in weight sensor, sensitive to 0.5gm, 
so it’ll know what’s going in. Talk about 
taking the guesswork out of cooking!

COOK FOOD THE 
SMART WAY

If your photography skills 
live and die by the quality 
of your iPhone’s camera, 
give it a boost with the 

Pictar, a stunning camera grip made  
to bolster your phone’s on-board camera 
with many of the hardware features 
you’d normally find on a pricey DSLR. 
It’s easy to use: just slot your iPhone 
6 or 6 Plus into the Pictar and shoot.

The Pictar doesn’t make your phone’s 
camera more powerful than the 12MP 

found in its rear lens, of course,  
but it does offer several features  
to help you nail the perfect shot:  
a programmable zoom ring, an exposure- 
compensation wheel, a multi-state 
shutter release and a selfie button.

You can pre-order the Pictar via 
Kickstarter, in a choice of Basic 
($90/£67) or Premium kits ($129/£91), 
with shipping to begin this November.

And Android phone users won’t be 
left wanting, either, with the cool 
Magix Camera MX app (£Free, magix.com) 
being updated this month. This multi-
function app is a one-stop shop for 
capturing and editing pics and video. 
Record moving images and share them as 
live clips; tinker with over 20 filters 
and three effects packages; or crop 
images before exporting or posting 
direct to your social-media accounts.

Transform your iPhone into an easy-grip DSLR, or treat your 
images to a range of pro finishes thanks to a souped-up  
photo-editing app that’ll also share your handywork online

 05
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 AGENDA
RELIVE YOUR GAMING YOUTH

For many T3 readers, it’s 
likely that your gaming life 
started in the mid-1980s with 
Nintendo’s revolutionary 8-bit 

Entertainment System. Back then, Mario 
was a promising young plumber, Zelda 
had just begun his never-ending quest, 
and Pokémon Go was the stuff of dreams/
nightmares. Consoles have advanced 
considerably in the decades since the 
NES, but the thirst for gaming nostalgia 
remains strong. That’s why the palm-
sized Nintendo Classic Mini will be hot 
property when it’s launched in November.

Other than the size, the Classic Mini 
stays loyal to the original, from the grey- 
and-black casing right down to the (now) 
retro packaging. The iconic, rectangular 
four-button joypad controller remains 
unchanged, too. The console is powered 
by USB and connects to your TV via  
HDMI, so no fuzzy retuning is required. 

A trip down memory lane would be 
nothing without decent games to play, 
and rather than relying on sketchy 

Still hankering after your old gaming console? This November, 
take things back to basics with a mini take on a classic 1980s 
machine, rammed with 30 of the best games from your youth

RELIVE YOUR 
GAMING YOUTH WITH 
A REVAMPED CLASSIC

cartridges, Nintendo has crammed 30 
solid-gold classic titles into the console. 
Test your questionable adult reflexes on 
everything from Super Mario Brothers  
and The Legend Of Zelda, to Double 
Dragon II: The Revenge, Kid Icarus and 
Castlevania. And the cost of rekindling 
misty-eyed memories? A mere £50, plus 
£8 for a second controller. Get it now!

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY
 Pre-order a Nintendo Classic Mini now 

from your favourite retailer, or risk the 
queues at the 11 November launch. The 
console and one controller will cost £50. 
A second controller is an additional £8.
 Connect the console to your TV with 

the supplied HDMI cable, and power it 

Get a big hit of gaming nostalgia 
this month with Nintendo’s Classic 
Mini console, stuffed with 30 games

through the nearest USB port. You’ll 
need to grab an AC adaptor (available 
separately) if you want to power your 
Classic Mini via the mains. 
 There’s nothing left to do now but 

whizz up a SodaStream, kick off your 
Reebok Pumps, hit the power button  
on the Classic Mini and settle old  
scores on your chosen Nintendo game.
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THE ULTIMATE

 WE ALL WANT A CONNECTED HOME, BUT HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT INTERNETTING 
YOUR THINGS? T3 PRESENTS THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO SMARTENING UP YOUR SPACE…
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Google’s Nest Learning Thermostat is the poster- 
child for the Internet of Things. Here, we look  
at why such devices are essential smart-home tech…  
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Once upon a time, our 

home heating system did 

just two things: heat our 

home and heat our water. 

California-based Nest Labs 

changed all that in 2011 

with its smart Learning 

Thermostat – and when 

Google later bought the 

company, people woke  

up to the fact that it was  

no gimmick. Rival smart 

thermostats were rushed 

onto the scene, and a 

whole new category of 

consumer electronics was 

born. But what exactly does 

a smart thermostat do? 

Well, the ‘smart’ refers 

mainly to the thermostat’s 

ability to learn your daily 

routine and adjust the 

heating in your home 

accordingly, saving you  

money along the way.  

If you want to tweak the 

scheduling manually, you 

can do so on the device 

itself or via an app, the 

latter also providing 

analysis of your routine. 

Thanks to Google’s 

involvement, Nest was soon 

able to connect with various 

third-party products. Now, 

not only could your heating 

be set up to ensure that 

your pad was warm as you 

arrived home at night, the  

 

 

Nest thermostat could also 

switch on fans when the 

house became too hot,  

or turn on battery chargers 

when cheaper energy 

became available off-peak. 

Where Nest led, others 

followed, and now the likes 

of Tado, as well as energy 

providers EDF Energy, 

Scottish Power and British 

Gas, offer ways for you to 

save money – as well as  

the planet – by monitoring 

your energy use. Once you 

give your boiler a smart 

transplant, you’ll wonder 

how you ever lived 

without it. 

SMART THERMOSTATS 

FLY THE NEST
The boss of smart 
thermostats, 
Nest’s device  
is an object of 
desire, and is 
also very easy  
to control



SETTING UP A NEST LEARNING THERMOSTAT
It’s by no means the only fantastic smart thermostat on the market,  
but it pioneered the technology. Here’s how to get one up and running… 

01 What’s in the box? 
 

 The Nest Learning 

Thermostat may be super-

smart but it prides itself  

on its simplicity, so it’s no 

surprise that the contents of 

the box are sparse. As well  

as the beautiful metal-and-

glass HAL9000-esque 

thermostat, you get the more 

mundane but just as essential 

backplate and Heat Link hub. 

There are also a couple of 

screws, but you could get an 

engineer to install it for you…  

04 Getting the app 
 

 The next steps are to 

download the app (you can, 

of course, do it in advance of 

installation if you’re super-

keen) and play about with  

the settings. Interesting 

features include True Radiant, 

which learns how quickly  

it takes your home to heat  

up and cool down; and 

Auto-Away, which senses 

when you leave the house 

and turns the heating down 

accordingly, saving energy. 

02 Installation by a pro 
 

 Once you’ve receive your 

box of tricks, you’re advised 

to get the device installed by 

one of Nest’s approved local 

experts. Why? Because it isn’t 

just a case of screwing the 

thing to the wall; they’ll need 

to check that your heating 

system is working and 

conforms to safety standards; 

find the best place to install 

the device; install both it and 

the Heat Link; then hook it all 

up to your hot-water tank.  

05 Nest Protect 
 

 As we’ve already 

mentioned, the Nest Learning 

Thermostat works with 

third-party devices to 

manage your home. But you 

can also add some of Nest’s 

own products. Start with  

the newly redesigned Nest 

Protect smoke alarm and  

CO detector, which checks  

its batteries and sensors up 

to 400 times a day, and will 

even send an alarm to your 

phone when something’s up. 

03 Connecting up  
 

 Once all that’s been done, 

the engineer will connect 

your Nest thermostat to your 

home broadband via Wi-Fi 

(or at least help you to do  

it yourself), then give you a 

run-through of how the thing 

works. You may have to  

wait while it downloads the 

latest update, which – among 

other things – will give you 

the option to have outdoor 

weather conditions and 

forecasts on the display.

06 Nest Cam 
 

 For even more peace of 

mind, add some security  

with a Nest Cam (or several). 

Once mounted on a shelf  

or wall, it’ll live-stream  

1080p video to your phone 

24/7, enabling you to keep  

a close eye on your property 

from wherever you happen to 

be. Night vision is impressive, 

and you can talk through it, 

too, giving you the chance  

to scream at burglars (or 

maybe sing to the dog).   
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3 EDF Energy HeatSmart 
The Philippe Starck-designed, 

Netatmo-built HeatSmart has some 

neat features, though its LCD display 

lags behind our other two picks.  

Its Frost Guard and Auto-Adapt 

functions make it particularly useful 

in the depths of Britain’s winter. 

£199, edfenergy.com 

2 Hive Active Heating 
British Gas was the first big energy 

company to dive into the smart-

thermostat market, with its Hive 

Active Heating. Its raison d’être is to 

help you run your home as efficiently 

as possible – but its second-gen 

model looks pretty damn cool, too.  

£249, hivehome.com 

1 Nest Learning Thermostat 
The original smart thermostat, this 

little disc boasts stunning looks, 

tactile operation and a delightful user 

interface. The latest model, the Nest 

3.0, includes hot-water control, as 

well as displaying target temperature 

and outdoor weather forecasts. 

£200, nest.com 

THE TOP THREE SMART 
THERMOSTATS ON THE MARKET…

HOT STUFF
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So, you’re aware that 

thermostats can be smart, 

connected to the internet 

and controlled from your 

phone. They can tell you  

the weather, learn your 

activities and save you  

cash via your energy bills. 

But what else can they do? 

First of all, they can 

connect to your other smart 

devices, and you can utilise 

the thermostat’s control 

over your heating and water 

to do some clever things. 

Within Nest’s ecosystem, 

for example, the thermostat, 

smoke alarm and camera all 

work beautifully together: 

when your Nest Learning 

Thermostat is set to Away, 

Within Nest’s ecosystem,  
the Learning Thermostat, 
Nest Protect smoke alarm 
and Nest Cam all work 
beautifully together

 SMART-THERMOSTAT INTEGRATION 
Thanks to the Internet of Things, your new  
device can do much more than just heat your home   

your camera turns on; if the 

Nest Protect senses smoke, 

the Nest Cam automatically 

records what’s happening. 

Then there are the  

third-party Works With  

Nest devices, which have 

been created with software 

that’s designed to play  

nicely with your Nest. 

And finally, you can  

use IFTTT (see p60), or a 

home-automation system 

such as Apple HomeKit  

or Amazon Echo, to get  

your thermostat to trigger 

responses from any piece  

of kit you have in your home 

that’s connected to your 

Wi-Fi – or even just connected 

to a smart plug (see p54). 

THE HEAT IS ON 
One of the 
benefits of Hive 
Active Heating is 
that installation 
by a British Gas 
engineer comes 
free of charge 

HIVE 2.0
Hive’s smart thermostat 

integrates perfectly with 
the rest of the company’s 

smart-home products  



Smart lighting tech is the front-of-house, 
audience-pleasing show-off of the connected  
home – change your lightbulbs, change your life  

Lighting plays a vital role  

in creating an ambience in a 

room, and the first company 

to take advantage of this 

area in a smart way was 

Philips with its Hue system.  

As well as enabling you to 

turn the lights on and off 

from your sofa (as most 

systems offer), Hue includes 

colour-changing bulbs that’ll 

match your mood, what you’re 

doing, the time of day, etc.    

The latest addition  

to the Hue family are the 

Ambience bulbs. As their 

name suggests, these enable 

you to subtly tweak the 

ambience of your room, and 

can be scheduled to wake 

you up naturally, turn off at  

a certain time, and so on.  

As with all the Hue bulbs,  

you can also set scenes  

– so if you want the look  

of a Caribbean sunset in  

your kitchen, no problem.  

Or maybe you just want to 

concentrate? Just flip the 

scene to ‘Concentrate’ and 

you’ll get a brighter light  

that aids your activity.

And it’s not only Philips 

that’s in on the smart-

lighting lark. You won’t get 

anything coloured with 

Belkin’s WeMo Lighting or 

Hive’s Active Lights, but  

they function in similar ways, 

enabling you to schedule  

on/off times and change  

the feel of a room through 

different ambiences. It’s 

worth bearing in mind that 

only Hive’s Active Lights 

feature a bayonet fitting  

– for the others, you’ll  

need to pick up an adaptor.

Smart lighting can also 

connect to the rest of your 

smart home. For instance, 

using IFTTT, you could set 

your lights up to flash if  

your Nest Protect detects 

carbon monoxide, or even 

flash when somebody rings 

your smart Ring doorbell. 

You can find out  

more about how you can 

customise your smart 

lighting by checking out the 

‘Integrating Smart Lighting’ 

column on the next page.

SMART LIGHTING 
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LOOK HUE’S TALKING
Philips’ Hue was the first 
smart lighting system, and 
some would say still the best  



3 Philips Hue 
The most popular smart-lighting 

solution, Hue will wake you up in the 

morning, fool potential burglars into 

thinking you’re at home, and even 

inform you of changes in the weather 

and incoming phone calls. Fancy.

Starter Pack, £180; Bulbs, £50 each; 

meethue.com

2 Hive Active Lights
British Gas’s Hive Active Heating 

smart thermostat has been a roaring 

success, and the company now also 

offers window and door sensors, 

smart plugs… and lights. You can link 

it all together using the Hive Hub.

Hive Active Light bulbs, £19 each; 

Hive Hub, £80; hivehome.com

1 Belkin WeMo Lighting  
As with Philips’ Hue, Belkin’s system 

can be operated via the WeMo app – 

so, for example, you can create 

schedules or match the temperature 

of the lights to your mood. Naturally, 

it’ll work with other WeMo devices.

WeMo Lighting Starter Set, £80; 

Bulbs, £25 each; belkin.com/uk

THREE OF THE SMARTEST WAYS TO 
ADD AMBIENCE TO YOUR HOME…

LEADING LIGHTS SETTING UP HUE LIGHTING
Smart lighting can bring a whole new atmosphere to your pad. Here, T3 
shows you how to set up and use one of the best systems – Philips’ Hue…

01 Initial set-up
 

You’ll probably have a Philips 

Hue Starter Pack – which 

comes in different variations. 

We’re setting up the White 

Ambience bulbs, but the 

process is pretty much the 

same no matter what pack 

you’ve got. Start by screwing 

your lights into the sockets 

you want them in. If you have 

a bayonet fitting, you can  

buy an adaptor from Maplin 

(maplin.co.uk) for around  

£5 to convert the fixture.

04 Room set-up
 

Once all your lights have 

been found, you’ll be asked 

to group them into rooms to 

make things easier to control. 

Tap on the + button to add  

a new room, then either  

type a name for the room or 

choose the room type (the 

name will be autofilled). Now 

choose which light(s) you 

want associated with that 

room. When you’ve added 

the rooms and lights you 

want, hit next and ‘Let’s Go’.

02 Install the Bridge
 

The next job is to install the 

Hue Bridge. Plug it in and 

connect it to your router 

using the supplied Ethernet 

cable. Once the three little 

lights on the front of the 

Bridge are illuminated,  

you’re ready to connect  

your house lights to it. Make 

sure the lights are switched 

on, then head over to the 

App Store or Google Play  

to download the Philips Hue 

app to your smart device.

05 Controlling lights
 

On the main Home screen, 

you’ll see the rooms you’ve 

set up, along with a simple 

On/Off switch and a dimmer 

slider. Hitting the circle  

icons enables further control 

over the light in question  

– and there’s also a Recipes 

section that enables you  

to change the temperature  

or colour of the light based 

on your moods. Feeling 

stressed? Perhaps you  

need a nice, soothing blue.  

03 Using the app
 

When you first start the app, 

you’ll be prompted to search 

for a Hue Bridge (make sure 

your phone is connected to 

your Wi-Fi network). Once 

the app has found the Bridge, 

it’ll ask you to begin set-up – 

this involves pressing the big 

button on the Bridge to link 

everything up. Tap Light 

Set-Up in the app and hit  

the + button to begin adding 

lights. It may take a minute  

or so to find your lights. 

06 Hi, Siri!
 

If you’re an iOS user, you can 

use Siri to control your lights. 

Go to Settings in the Hue app 

and select Siri voice control. 

You need to pair Siri to your 

Hue Bridge – and the easiest 

way is to use your camera to 

read the code on the bottom 

of the Bridge. You’ll have to 

give a name for your home  

at this point. And that’s it. 

Now you should be able to 

say commands such as, “Dim 

my lights to 20 per cent,” etc.
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Using your smartphone  

to turn your lights on or off, 

dim them or make them 

change colour is a neat 

party trick, but there have 

been remote-control lights 

since the 1970s. What 

really sets smart lighting 

apart is when you get it  

to work with your other 

smart-home devices.  

Taking WeMo as an 

example, the bulbs are 

connected to your home 

internet through a hub  

that links to your router via 

Wi-Fi – in the same way 

that an audio streamer like 

Sonos does. You then use 

INTEGRATING SMART LIGHTING 
Smart lighting is fun in isolation, but really 
comes alive when connected to other smart devices  

Belkin’s WeMo app to control 

the light settings – but this  

is where you can integrate 

your other smart products.

You can easily add 

additional WeMo products 

such as WeMo Switch or 

WeMo Motion to your  

hub, and program home- 

automation triggers such  

as using your WeMo Motion  

to turn on your lights when 

you walk into a room. 

But you can also ‘leave’ 

the WeMo ecosystem with 

Web service IFTTT (see 

p60), which lets you create 

recipes that connect your 

apps, websites and devices 

together in very cool 

ways. For example, your 

bulbs could react when 

something changes on  

a website, whether that be 

the weather, your footy team 

scoring a goal, a Facebook 

status update getting  

‘liked’ – anything. And with 

Apple, Amazon and Google  

battling to provide the user 

interface for your smart-

home tech, integration 

has never been hotter. 
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BURGLAR DETERRENT
If you want to control your 
lights when you’re out and 
about – perhaps giving the 
impression that you’re at 
home when you’re not – you 
need to create a Philips  
Hue account. You can do  
this through the app or  
at www.meethue.com.

Your lightbulbs could react 
when something changes on 
a website, whether that be 
the weather, your favourite 
football team scoring a goal, 
a Facebook status update 
getting ‘liked’ – anything

CUSTOM LIGHTING 
The WeMo app  
is one of the 
best around  
for letting  
you customise 
your lighting 
to suit certain 
circumstances 



You don’t necessarily have to replace every bit of kit  
in your crib to create a smart home – you can hook  
your existing appliances up to smart plugs instead  
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Wouldn’t it be great if you 

could remotely control all  

of your home appliances? 

Maybe switch them off when 

you’re in the car heading to 

the airport, or even manage 

the energy consumption of 

them using an app… 

Well, with a smart-home 

plug, that’s exactly what you 

can do. There are a number 

of smart-home plugs on the 

market – from manufacturers 

such as Belkin, Hive, D-Link 

and Samsung. So let’s look 

at the options (although, 

many do very similar things, 

so it’ll depend on your 

current smart-home set-up 

as to which is best for you).

Let’s start with the newest 

of the lot, the Hive Active 

Plug (£39). This fits into the 

Hive ecosystem, and you’ll 

need the Hive Hub (£80, 

although you can get starter 

packs for considerable 

savings). The Hive Active 

Plug is a pretty simple affair. 

Once you’ve got your Hub 

set up, pair your smart  

plug and you can turn your 

appliances off from wherever 

you are in the world – via 

your smartphone, tablet  

or laptop. You can also set 

SMART-HOME CONTROLLERS 

up to six time slots per day 

to switch things on and off – 

particularly handy for lamps 

if you’re on holiday and want 

to give the impression that 

someone’s home.

Samsung’s SmartThings is 

another popular ecosystem 

of products, and includes 

presence and motion sensors, 

as well as the SmartThings 

Power Outlet (£45). Like 

ULTIMATE CONTROL 
With Hive’s 
Active Plug you 
can monitor all 
of your home 
appliances. We 
can’t guarantee 
it’ll control 
your dog, though 
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3 Samsung SmartThings 
Power Outlet  
Samsung has created its own  

range of smart-home devices –  

called SmartThings. As with most  

smart plugs, you’ll need a hub to 

control it all (£99), as well as the 

SmartThings Power Outlet itself.

£45, samsung.com

2 Hive Active Plug 
The British Gas-owned Hive has 

added to its smart thermostat with  

a range of other smart-home devices. 

The Hive Hub (£80) hooks everything 

together, including the Active Plug, 

which lets you remotely control  

and schedule your appliances.

£39, hivehome.com

1 WeMo Insight Switch
Belkin’s smart-home ecosystem is 

pretty comprehensive – and the 

WeMo Insight Switch fits perfectly 

into it. Differing to the normal 

‘Switch’ (£40) by the fact that it’ll give 

you energy-consumption readouts,  

it Works With Nest and IFTTT.  

£50, belkin.com/uk

MAKE ANY ‘DUMB’ APPLIANCE 
‘SMART’ WITH THESE ADDITIONS…

SMARTEST PLUGS

Hive, you can program the 

plug to turn on and off at 

designated times (we like  

the idea of plugging a coffee 

machine in, scheduling it to 

come on in the morning, and 

waking up to a fresh cup).  

You’ll need the SmartThings 

Hub to use the Power Outlet 

(and indeed any of the 

SmartThings devices), and 

that’ll set you back £100.

Other solutions include 

D-Link’s Home Smart  

Plug (£42), which enables 

you to monitor energy use 

and stop the plug from 

overheating (and works 

without a hub); and Belkin’s 

popular WeMo Insight Switch 

(£50), which is compatible 

with Nest’s thermostats,  

so you can automatically 

turn off appliances when 

your thermostat knows 

you’re not home.

Whichever option you 

decide on, you get pretty 

much the same thing – the 

ability to control ‘dumb’ 

appliances from an app. 

Mostly, this will be bespoke 

to the ecosystem you 

choose, but with more and 

more devices being Apple 

HomeKit-compatible,  

for example, you may be  

able to control them soon 

from one place. And so 

there’s another decision.

As well as using  

smart plugs to control  

your home, you have to 

make a decision about 

which system you want to  

run everything on. There are 

a few out there – Apple’s 

HomeKit, Samsung’s 

SmartThings, Amazon 

Echo, Works With Nest  

and new contender Google 

Home – and we go into 

more detail about a couple 

of those names on the 

following pages. Each  

has its own plus points  

and down sides, and the 

fact of the matter is that 

they’re all early in their 

development, so none  

is yet perfect. However,  

it obviously makes sense 

that if you’re an Apple 

fanboy, you should 

probably stick with 

HomeKit, and Android 

aficionados should aim  

for Nest or Google Home.

THREE OF THE 

Each smart-home ecosystem 
has its plus points and down 
sides, and the fact of the  
matter is that they’re all still  
early in their development,  
so none of them are yet perfect



Protecting your home just got easier – and indeed a 
whole lot smarter – with a vast range of cams, motion 
sensors and more to keep the burglars at bay…
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Your home, or your smart 

home even, contains all  

of your prized objects and 

possessions, both material 

and sentimental. So, you 

better protect it from the 

meanies of this world, 

right? Well luckily, the 

smart home era has 

conjured up all manner of 

smart security devices to 

do just that. You can now 

monitor your home in ways 

like never before.

Let’s start with video. 

Home surveillance is now 

booming – and smart cams 

are accessible to anyone. 

The ability to view what’s 

going on remotely make 

them a sound addition to 

your smart home security 

setup. Nest was one of the 

first to launch a connected 

camera (the Nest Cam, 

£159) and it’s still a great 

choice, especially if you 

already have other Nest 

products. What’s more, 

Nest has just announced its 

outdoor security camera, 

the Nest Cam Outdoors 

(£TBC). This means you can 

monitor both inside and 

outside of your house 

remotely, all from within 

the same app. You can even 

speak through the Nest 

cams, to give your partner a 

shock or shout “bugger off” 

to unwanted intruders. 

The Netatmo Welcome 

(£199) is also an interesting 

device, adding facial 

recognition to the mix, 

meaning you won’t get 

unwanted notifications if 

it’s just your kid running 

around in the house.

A relatively new 

development in the world 

of smart home security are 

sensors. These clip on to 

your doors and windows 

and will send you a 

notification if anything 

triggers them. Hive (£29 

each plus the Hive Hub, 

£89) and Samsung (£30 

plus £100 Hub) both have 

their own options, and 

paired with indoor and 

outdoor security cams you 

can monitor every aspect  

of your home. Add some 

motion sensors (Hive, £29) 

for the ultimate setup.

And finally there’s smart 

locks and doorbells. Smart 

locks by the likes of August 

($199) can be used to enter 

your home without a key. 

And Ring’s video doorbell 

($159) is a stroke of genius, 

enabling you to view who’s 

at your door and speak to 

them via your smartphone.

So there’s loads of 

options when it comes to 

protecting your home in a 

smart way. And being able 

to monitor your pad 

remotely gives you 

complete peace of mind.

SMART SECURITY

LEFT 
Use the Nest 
app to monitor 
your home from 
wherever you are. 
You can even talk 
through the cam 
to warn off  
nasty intruders



SETTING UP AND USING RING
This smart video doorbell enables you to see who’s at the door even when 
you’re out and about. And it’ll record everything…

01 Set up the app
 

 The first thing to do is pair 

your Ring with the Ring app. 

So download it from either 

the App Store, Google Play or 

the Windows Store and install 

it on your device of choice. 

Open it up and use the 

intuitive setup wizard to pair 

your doorbell and give it a 

name (such as ‘Front Door’ or 

‘Porch’). You’re now ready to 

attach it to your door (or 

indeed wherever you prefer 

your doorbell to be).

04 Add a Chime
 

 Chime is a Ring accessory 

that gives you – yep, you’ve 

guessed it – a chime for  

your doorbell. Ring is a 

smartphone-controlled 

device that will send you a 

notification every time your 

doorbell is rung; but you may 

not have your phone with you 

when you’re busy in the 

house or garden. So it’s a 

good investment – and 

especially good if you don’t 

currently have a doorbell. 

02 Wire it in…
 

 If you already have a 

doorbell, you can easily wire 

in Ring and replace it. Follow 

the detailed video on Ring.

com, but essentially all you 

need to do is screw the 

bracket onto your wall and 

attach your doorbell’s 

existing terminals to the ones 

on the Ring bracket. Ring 

even includes a small spirit 

level and a double-headed 

screwdriver so you can set 

everything up easily.

05 Sign up!
 

 If you want to continue to 

be able to view who’s been at 

your door via your phone 

after 30 days, you’ll need to 

sign up to Ring’s Cloud Video 

Recording service. You can 

do this directly from the app 

and it’ll cost you £2.50 per 

month or £24.99 annually. 

We know, it’s one more  

cloud service cost that you 

could do without, but it’s 

inexpensive for the 

functionality it provides.

03 …or use it standalone
 

 If you don’t currently have 

a doorbell you can still use 

Ring. All you need to do is 

screw it onto the wall in the 

same way as in step 02 – but 

instead of using your power 

it’ll use the device’s internal 

battery. This does mean that 

every so often you’ll need to 

disconnect it and charge it 

via Micro USB. Obviously this 

can be a little annoying as 

Ring takes around four hours 

on average to charge.

06 Smartphone control
 

 As well as alerting you 

when someone rings the 

doorbell, you can also set up 

Ring to monitor motion using 

the Ring app. This is great if 

you live somewhere quiet; 

not so useful if you live on a 

street with a lot of footfall 

(you don’t want a notification 

every time a dog pees up the 

lamp post outside). Luckily 

you can adjust the radius of 

the motion-sensing using the 

Ring smartphone app.
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THIS PAGE 
Netatmo’s Welcome 
has smart facial 
recognition 
meaning you won’t 
get a security 
alert if your kid 
walks past it



With HomeKit, Apple has created the logical 
progression from AirPlay and CarPlay. Home 
automation, all controlled from your iThings 

With HomeKit Apple is 

looking to simplify the 

connected home for you 

and present it on a 

beautiful user interface on 

your devices. 

You’re already able to 

control your smart items 

using their various apps, so 

what’s the deal here? Well, 

the idea is that HomeKit 

works through those apps, 

sitting in the background, 

and adding an extra layer of 

control, interconnectivity, 

and privacy. 

Many existing products 

are compatible with 

HomeKit, including many 

you’ve seen on these very 

pages, and what HomeKit 

offers is a clean, simple 

interface, and that your 

home products will work 

together in harmony. 

Privacy is a key selling 

point: Apple insists that 

HomeKit data is encrypted, 

so the only people who 

know when you’re setting 

your lights to turn off or 

your thermostat up are 

those who you have 

explicitly allowed access to 

your household’s HomeKit. 

Like IFTTT’s ‘recipes’, 

HomeKit lets you create 

‘scenes’ to connect and 

control appliance settings in different 

combinations. So, you could create a 

scene named “Leaving Home” that 

turns off the lights, locks your doors 

and lowers the thermostat — all with 

one command. Or create a “Wake Up” 

scene that opens your blinds, turns on 

the kettle, turns up the thermostat 

and heats the water for a bath. 

You can use voice control, too, 

thanks to Siri integration. Ask Siri to 

turn one of your connected devices on 

or off, or launch a scene. And if you 

are away from home and you have 

Apple TV, you can use Siri to control 

your devices remotely. For example, 

you can ask Siri to launch your 

“Coming Home” scene as you’re 

travelling back from work, and you’ll 

arrive to the heating and lights on. 

The latest HomeKit development is 

the Home app, which will centralise 

your smart devices and add the 

simplicity and security of Apple’s 

walled garden to your iPhone or iPad. 

The Home app is deeply integrated 

into iOS, delivering a simple way to 

set up, manage and control your home 

in one place, and uses end-to-end 

encryption just like iMessage to 

protect your data by making it 

unreadable by Apple and others. 

With HomeKit-ready smart 

products continuing to arrive on the 

scene and nearly 100 already in the 

stores, who would bet against Apple 

dominating this area in years to come 

as our homes get smarter?  

WHAT IS HOMEKIT?

3 Philips Hue Bridge
The original smart lighting is now 

compatible with HomeKit – but only 

if you have the new Hue Bridge. The 

best part? Being able to turn your 

lights on or off, create a different 

ambiance or dim your lights by using 

Siri commands. Lightbulb laziness!

£50, meethue.com

2 August Smart Lock
Want to lock and unlock your door 

using your smartphone? Or even 

open your door using Siri? Well, you 

can with the August Smart Lock. Use 

the companion app to check your 

lock’s status and lock. You can also 

share ‘keys’ with friends.

$199, august.com

1 Elgato Eve
Eve by Elgato is a suite of HomeKit-

compatible kit enabling you to 

monitor air quality and temperature, 

weather, consumption of devices, 

check on windows and doors, and 

manage your heating schedule. Tight 

integration with Siri is a bonus.

£Varies, elgato.com

THREE GREAT HOMEKIT-COMPATIBLE 
DEVICES FOR YOUR SMART PAD… 

HOMEKIT KIT¬

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p6258  T3 SEPTEMBER 2016



THIS PAGE 
The base of 
Google Home can 
be customised to 
suit your home 
décor – making it 
a seamless part 
of your living 
environment
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AMAZON ECHO
Google Home is undoubtedly 
the search giant’s answer 
to Amazon Echo – a similar 
voice-controlled device 

enabling you to control your 
home and get answers and 

tunes from Amazon. It’s yet 
to launch in the UK, but  
we should be seeing it 

very soon indeed.

Who’s that arriving fashionably late? It’s only 
Google, and it wants to take control of your home. 
Here’s what the tech giant has planned… 

Google announced its 

attractive-looking internet 

of things command centre, 

Google Home, at this year’s 

Google IO conference, and 

its significance shouldn’t be 

underestimated. On the face 

of it, Google Home is a 

voice-activated, pod-shaped 

speaker that enables you to 

listen to tunes and manage 

everyday tasks from your 

devices. But it has the 

potential to be much, much 

more because Google has a 

number of aces up its sleeve. 

Firstly, Google’s top 

ecosystem of search, 

calendar, contacts and more 

give Home a wealth of 

information as soon as you 

switch it on and log in with 

your Google account. On top 

of this data reservoir, 

Google’s work in semantic 

search and voice recognition, 

which kicked off with Google 

Now and spreading into 

Search, Android and more,  

has led to the new Google 

Assistant. Assistant is 

Google Home’s main user 

interface; a voice control 

with advanced contextual 

understanding, meaning less 

time explaining what you 

want Google Home to do. 

Home should be smarter 

than you’d ever imagine a 

speaker can be. 

Then there’s Google’s 

existing IoT hardware, 

namely the excellent 

Chromecast Audio, plus  

the peerless Nest home 

thermostat and its Works 

with Nest partners. These  

are well-established smart 

products that are already in 

many homes and, in the case 

of Chromecast, inexpensive. 

Add Google Home and that 

means voice-controlling your 

music streams throughout 

the house, adjusting the 

heating, dimming your lights, 

setting the oven timer, 

locking your doors, setting 

your alarm… And let’s not 

forget getting answers from 

Google’s search. Home will 

also play nicely with third-

party apps from certain 

selected partners. 

The unit itself also looks 

fantastic, and its base can be 

customised to suit your 

home. So get ready: Google 

is about to enter your house 

(disguised as a small vase) 

and make your life easier 

than ever before. 

WHAT IS GOOGLE HOME? 



If This Then That is a clever, Web-based service that 
enables you to create cause-and-effect ‘recipes’ to make 
things happen at home. Here are just some suggestions 
that’ll make your life easier…   

TEN THINGS YOU CAN DO WITH  IFTTT 

1
GET YOUR COFFEE MACHINE TO START BREWING AS SOON AS  

YOUR FITBIT REGISTERS THAT YOU’RE AWAKE 
Can’t be bothered to climb out of bed to put the  

kettle on of a Saturday morning? This IFTTT recipe  

uses your Fitbit’s motion sensor to kickstart  

the WeMo-enabled Mr Coffee machine as soon as you 

wake up, ensuring that a cup of Joe isn’t far away. 

2
HAVE ALL YOUR LIGHTS GO OFF THE MOMENT YOU LEAVE HOME 

Running around the house switching the lights  

off before you go out will be a distant memory with  

this recipe – using your smartphone’s geolocation 

chops, it’ll shut down your Philips Hue lights when  

you exit the front door (or any other defined area).  

3
HAVE ALL YOUR LIGHTS TURN RED IF YOUR NEST PROTECT  

DETECTS AN EMERGENCY 
The Nest Protect has various methods of alerting  

you when there’s a smoke or gas emergency in  

your home, but you can’t fail to notice if all the 

lightbulbs in your house have turned red, too.  

This recipe will give you that essential disaster-  

movie ambience while you evacuate. 

4
GET YOUR THERMOSTAT TO PUT THE HEATING ON  

WHEN YOU’RE CLOSE TO HOME 
This recipe is ideal for getting your home nice and  

cosy as you head back from work or a night out – 

particularly when the depths of winter kick in.  

Set a location near your home and Nest will do the rest 

– and why not add another recipe to switch on your  

TV’s virtual fireplace for the full log-cabin effect? 
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5
GET PHOTOS OF UNKNOWN VISITORS EMAILED TO YOU 
Thanks to its clever face-recognition tech,  

the Netatmo Welcome security camera can tell when 

someone you don’t know arrives at your home.  

This IFTTT recipe will email you a screenshot from  

the camera if unknown people come to your door.  

6
GET YOUR LIGHTS TO TURN ON AUTOMATICALLY AT SUNSET

Never be left in the dark again! When the sun starts to 

set in your area, this recipe will turn on your Philips 

Hue bulbs. You can also use it to turn them off at 

sunrise – and if you want to be really clever, you can 

create a recipe that’ll turn on your fitness tracker or 

other motion detector when you wake up. 

7
SHUT DOWN YOUR HOUSE WITH AMAZON ALEXA 

Thanks to IFTTT, Amazon’s voice-control pod can 

toggle on/off all of your Internet of Things things, 

including anything using a Belkin WeMo, your 

thermostat and more. Just daisy-chain several recipes 

to understand an instruction like “Lockdown!”. 

8 

CREATE AN ANDROID WEAR LIGHT SWITCH USING SMARTTHINGS 
Dimming your lights with your smartwatch is  

EXACTLY what the connected home is all  

about, right? This recipe (and a bit of tinkering)  

will create a button on your Android Wear  

watch that can act as a light switch.  

9
HAVE WITHINGS HOME TURN OFF AUTOMATICALLY  

WHEN YOU GET HOME 
This recipe is great for privacy – using geolocation on 

your smartphone, it disables your Withings Home 

security camera when you get home, and turns it back

on when you leave the house again – so it’s not  

recording hours of unnecessary footage.  

10
AUTOMATICALLY WATER YOUR GARDEN WITH WEMO 

Got the Parrot Flower Power garden-monitoring 

gadget? Plug your watering system into a WeMo Switch 

and this recipe will do the rest. Just remember to  

create a recipe that turns off the watering, too…  
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  Open champions
FAST, GORGEOUS AND LOADED WITH 
TECH, THESE SPORTY ROADSTERS 

ARE YOUR PERFECT SUMMER WHEELS…
Photos: Joe Branston

Words: Ben Barry



 State of the Art 
CONVERTIBLE ROADSTERS

Audi TT 2.0 TFSI  
Quattro S Line 
An iconic design, a lush interior 
and top tech keep it in contention 
with its pricier rivals. The only 
car here with all-wheel drive.
Price £37,030
URL audi.co.uk 

2 3 Porsche 718 Boxster S
Porsche’s mid-engined roadster 
returns with a new 718 middle  
name (referencing a 1950s four-
cylinder racecar) and a new 
turbocharged flat-four engine.
Price £50,695
URL porsche.com/uk

Mercedes-AMG SLC 43
It’s out with the SLK and in  
with the SLC. Our range-topping 
SLC 43 is a sleek and stylish 
beast with a folding hardtop  
and V6 twin-turbo power. Oof!
Price £46,360
URL mercedes-benz.co.uk 

1
WHAT’S ON TEST…

and refinement with all the enjoyment of  

a convertible. It’s yours for £46,360.

At £37,030, the Audi TT 2.0 Quattro   

S Line is the cut-price wildcard of our test.  

Don’t dismiss it: the TT has been a design  

icon for the last two decades, and the new  

third-generation model boasts an interior to 

shame cars costing twice the cash. Not only 

that, it’s loaded with state-of-the-art tech.  

That’s our three contenders, then.  

Over the next ten pages, we’ll find out which  

of them is T3’s ultimate summer sports car…
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Heading the pack, price-wise, is the recently 

launched Porsche 718 Boxster S. Not only  

does £50,695 buy you that badge, there’s also 

gorgeous supercar looks to go with the exotic 

mid-engined, rear-wheel-drive layout. The 

new infotainment system promises to be more 

intuitive than Porsche’s previous efforts, too.

The Mercedes-AMG SLC 43 isn’t long out  

of the blocks, either. It’s the only car here  

to pack a punchy V6 twin-turbo engine –  

the others are four cylinders – and a folding  

hardtop that combines a coupe’s security  

ESPITE OUR (AT BEST) 
UNPREDICTABLE 
WEATHER, BRITAIN JUST 
CAN’T GET ENOUGH  

OF CONVERTIBLES – IN FACT, 
WE’RE EUROPE’S SECOND-BIGGEST 
MARKET FOR CARS THAT LET  
YOU BRAVE THE ELEMENTS.

With the sun finally making an attempt  

to poke out from behind the clouds, we’ve 

assembled three premium two-seater  

drop-tops to see which deserves your cash.

D
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The new TT remixes the 
original’s exterior; the 
interior is more radical

DESIGN
TEST 01:

and perforated leather ooze sophistication. 

More radically, the infotainment now lives in 

the instrument binnacle. Dubbed the Virtual 

Cockpit, the 12.3-inch TFT screen is driver-

configurable, and its edgy contours recall  

a VR headset. Again controlled via a rotary 

controller and toggles, it’s mostly intuitive 

– just remember that some sub-functions  

are accessed via the two buttons either side of 

the rotary dial. You can also enter instructions  

via voice control or character recognition.  

Our car had optional Audi Connect, bringing 

internet access and a Wi-Fi hotspot.

The Porsche 718’s exterior looks quite 

similar to its predecessor, but in fact only the 

bonnet, boot, windscreen and roof are shared.  

Inside, the old car’s slightly idiosyncratic 

infotainment switches to a more logical 

seven-inch touchscreen. You can still short-

cut to functions with hard buttons, or use the 

touchscreen menu. It’s user-friendly: select nav 

and simply drop the postcode into the search 

box that appears, either with the touchscreen 

typewriter or using character recognition. 

or all its head-turning looks, the 

Merc lets itself down with a dated 

interior and clunky infotainment. 

There’s no touchscreen or character 

recognition – instead, you interact with the 

seven-inch screen via the rotary controller, 

with main functions listed at the top of the 

screen, and sub-menus at the bottom. Twirling 

the dial to enter a Wi-Fi passcode or postcode 

can be laborious, and the fact that not all 

functions are intuitively labelled compounds 

the frustration. Our car gets optional internet 

access, but why faff around trying to access 

Web pages with a flawed interface when you 

can grab your phone? It’s all a bit pre-Apple. 

Talking of which, the Porsche and Merc are 

available with Apple CarPlay, but not the Audi. 

While the new Audi TT remixes the original’s 

exterior, its interior is more radical. The low- 

slung dashboard mimics an airplane wing; 

jet-engine heater vents are integrated with 

climate controls; and Alcantara, brushed metal 

Costing an extra £2,095, 
Mercedes’ COMAND Online 
infotainment will give you  
HDD nav with traffic updates, 
speed-limit assist and voice 
control. It looks dated, though. 

MERCEDES-AMG SLC 43

There’s no touchscreen; functions 
are accessed via a rotary controller

Our car was optioned with COMAND 
Online, but it feels a little dated

SPECS
PRICE: £46,360 
ENGINE: 2,987cc,  
24-valve, V6 turbo; 
392bhp @ 5,500-

6,000rpm; 384 lb ft  
@ 2,000-4,200rpm  
GEARBOX: Nine-speed 
automatic; RWD 

PERFORMANCE:  
0-62mph in 4.7 secs; 
156mph top speed  
EFFICIENCY: 30.2mpg

F

ALL THE MOD CONS
These vehicles can provide the latest in-car 
connected tech, but it’ll come at a cost…

The Audi’s Virtual Cockpit 
comes as standard, but you’ll 
need the £1,490 Technology 
Pack to get a 3D map display,  
a 10GB jukebox and Audi 
Connect, the latter bringing 

Google Earth nav, a Wi-Fi 
hotspot and online access.

Our Porsche was  
optioned with PCM navigation 
(£1,052), DAB (£284) and 
Connect Plus (£801) for  
a Wi-Fi hotspot, traffic 
updates and compatibility 
with the Connect app to 
transfer addresses from  
your phone to the car’s nav.

They all look damn cool, but it’s the 
attention to detail that matters…

State of the Art

(THESE MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT MODELS)
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 Weight, bulkiness and 
speed of operation all count 
against the Merc’s folding 
hardtop, but if offers one thing 
the others don’t: Magic Sky 
Control. It’s a daft name, but 

PORSCHE 718 BOXSTER S

Virtual Cockpit comes as standard, 
but the Technology Pack makes it sing

The large rotary controller and 
toggles are pleasingly intuitive

With clear icons, the Porsche’s 
touchscreen is easy to navigate

There are optional sports-exhaust  
and adaptive-suspension modes 

SPECS SPECS
PRICE: £37,030  
ENGINE: 1,984cc, 
16-valve, four-cylinder 
turbo; 227bhp @ 

4,500rpm; 273 lb ft  
@ 1,600rpm  
GEARBOX: Six-speed 
dual-clutch; AWD  

PERFORMANCE:  
0-62mph in 6.1 secs; 
155mph top speed   
EFFICIENCY: 42.2mpg 

PRICE: £50,695  
ENGINE: 2,497cc, 
16-valve, four-cylinder 
turbo; 345bhp @ 

6,500rpm; 310 lb ft  
@ 1,900-4,500rpm  
GEARBOX: Six-speed 
manual; RWD 

PERFORMANCE:  
0-62mph in 4.6 secs; 
177mph top speed  
EFFICIENCY: 34.9mpg

 The exterior is sharp, 
while the interior and 
Virtual Cockpit are top-class

AUDI TT 2.0 TFSI 
QUATTRO S LINE

Test 01 winnerMAGIC SKY CONTROL
Merc’s brilliant vario-tint roof gets a  
Google Translate name… and a £2k price tag

the panoramic glass roof 
means you get an open-air 
feel, even when it’s closed. 
The tint of the roof can also 
be darkened at the push  
of a button, reducing heat 

build-up in the cabin. This 
isn’t actual magic: emulsion 
between films in the roof 
glass contains particles  
that react to electricity. 
When voltage is applied, the 
glass goes clear because  
the particles align with the 
electrical field. When it’s  
not, the particles randomly 
separate, blocking out light.

AUDI TT 2.0 TFSI QUATTRO S LINE

(THESE MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT MODELS) (THESE MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT MODELS)



TEST 02:

he Mercedes has a key advantage 

over the other two cars here  

with its twin-turbo V6, which 

sounds muffled in the Comfort 

driving mode, but sings from the SLC 43’s quad 

exhausts like a slightly mournful trumpet  

(in a good way) in Sport mode. Sticking a big 

lump of metal ahead of the driver means it 

doesn’t handle as sharply as the Boxster, 

though, and the metal, folding hardtop piles  

on the pounds – the Merc is over 200kg heavier 

than the others – to further blunt agility. 

You’re almost too aware of the car’s variable-

ratio steering suddenly speeding up mid-bend, 

where other systems subtly blend in, and the 

chassis is relatively soft for something so 

sporty. But this is the hooligan of our bunch: 

step on the accelerator mid-bend and you’ll  

be doing the full Dukes Of Hazzard. 

The Audi drives more like a conventional  

car than the others, rides a little bumpily on its 

19-inch alloys and sports suspension, and can’t 

match the Porsche or Merc’s performance. But 

Step on the accelerator 
mid-bend and you’ll do 
the full Dukes Of Hazzard 
it’s still hot-hatch-quick with 227 turbocharged 

bhp, plays a deep and frisky tune through its  

twin exhausts, and embarrasses the Merc’s 

comparatively sluggish nine-speed gearbox 

with its dual-clutch unit. String together  

some bends – especially during a summer 

downpour – and the all-wheel drive will stick 

you to the road like suncream. And remember 

that stepping up to the TTS model at £41k 

unlocks a sharper chassis and a more powerful  

(by 79bhp) engine. It’s worth the premium. 

The Porsche Boxster’s mid-engined layout 

provides racecar agility, the steering is 

super-precise and the manual gearbox slips 

through ratios like a lubed-up seal on a 

toboggan run. This is a tactile, engaging and, 

above all, fun way to get to the beach in a  

rush. The flat-four turbo is almost totally  

free from lag, ferociously fast and offers  

much stronger low-down acceleration than 

the old non-turbo’d flat-six. But there’s no 

doubting that a flat-six has a more exotic  

yowl, and some of that magic has been traded 

for extra fuel economy and performance.

T

How do these raunchy machines  
fare on the open road? 

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p6268  T3 SEPTEMBER 2016

PERFORMANCE
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 All of these cars feature 
radically different engine 
layouts. The Mercedes  
packs a V6 – this is basically  
a pair of three-cylinder  
in-line engines arranged  

ENGINE JARGON
What does the ‘V’ in V6 stand for? What’s an  
in-line four? And why’s the Boxter’s engine flat? 

into a ‘V’ shape and connected 
to a common crank. 

The Audi TT has the  
most conventional engine of 
these three; it’s known as  
an in-line four because four 

cylinders are arranged 
vertically in a straight line, 
like four bottles on a table.

Porsche sports cars  
have ‘flat’ layouts. These  
are a bit like V engines, but  
in this case the two banks of 
cylinders are laid completely 
flat. It’s why the Boxster’s  
flat-four is also called a 
horizontally opposed engine.

Mercedes wins the Top Trumps war with a 392bhp, twin-turbo V6. But the motor 
is ahead of the driver and heavier than its rivals, blunting handling

Dynamic Select lets you choose Comfort, Eco, Sport or Sport+ driving modes. 
They adjust powertrain, suspension, steering and more, from soft to hardcore

MERCEDES-AMG SLC 43
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The Audi gets a dual-clutch gearbox. Leave it in auto, or shift it via the 
steering-wheel paddles. It’s super-fast and causes a saucy slapping noise 

The Boxster is the only car here to put the engine behind the driver, racecar- 
style. It means sweet handling, and a luggage compartment at either end

 When it comes to driving 
fast at a track day, big brakes 
are just as important as a 
powerful engine – the later 
you brake, the more time you 
make (unless it’s too late). 

STOP! HOW MUCH?
Porsche’s carbon-ceramic brake upgrade is  
a must for trackday nutcases – even at £5k 

The Boxster comes with 
good brakes as standard,  
but our test car had carbon- 
ceramic ones. These 
stoppers not only offer better 
stopping power than the 

standard discs and pads, 
they stand up to repeated 
abuse, where standard 
brakes deteriorate with  
heat. Carbon-ceramics also 
look cool. Spot them by  
the cracked-eggshell-like 
surface of the discs, and the 
bright-yellow brake calipers 
that grip them. They’re yours 
for a staggering £4,977!

 The Boxster handles so 
sharply, it makes the others 
feel like HGVs. It’s also the 
quickest from 0-62mph 

PORSCHE 718  
BOXSTER S

Test 02 winner

Audi’s 2.0-litre turbo engine is over 100bhp off the others, but it’s our 
only car with all-wheel drive. This helps it to fight back in wet conditions

Our Boxster was optioned with kit to make it even sharper to drive. Lowered, 
adaptive suspension adds £1,133, Porsche Torque Vectoring another £890

PORSCHE 718 BOXSTER SAUDI TT 2.0 TFSI QUATTRO S LINE



ow these roofs work is key to  

your enjoyment of the convertible 

experience. The Merc is unique in 

this test, in that it comes with a 

folding hardtop – and when it’s closed, the car 

is as quiet and secure as a coupe. Mercedes has 

worked to overcome some of the drawbacks  

of folding hardtops. The 225 litres of luggage 

space still shrinks when the roof concertinas 

into it, but no longer do you have to manually 

lower the luggage tray to ensure there’s enough 

space. And though the car still has to be 

stationary to start the roof operation, no longer 

does everything grind to a halt if you move 

away mid-cycle; it’ll keep whirring when the 

car is driving at up to 24mph. Saying that, this 

roof still takes the longest to open and close at 

around 20 seconds, and having to be stationary 

to do it is about as much fun as a maths test. 

TEST 03:

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62

Forget 0-62mph – the fun’s in  
how fast you can drop the top!

H

 Controlling your convertible 
roof via the key fob not only  
looks pretty damn flash,  
it’s also seriously useful if  
you’re at home, the car’s roof  
is down and it starts to rain. 

DROP YOUR ROOF REMOTELY
Impress your kids, members of the opposite 
sex, etc, with a remote-control soft-top

The technology is available 
on the Mercedes, if only as part 
of the £765 Keyless Go option. 
For that money, you also get  
to open, start and close the  
car without removing the key 

from your pocket. What’s  
more, the boot separator will  
be automatically lowered to  
enable the roof to fold away – 
otherwise you’d get a message 
telling you to sort it out yourself. 

The Porsche Boxter  
offers remote roof-control  
as standard equipment,  
while remote opening is not  
yet available on the Audi TT.  
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You can stow all your  
equipment in the boot 
without it getting crushed  

Both the Audi and the Porsche have 

electrically operated fabric tops. The Audi’s  

is particularly impressive; not only can you  

get the top down in under nine seconds –  

blink and you’ll be in the open air – but it 

leaves the 280 litres of boot space completely 

unaltered, so you can stow your boogie  

board, cricket gear, camera equipment, etc, 

without fear of it getting crushed. It doesn’t 

work when driving at quite the same high 

speeds as the Porsche’s roof does, but we’d 

accelerated past 30mph by the time it gave in.    

We timed the Boxster’s roof at 12 seconds  

to both open and close, and were able to do 

that when the car was edging beyond 40mph 

– fast enough to tear lesser hoods from their 

mechanisms. (By our reckoning, because you 

can quickly open or close the Porsche’s roof as 

the weather changes, you’re more likely to 

open it in the first place.) Roof up, the interior 

is impressively quiet; and with it down, you’ve 

got an unchanged 125 litres of luggage space 

behind you, plus another 150 litres up front.

Annoyingly, the car must be stationary for the roof to start operating. 
However, once conversion has begun, you can drive at speeds up to 24mph

Mercedes’ complicated hardtop is the slowest roof to convert, taking 20 
seconds to open and 22 to close. Better hope you don’t get caught in the rain!

ROOF
CONVERSION

MERCEDES-AMG SLC 43
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 Many cars now come with 
tech to assist your driving, but 
you’ll often have to pay for it.
These cars are no exception. The   
Merc combines Blind-Spot and 
Lane-Keeping Assist for £595;  

AUTONOMOUS TECH
You’ll want to do the driving, but this 
clever kit helps stop you bashing into things

or for £1,695 all-in, you can have 
Active Cruise Control too, so the 
car automatically accelerates 
and decelerates with the traffic. 

The Audi’s Active Lane Assist 
(£650) helps keep you between 

the white lines with gentle 
steering corrections, as well as 
steering-wheel vibrations if you 
cross lanes without indicating. 
Meanwhile, Parking System Plus 
(£1,070) scans for parking 
spaces and takes care of the 
steering while you do the pedals. 

Porsche asks £1,052 for 
Active Cruise Control, and  
£396 for Blind-Spot Assist.

  SEPTEMBER 2016  T3 7 1

  Its roof drops quickly and 
on the move, while remote 
control comes as standard 

PORSCHE 718 
BOXSTER S

Test 03 winner

The Audi might be the slowest car on test in terms of getting from 0-62mph, 
but its roof is the fastest, converting at a smidge under nine seconds

The Boxster’s fabric roof took 12 seconds to open and 12 seconds to close.  
Not the quickest on test, but fast enough to attract admiring glances 

Conversion could still be activated when the car was driving at 30mph.  
It beats having to pull over in a layby whenever the sun goes in or out

The conversion mechanism still worked when we were driving at just over 40mph. 
Porsche had claimed 31mph, so they were doing themselves a disservice!

PORSCHE 718 BOXSTER SAUDI TT 2.0 TFSI QUATTRO S LINE



T3 RATES: High levels of 
performance and refinement.
T3 SLATES: Roof is heavy  
and slow; tech is dated.
T3 SAYS: It’s quick and comfy 
but handling is average and 
the roof can be frustrating.

T3 RATES: Good value; sure-
footed chassis; speedy roof.
T3 SLATES: It generates too 
much road and wind noise. 
T3 SAYS: Offers fantastic looks 
and tech, but performance lags 
behind the others a little.
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2nd Audi TT 2.0 
TFSI Quattro S Line
Price: £37,030   
URL: audi.co.uk

3rd Mercedes-AMG 
SLC 43
Price: £46,360 
URL: mercedes-benz.co.uk

01 LOSING THE ROOF 
LOSES STRENGTH
A car’s roof is a key part of its 
structure, and removing it can 
make a car wobblier – you can 
feel tremors through the steering 
and see the rear-view mirror 
shaking in some models. Both 
the Audi and the Merc suffer a 
little from ‘scuttle shake’ – the 
Boxster doesn’t, which is partly 
why it handles so sharply. Pay 
attention on test drives, and try 
it with the roof up and down.

02 THEY WEIGH AND 
COST MORE
If you’re losing the roof, you  
need to beef up the structure 

TURN OVER TO SEE SOME MUST-HAVE 
UPGRADES FOR THE 718 BOXSTER S

elsewhere, which can add  
weight and affects handling  
and performance – some cars 
more than others. Complexity 
also increases costs. A Porsche 
718 Boxster S is £1,861 pricier 
than the 718 Cayman S coupe, 
but weighs the same and delivers 
identical claimed performance.

03 A FOLDING HARDTOP 
HAS PITFALLS
Security and refinement are both 
plus points for folding hardtops, 
but they munch into boot space, 
add weight and often create  
a bustle-bottom that Queen 
Victoria would envy. Typically, 
you can’t open them on the go. 

Only Ferrari and McLaren have 
really cracked it, with lightweight 
roofs that add no more than 
50kg, and profiles that are hard 
to distinguish from coupes.  
At cheaper price-points, you’re 
often better off with a fabric roof.

04 CHECK IF THE ROOF 
OPENS AT SPEED
Convertible roofs that open only 
when the car is stationary are 
annoying. If you have to pull over 
every time it starts to rain, you 
won’t open the roof as often. 

FIVE FACTS TO CONSIDER BEFORE BUYING A CONVERTIBLE

Folding hardtops usually don’t 
open on the move because the 
boot lifts up and temporarily 
hides the numberplate. Make 
sure you check before you buy!  

05 OPTIONAL INSULATION
Fabric roofs are often well 
insulated, but some models  
offer optional extra insulation. 
Ask if that’s true of the car  
you’re test-driving. A fully spec’d 
demo might seem much  
more refined than the lightly 
optioned car you’re ordering. 

State of the Art

T3 RATES: The Boxster does 
very little wrong. It backs up 
its jaw-dropping looks with 
sweetly balanced mid-engined 
handling, slick steering and 
gear change, and the perfect 
driving position. Intuitive 
tech and a roof that’s thickly 
insulated and drops in just 
12 seconds seals the deal. 
It’s even quite practical!

T3 SLATES: Some of the 
character has gone with the 
switch from a flat-six to a 
flat-four turbo engine, but 
it’s super-responsive and even 
faster than the old motor.
T3 SAYS: Got £40-50k to drop 
on a convertible? Well, this 
is the place to drop it.

The overall 
winner is…
1st Porsche 718 Boxster S 
Price: £50,695 URL: porsche.com/uk 





01 PORSCHE CONNECT
 If you spec the Connect 

Plus package, use this app to 
send navigation addresses 
to your car, check real-time 
traffic info before setting off, 
sync your calendar and more. 
Free; Android/iOS

03 NAVMII
 Avoid pricey sat-nav 

options or data charges on 
your phone with Navmii. It’s 
free, includes maps for 87 
countries and doesn’t require 
an internet connection. 
Free; Android/iOS

02 CUVVA
 Borrowing a friend’s 

convertible? Cuvva lets you 
insure a car for between one 
and 24 hours. Just enter your 
licence, reg, value and pic of 
the car, then pay via the app. 
Free; Android/iOS

04 iPETROLHEAD
 Enter every car in your 

household, then add dates 
for when servicing, MoT, tax 
and insurance are due. Alerts 
are triggered to remind you. 
Simple and very handy indeed! 
Free; Android/iOS

05 SHELL MOTORIST
 Avoid petrol-station 

queues on your way to the 
beach. Register, get a PayPal 
account, scan the QR code 
at the pump, fill, then Shell 
takes cash from your account.  
Free; Android/iOS

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p6274  T3 SEPTEMBER 2016

essential
PORSCHE
add-ons 
Got money left? Beef-up your Boxster  
with our pick of essential accessories…

1 
LED HEADLIGHTS
LED headlamps will drastically 
improve your visibility at night,  

as well as creating a high-tech look for  
your car and using less energy. They’re 
incredibly easy to use, too, with an 
Integrated Dynamic Light System turning  
the light-beam as you turn the steering.
£1,344, www.porsche.com 

2 
CERAMIC BRAKES 
Carbon-ceramic brakes look pretty 
cool and offer massive stopping 

power, even with repeated abuse where 
regular brakes might fade. Ceramics might  
be a tad on the pricey side (nearly five grand!)  
but, if it’s any consolation, they were closer 
to £8k not so long ago.
£4,977, www.porsche.com

3 
20-INCH ALLOYS 
The Boxster comes with 19-inch 
alloys, but 20-inch ones look 

amazing. Bigger wheels with thinner  
tyres can cause a somewhat bumpier ride,  
so consider bump-smothering adaptive 
suspension (called PASM, £971). Our car’s 
lowered PASM suspension (£1,333) traded 
comfort for looks and handling. You’ll cope.
£971, www.porsche.com

4 
CONNECT PLUS
This brings a smartphone tray for 
improved reception/battery life,  

a Wi-Fi hotspot, real-time traffic info, Google 
Earth and Street View navigation, Apple 
CarPlay and a free 12-month subscription to 
data services. You can’t bypass the Porsche 
sat-nav option and use CarPlay: Connect  
Plus can only be had with £1,052 sat-nav.
£801, www.porsche.com

5 
DIGITAL RADIO
Yes, it might be 2016 and this  
might be a £50k Porsche roadster, 

but DAB radio doesn’t come as standard 
equipment. Don’t forget to tick that box!
£284, www.porsche.com

FIVE APPS TO GET MORE FROM YOUR CONVERTIBLE

State of the Art

01 02

03

04 05







Whether you want to upgrade your work, play, health or 
home security, you don’t have to spend a fortune…

 WORDS  NICK ODANTZIS   PHOTOGRAPHY  NEIL GODWIN 

 UNDER £200
 20 GADGETS
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02 Nerf N-Strike Elite 
TerraScout Drone Blaster

 

 Hate your neighbour’s drone 

hovering over your garden? 

Then shoot that sucker out of 

the sky with the Drone Blaster,  

a toy tank with a gun attached, 

that can be remote-controlled 

via a joystick. A screen and  

live video feed will show your 

neighbour’s face when the aerial 

culprit comes crashing to earth.

$200 (£150), nerf.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Casually fly the Hubsan Q4 

Nano drone into its path; a sort 

of tech sacrificial lamb, if you 

will. Your neyb will never know.

£14.99, hubsan.com

03 WowWee CHiP

 While we wait for robots  

that can deliver beer to us  

as we watch VR footy on the 

telly, the WowWee CHiP will  

fill in as your AI buddy. This 

pooch ’bot will respond to  

your commands, whether that’s 

by touch, gestures or your  

voice, and in return will offer 

you loyalty without the wet dog 

smell or urinating on your rug.

$199 (£149), wowwee.com/chip

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Want a real dog without 

the commitment? Sign up to a 

dogsitting site. You’ll still have 

to clean up the crap, though.

£Free, barkingmad.uk.com

04 Wileyfox Spark+
 

 These days, you don’t need  

to sell a kidney to get a top 

phone. The Spark+ offers luxury 

handset kicks without the cost, 

with an impressive five-inch 

screen, oodles of power and 

gorgeous looks. You also get 

the latest version of Android 

– Marshmallow – running on the 

super-secure and customisable 

Cyanogen platform.

£114.99, wileyfox.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

If your current handset  

is fine but you fancy a refresh, 

download Nova Launcher: a snazzy 

Home-screen replacement.

£3.99, Google Play

05 Mission LX-2
 

 Luxury lounge speakers  

tend to run into the thousands 

of pounds, rather than a  

couple of hundred, but British 

loudspeaker bods Mission  

have come up with the sensibly 

priced LX-2s: a pair with 

impressive sound quality, thanks 

to well-matched components, 

and subtle looks that would  

suit any space in the home.

£199.95, mission.co.uk 

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Polish your current system 

with better speaker placement – 

the Cambridge Audio blog has an 

excellent guide on how to do it.

£Free, cambridgeaudio.com

Revo SuperSignal  
 

 Revo is renowned for making 

top-quality, vintage-style DAB/

DAB+ radios and streaming 

systems, and this is the baby  

of the range. The wood and 

aluminium SuperSignal eschews 

some of the clever features  

of its bigger brothers, instead  

opting for the simplicity of 

Bluetooth AptX, so you can 

easily stream from your phone.

£179.95, revo.co.uk

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Turn your smartphone 

into a radio using the Gear4 

Espresso portable Bluetooth 

speaker – then just download 

TuneIn Radio (free) and stream 

your favourite stations to it.

£14.99, gear4.com

01
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08 Samsung Gear IconX
 

 So you’ve heard of wearables, 

but what about hearables:  

in-ear buds packing smart 

features? Boasting a secure 

fit and no wires to garrote you 

while you work up a sweat,  

the IconXs offer voice-guided 

activity tracking (speed, heart 

rate and more). But here’s the 

kicker – you don’t need to take 

your weighty phone with you.

£199, samsung.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Fancy a simple band-style 

tracker? Jawbone’s UP Move looks 

good, and offers waterproofing 

and tracking features aplenty. 

£19.95, jawbone.com

09 Netatmo Smart 
Thermostat

 

 The Philippe Starck-designed 

Smart Thermostat boasts some 

trick features, like the ability  

to schedule the day’s heating to 

your routine, and Auto-Adapt, 

which adjusts the temperature 

based on your home’s level of 

insulation and what’s happening 

outside. Naturally, you can do all 

of this via the smartphone app.

£149, netatmo.com 

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Try a basic dial thermo, 

like the Honeywell T6360. You’ll 

have to twirl the dial now and 

again, but how hard is that? 

£18.95, honeywelluk.com 

06 Ring Video Doorbell
 

 Keep tabs on your front door 

from a distance with this handy 

gadget. It live-streams high-

definition video straight to your 

phone whenever someone rings 

the doorbell or steps within 

range of the motion detector. 

You can then converse with 

them while they post your  

mail or prepare to break in 

through the back entrance.

£159, ring.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Hook an old phone to the 

Manything app and pop it in a 

window. If there’s motion, it’ll 

record video to your own phone.

From £Free, manything.com

07 Sengled Pulse Flex  
 

 This nifty speaker and 

smart-lightbulb combination 

kills two tech birds with one 

stone. With a wireless JBL 

speaker built in, you can stream 

your tunes and adjust your 

lighting wherever the bulb is 

installed, using your phone, 

making it easy to create a 

multi-room sound and light 

system around the house.

£99, sengled.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

With the Easybulb and its 

app, you can make your lights 

dance while your phone plays 

music over a sound system.

£11.20, easybulb.com

10 B&O Beoplay H5
 

 B&O’s brand-new wireless 

earphones will have you 

scrambling for your wallet. With 

Bluetooth on board, there are 

no wires to yank at your pocket, 

and – cool feature alert – built-in 

magnets mean you can snap the 

buds together for safekeeping.  

AptX keeps streaming quality 

sweet, while five hours of battery 

life is enough for all-day tunes.

£199, beoplay.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

If your headphones  

have a detachable audio cable,  

you can make them wireless 

using a simple Inateck 

Bluetooth transmitter/receiver. 

Beware, though.– you may  

look like a bit of a plonker.

£20, amazon.co.uk

10



12 Steam Controller and Link
 

 Can’t afford an Xbox or PS4? 

Well, there’s an easy way to turn 

that 4K TV in your lounge into  

a gaming paradise – Steamify it. 

Provided you have a gaming PC 

somewhere at home, once you 

connect the Link to your network, 

you can instantly stream all  

your Steam games to it, with  

the Controller acting as your 

pseudo mouse and keyboard.

£72, store.steampowered.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

You don’t actually need to 

spend anything to play PC games 

in your lounge – just move the PC 

next to your TV and plug it in.

£Free (if you have a PC!)

13 LG 360 CAM
 

 4K action cameras? Pah – 

360-degree filming is where it’s 

at these days, as you can hook 

up a VR headset afterwards  

to immerse yourself in your 

home movies. LG’s 360 CAM is 

equipped for VR recording with 

dual wide-angle cameras, 2K 

video and 5.1-channel audio. 

And all of that is packed into a 

device that’s the size of a thumb.

£128, lg.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Take 360-degree photos 

with the Cardboard Camera app 

(£free), then view them on a 

cheapo Google Cardboard headset.  

£2.99, vr.google.com

14 Fossil Q Grant
 

 Though it sounds a little too 

much like ‘Hugh Grant’ for our 

liking, this analogue smartwatch 

looks the business. Giving you 

connectivity smarts with a 

traditional watch face, the Q 

Grant tracks steps taken and 

calories burned (viewed via  

the phone app), and discreetly 

displays new messages using 

colour-coded LED lighting.

From £165, fossil.com/uk

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Download the Fitbit app  

to your smartphone, and you  

can get all your fitness 

tracking on there for nothing.

£Free, fitbit.com

15 Toshiba Chromebook 2
 

 A new MacBook might seem 

like a tantalising way to blow 

almost a grand, but if you only 

need a laptop for general tasks 

like browsing the internet or 

watching movies, Toshiba’s 

Chromebook 2 is a great option. 

You get a gorgeous 1080p 

screen and a speedy Core i3 

processor, plus it’s light enough 

to take with you anywhere.

£199.95, johnlewis.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Already own a tablet?  

Turn its screen into a laptop of 

sorts with a Novatech Universal 

Bluetooth Keyboard Case.

£14.99, novatech.co.uk

Nespresso Prodigio 
 

 As the first-ever Bluetooth-

connected Nespresso machine, 

the Prodigio is set to take  

the art of coffee-making to a 

whole new level of simplicity. 

Using the Nespresso app, you 

can choose from three coffee  

sizes, schedule brewing breaks  

and check capsule capacity.  

The Prodigio will even tell you 

how good your tap water is.

£159, nespresso.com/uk

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

There’s nowt wrong with 

a simple espresso maker, and 

you’ll have cash left to buy 

some gourmet espresso beans.

£10, johnlewis.com

11
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16 Foreo Luna 2 For Men
 

 This male-beautification 

gadget might not turn you  

into Tom Hiddleston exactly,  

but what it will do is prepare 

your face for that morning 

shave, scrubbing away any  

dead skin and unblocking your 

pores. Worried about the effects 

of getting old? According  

to Foreo, the Luna 2 also 

“reduces fine lines and wrinkles”.  

£149, foreo.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Bulldog Original Face 

Scrub combines a whopping eight 

essential oils to guarantee  

a smooth, grub-free face.

£4.99, mankind.co.uk

17 Withings Body Cardio
 

 These smart scales do a lot 

more than tell you how fat you 

are after that late-night kebab; 

they’ll give you an insight into 

your body’s overall condition. 

Using accurate pulse-wave 

velocity, they’ll show you how  

fit your heart is and offer ways 

to improve its health, while full- 

body composition will reveal 

your fat, muscle and bone mass.

£139.95, withings.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Go on the NHS website 

and you’ll find tools to check 

things like your heart age  

and BMI. That’s if you dare.  

£Free, nhs.uk

18 Impossible Project 
Polaroid Supercolor 635CL

 

 If you’re after a camera that’ll 

conjure up retro-arty shots in an 

instant, while earning brownie 

points at the local hipster café, 

this classic Polaroid is a must. 

That iconic box-like design hides 

a pop-up electronic flash, for 

photos any time of the day, while 

a sliding close-up lens lets you 

zoom in on your worthy subjects.

£120, mrporter.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

There are loads of used 

635s for cheap on eBay. Or use 

Pixlr-o-matic to add vintage-

style filters to your photos.

£Free, pixlr.com/o-matic

19 Aego Sound3ar
 

 The Aego Sound3ar makes 

for a simple and effective way  

to beef up your TV’s sound.  

It’s small enough to squeeze 

into pretty much any space, and 

the angled seating position is 

optimised for sound projection. 

With a subwoofer included,  

movie fans will get their fill of 

bass without having to pack  

the living room with speakers.

£199, richersounds.com

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Got a decent hi-fi close 

to your TV? Then get some  

leads and pipe all your movie 

sounds through its speakers.

From £2.49, amazon.co.uk

Wacom Bamboo Spark

 Convert your paper notes  

to digital in an instant with 

Wacom’s smart folio. The 

Bamboo Spark consists of  

a smart ballpoint pen and  

pad. Just attach your finest 

100gsm paper and a phone  

or tablet, and the Spark will 

automatically transfer anything 

written on the pad to your 

gadget for safekeeping.

£89.99, pcworld.co.uk

IF YOU ONLY HAVE £20…

Download the note-taking 

Paper by FiftyThree app (free) 

and combine it with the Adonit 

Jot Pro Fine Point Stylus, and 

you’ve effectively got the same 

thing without the paper waste.

£19.50, amazon.co.uk

20
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A HUGE THANKS TO ALDI FOR PROVIDING THE FOOD
 

AND DRINK, AND CALOR FOR THE PATIO GAS

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62

T3’S EDITOR ROB CARNEY TACKLES THE  
VERY LATEST IN BBQ AND KITCHEN TECH  

TO BRING THE MAGAZINE TEAM A PLETHORA  
OF MEAT-BASED DELIGHTS. FIRE IT UP!

JOE BRANSTON
PHOTOGRAPHY

ROB CARNEY
WORDS

The man

Rob Carney is the 
man at the helm 
of T3. He’s a 
confirmed BBQ nut, 
and rather fancies 
himself in the 
kitchen – so who 
better to put to 
the test here? 

The tech
  Smeg Stand Mixer 
£299.95, smeguk.com

  Sage The Boss 
£400, 
sageappliances.co.uk

  Char-Broil T-22G 
£299, charbroil.com

  Space Grill 
£599, space-grill.com

  Sage Soft Scoop 
£299, 
sageappliances.co.uk

  Char-Broil The Big Easy 
£299, charbroil.com

The mission

To make a range 
of BBQ food and 
drink, all while 
testing out the 
latest in grill 
and kitchen tech 
– and without 
getting drunk!
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I like to think of myself 
as a good cook; a budding 
Keith Floyd, if you like. 
And there’s no place I enjoy 
cooking more than in front 
of the BBQ, beer in hand. 
But this challenge is bigger 
than that. My mission? To 
use the latest and best in 
grill and culinary tech to 
make the perfect selection 
of barbecue food and drink,  
from scratch, to cater for  
seven T3-ers in one lunch 
hour. No pressure, then...

MAN VERSUS MEAT
Now, I’m not doing things by halves here. 
My burgers will be made from ground 
prime steak and seasoned to perfection; 
my sausages from minced pork, enhanced 
by a variety of spices. I’ll blend a sweet, 
sticky barbecue sauce from scratch, and 
even make a selection of brioche buns.  
Oh, and I’ll be whizzing up cocktails and  
a fruity, frozen dessert to round it all off. 

But this is T3, not Jamie magazine – 
we’re not just about the food, we’re about 
the tech too. So I’ve armed myself with a 
bunch of grills, a mixer, a blender and an ice- 
cream maker to help me nail this challenge.

First up, I need to create my burgers and 
bangers. Starting with some diced rump 
steak, I feed it into a Multi-Food Grinder 

attachment fixed to the Smeg Stand Mixer,  
a versatile, 1950s-style machine. With  
the steaks transformed into ground beef,  
I alter the blade to the fine 3mm disc and 
grind the diced pork shoulder. When that’s  
done, I add a sausage-stuffer accessory  
(it comes with the Multi-Food Grinder)  
to the Stand Mixer and, after ten minutes  
of somewhat homoerotic activity, I have 15 
large, plump sausages. Meat accomplished.

Now it’s time to make the brioche buns 
and hot-dog rolls. Bread-making is an art, 
so I need help. Luckily, I have the Sage By 

Heston Blumenthal Custom Loaf bread- 
maker. It makes savoury and sweet breads, 
but for this challenge I’m all about the 
dough setting. I bung my ingredients into 
the machine, hit the dough button and 
leave the maker to work its magic. When 
the dough is ready, I shape the rolls, glaze 
the brioche toward the end of cooking, 
then bake them in my oven. So far, so good.

SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED
I still have cocktails to rustle up, as well  
as a sorbet. Again, Sage By Heston 

TASTY TECH
Six sizzlin’ gadgets worthy of the King of the Grill

A beautiful-looking, 
retro-style machine, 
with a 4.8-litre 
steel bowl, the Smeg 
Stand Mixer makes 
short work of many 
cooking and baking 
tasks. It comes with 
a range of nifty 
accessories, with 
extra attachments 
available, including 
the SMMG01 Multi- 
Food Grinder (£60). 
£299.95, smeguk.com

 SMEG STAND MIXER 

The high-power Boss 
blender is a real 
dream machine; 
its high-velocity 
ProKinetix blade and 
bowl system pulverises 
food fast. Making 
soup? It’ll heat your 
ingredients while 
blending them. The 
Boss even has a one-
touch button for green 
smoothies. Slurp!
£400,  
sageappliances.co.uk

 SAGE THE BOSS 

Enjoy juicier 
BBQ food that’s 
cooked evenly, with  
this affordable 
performance grill.  
The Tru-Infrared 
cooking system 
means no flare-
ups or burns, and 
those easy-fold side 
tables are just the 
ticket for holding 
ingredients, BBQ 
utensils and beer.
£300, charbroil.eu

 CHAR-BROIL T-22G 

Tailor-made for 
small outdoor 
spaces, this fold-up 
grill can be fixed 
to any exterior wall 
for easy grilling 
when the mood takes 
you. Gas-powered and 
designed with three 
burners, the award-
winning Space Grill 
has a rust-proof  
body and comes with  
a weatherproof cover.
£599, space-grill.com

 SPACE GRILL 

The smartest sorbet, 
fro-yo and ice-cream 
maker in the world? 
Probably. This Sage 
By Heston Blumenthal 
beauty features 12 
hardness settings, 
including frozen 
yoghurt and gelato; 
various automatic 
programs and a 
generous one-litre 
bowl for big batches.
£280,  
sageappliances.co.uk

 SAGE SOFT SCOOP 

OK, so it looks a 
bit like a dustbin, 
but there’s nothing 
rubbish about this 
compact smoker-
roaster-griller. 
It uses the same 
Tru-Infrared tech 
as the T-22G, has 
a removable grease 
tray for easy clean-
up, and can roast up 
to 25lbs of meat in 
its lift-out basket.
£299, charbroil.eu

 THE BIG EASY 

1 2 3 4 5 6
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This little fold-up Space Grill has no 
idea what BBQ carnage is heading its way



THIS PAGE 
The swish Smeg 
Stand Mixer with 
a sausage stuffer 
gizmo makes quick 
work of filling 
Rob’s big bangers

“After ten minutes of 
somewhat homoerotic 
activity, I have 15 
large, plump sausages”
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Eight hours in The Big Easy smoker; five 
minutes until it was hoovered up by T3

“What? You mean you can grill  
foods other than dirty burgers?”

Homemade sausages get an even sizzling 
on the mighty Char-Broil T-22G grill

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62



T3‘s production 
editor seems a  
bit too eager to 
sample one of Rob’s 
plump sausages
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Rob’s ‘special sauce’ is surprisingly 
yummy... But our guts may hate us later

“This margarita tastes like lighter 
fluid. And what’s up with this glass?!”

T3’s mega-healthy diet of burgers, 
sausages, beer and some red things



“If I get the team properly 
pissed, maybe they won’t  
be able to taste the food?”

grill. It has a porcelain-enameled, cast-iron 
cooking grate (of 189 square inches) and 
comes in a fetching orange. With the gas 
attached, it’s good to go. After that comes 
the Char-Broil T-22G, an elegant, full-size 
grill in a compact package. And there’s a 
cool bit of tech in there, too: Tru-Infrared,  
a system of corrugated metal plates that  
sit above the burners, and below the grill 
plate, to ensure even heat distribution. 

But wait, there’s another BBQ! The 
Verycook Plancha Grill. This stylish number 
cooks everything from steak to fish.  
You can buy a griddle attachment for it,  
as well as a Verypizz pizza oven, but you’ll 
need a solid surface to stand it all on. 

Last up is Char-Broil’s The Big Easy,  
a smoker-roaster-grill. I’ve pre-loaded it 
with a pork shoulder, basted in barbecue 
sauce whizzed up in the Boss. I’ve smoked 
the pork for eight hours already, and I’m 
hoping it’ll taste great in a brioche. 

So, everything is ready to go. Good job, 
too, because my guests have just arrived 
– and there’s loads of them! Luckily, Aldi 
has supplied T3 with enough food to feed  
a small army. I dust my lurid pink glasses  
with salt, and pour in the frozen margaritas. 
If I get the team properly pissed, maybe 
they won’t be able to taste the food? 

Can the latest in golf tech improve 
your game? Our man finds out!

NEXT MONTH

First up is the pulled pork. This is an easy 
sell, and making it didn’t require much 
effort on my part. It also keeps the team 
distracted from my fervent multi-tasking, 
jumping between grills. I start with the 
sublime Space Grill. This really is a top  
BBQ and it cooks the burgers beautifully. 
As I dash inside to finalise dessert, T3.com 
editor Dan Grabham mans the Char-Broil 
T-22G, doing a sterling job of sizzling my 
bangers; the Tru-Infared cooking system 
ensuring no flare-ups to scorch their skins. 

It’s the hottest day of the year and sweat 
is dripping off my forehead as I work, but 
the food is flowing and the team are happy. 
As the last burger is demolished, I bring out 
the zingy sorbet and it’s another winner. 

All too soon, the team must head back 
to the office. With a garden full of BBQ 
tech and a kitchen that’s packed with 
high-end appliances, yet smelling like a 
butcher’s apron, I sit and reflect on what 
has been one of the most stressful, but 
enjoyable, culinary experiences of my life. 
It’s just a shame I didn’t get to eat any of it.

comes to the rescue with two 
fantastic appliances: the Boss blender  
and the Smart Scoop ice-cream maker.  
The Boss is an exceptional blender; I’ve 
never seen anything whizz around with 
such power. The tech behind it? ProKinetix:  
a blade and bowl system with curved 
surfaces to prevent the overheating of  
dry ingredients. The Boss is also handy 
with soups and smoothies, though today 
I’m using it to create frozen margaritas. 
Throwing in crushed ice, tequila, lime juice 
and Blue Curacao, I use the Mill setting at 
15,000+ RPM and blend it all together. 
Now, about that raspberry sorbet... 

The Smart Scoop has become one of my 
favourite kitchen devices. It automatically 
senses the firmness of the mixture, based 
on the type of dessert you tell it to make (it 
has 12 different settings). Once the mixture 
is churned, the Smart Scoop keeps it at the 
right temperature – for up to three hours – 
until you’re ready to eat. When it’s finished 
mixing, a quaint ice-cream-van tune plays!

GET YOUR GRILL ON
Finally, it’s time to venture outside to the 
BBQs. Plural. And there’s not a piece of 
charcoal in sight. Yes, I’m talking gas 
barbecues here and, thanks to Calor, I have 
enough gas cylinders to power my home 
for a year. First up is the Space Grill, a 
superbly executed folding grill bolted to 
my exterior wall. With a lift and a tug, this 
three-burner, chef-grade grill is ready to go.

Next up is a gas-powered Weber Q1200. 
This barbecue is perfect for anyone with a 
small outside area who still wants a quality 
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T3’s very own King of the Grill, pictured here looking rather pleased with  
himself, shortly before giving the team food poisoning (just kidding, boss!)
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The gadget world’s MOST prestigious event is back for its

TENTH year, and NOW is the time to vote for the tech you

love. If you’re lucky, you just might win an Apple MacBook…

It’s time once again for the T3 Awards; 
the Oscars of the tech world. Now in its 
tenth year, the T3 Awards is easily the most 
important thing being voted on anywhere 
in the world this year. The process is 
already well under way online, with over 
100,000 ballots cast, and it’s time for YOU 
to let your opinions be known, via the 
medium of clicking on some tick boxes.

VOTE TODAY AT 
T3.COM/AWARDS

Not only will you help decide which 
people, brands and tech enter the annals  
of gadget history, you might also win an 
Apple MacBook (UK residents only; usual 
terms and conditions apply). It’s a win-win. 

So what are you waiting for? Simply  
fire up your internet computer, head to 
T3.com/awards and cast your votes. Your 
favourite tech can’t triumph without you!

 GADGET OF THE YEAR

 GAMING PRODUCT  
    OF THE YEAR

 PHONE OF THE YEAR

 TV OF THE YEAR

  STREAMING SERVICE  
OF THE YEAR

  LAPTOP OF THE YEAR

 CAMERA OF THE YEAR

 BRAND OF THE YEAR

  CONNECTED-HOME  
TECH OF THE YEAR

  DESIGN OF THE YEAR

  AUDIO PRODUCT  
OF THE YEAR

  INNOVATION OF THE YEAR

 WEARABLE OF THE YEAR

 CAR OF THE YEAR

THE CATEGORIES

VOTE TODAY 
and you could  
win a MacBook
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Sky’s TV service  
is about to start 
broadcasting in 
spectacular 4K. Is  
your lounge ready?

 Best 4K
 TVs for
 watching
 Sky Q

 As stunning as many 4K TVs are, they’ve  

always had a fundamental flaw. Yes, they boast 

four times the number of pixels of Full HD TVs, 

but what good is that when there’s actually very 

little you can watch in 4K? We’ve been limited  

to a small number of UHD shows on Netflix and 

Amazon Prime, a few Ultra HD movies on Blu-ray, 

and the odd 4K football match on BT Sport. 

Well, prepare for the floodgates to open, 

because on 13 August Sky Q’s 4K features  

will be unlocked, bringing the movie and sport 

options that 4K deserves. Here are the best  

TVs you can buy to enjoy Sky Q’s new service…

1
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colours are. We mean it; go  

and look at one in a shop – 

they’re astonishing. This TV  

is perfect for Sky Q, but also  

ideal for taking advantage of all 

the HDR 4K content on UHD 

Blu-ray, Netflix and Amazon. 

Feeling ultra-indulgent? Check 

out the top-of-the-range LG 

OLED65G6V – but be prepared 

to pay through the nose!

£2,999, www.lg.com/uk 

 We’ve been writing about 

OLED in T3 for years. More 

years, in fact, than the number 

of OLED TVs we’ve actually 

reviewed. All you need to know 

is that this 2016 model from LG 

is the best OLED TV ever made, 

and we can’t think of a more 

perfect panel on which to watch 

Sky Q. You can’t even look at 

one of these without marvelling 

at how bright and vibrant its 

PH
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 If you were a big fan of 

plasma back in the old days,  

this television from Sony might 

just be the one for you. It looks 

gorgeous, certainly, but Sony’s 

philosophy has always been  

to put picture quality first,  

and that shines through with  

its latest 4K range. It doesn’t 

matter if you’re watching HD  

or even SD content – this TV  S
o

n
y
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2will upscale better than any  

other. It’s also impossibly 

slender – we almost can’t 

believe how good the picture  

is, given how wafer-thin the 

screen is at the edges. You  

can even connect a DualShock  

3 controller and play PS3  

games through the PlayStation 

Now streaming service.

£1,879, www.sony.co.uk  

4K TVs
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 The Samsung KS7000 is 

actually the cheapest of 

Samsung’s high-end SUHD 

quantum-dot TV range. It’s 

probably outmatched by the 

Sony, Samsung and Panasonic 

televisions found elsewhere  

in this feature – but at less  

than half the price of those 

panels, it’s the no-brainer choice 

if you’re after a stonkingly  

good 4K TV for less than 

£1,500. Like the Panasonic,  S
a
m

su
n
g
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0 3LG and Sony TVs, it meets the 

Ultra HD Premium standards, 

which means it hits all the  

right notes to deliver a premium 

4K picture; and it only really  

falls behind because of its 

slightly ropey in-built speakers 

and the viewing angle of  

the screen. If you’re looking for 

a great all-rounder for watching 

4K, HD and even upscaled SD 

content, it’s a supreme option.

£1,399, www.samsung.com/uk 
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 The DX902 range from 

Panasonic is absolutely 

stunning. What’s more, this 

65-inch model is bigger  

than the LG OLED featured 

elsewhere, despite costing the 

same – so if you’re in the market 

for a massive home-cinema  

TV for watching Sky Q’s Ultra 

HD movies and sport, this is 

perhaps the one you should  

 If you’ve got money to  

spare and want to go for a 

left-field option, check out this 

model from Philips. It’ll set you 

back around £4,000, which is 

crazy, but it offers something 

that no other TV does – namely, 

Ambilux. This consists of nine 

mini-projectors around the  

back of the TV, that expand the 

picture beyond the screen and 
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be looking at. Peak brightness  

is even better than the OLED’s, 

and Panasonic’s smart-TV 

system is possibly the best  

out there right now – it even 

comes with Freeview Play,  

which enables you to watch 

shows you’ve missed direct 

from your EPG, even if you 

haven’t recorded them.

£2,999, www.panasonic.com/uk 

onto the wall behind you.  

The idea is to create a more 

immersive experience, and you 

really do have to see it to believe 

it. The TV will also hook up to 

your Philips Hue bulbs if you have 

any, and synchronise colours 

and soundscapes, potentially 

expanding your picture out over 

every surface of your room. 

£4,000, www.philips.co.ukP
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Our five awards

OUR MISSION IS TO BRING YOU  
THE CLEAREST RECOMMENDATIONS  
WE CAN – AND THAT MEANS A GREAT 
DEAL OF HARD WORK HAPPENS BEFORE 
A PRODUCT EVEN REACHES OUR PAGES!

Because we only feature products  
the T3 team would happily use ourselves,  
we end up discarding a significant number 
of options in each category before settling 
on a final shortlist to review. In this 
respect, T3 Select does exactly what it 
says on the tin, picking only the best of  
the best to test; the gear we know you’ll  
want to seriously consider purchasing. 

And that should mean an end to you 
having to undertake hours of painstaking 
research and product comparisons. 

You won’t see any duff products 
featured in our tests, but you will come 
away with clarity on which one is the  
best in its category or for a specific  
task: our awards badges (see below) 
ensure that everything T3 recommends  
is clearly highlighted on the page.

It goes without saying that every 
product in T3 Select has been thoroughly 
tested by our team of experts, enabling 
you to buy with total confidence.

How we test…
The scores
explained

Awarded to products that 
are energy-efficient 
or help to protect the 
natural environment

For kit that demonstrates 
exceptional industrial 

design and refinement, in 
addition to being great

This accolade and others 
like it show you which 

gear is best for specific 
features or tasks

This is given to winners 
of our group tests, so 

you can see exactly which 
is the best at a glance

Only the best products 
– those that score five 
stars – receive our 

coveted Platinum Award

EDITED BY
NICK ODANTZIS

Forget it

Below average

Good for the price

Very good all round

An exceptional, 
best-in- class product

96 OnePlus 3 
100 Smart drones
101  Devialet Gold 

Phantom
102 Posh smartwatches
104 Our/Your Gadgets
110 Games/Apps 

REVIEWED IN DEPTH
THIS MONTH...

ISSUE 259 /    
SEPT 16

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p60

The OnePlus 3 is 
your next flag-

ship phone  
p96

Pocket 
premium
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f something sounds 

too good to be true, 

it generally is, but the 

OnePlus 3 – somehow  

– doesn’t play by those rules. It 

certainly does sound too good to  

be true, with a whole host of flagship 

specs and a premium design at 

half the price of its rivals, but that’s 

exactly what you get. It’s a revelation.

The fledgling Chinese start-up is 

now on its third-generation flagship 

smartphone, and with the positive 

response to the OnePlus One and 

OnePlus 2 ringing in its ears, this  

latest offering threatens to blow 

everything else out of the water.

There’s a sizeable 5.5-inch Full  

HD display, bags of power under  

the hood, a couple of solid cameras 

and a design that doesn’t look out  

of place alongside the Apple iPhone 

6s, the HTC 10 and the Samsung 

Galaxy S7. And yet, the OnePlus 3 is 

half the price of those smartphones –  

that, quite simply, is a staggering feat.

Surely, OnePlus must’ve made  

some pretty major compromises  

to be able to cram all of this cool  

stuff into such a budget handset? 

Well, if it did, we’re yet to find them.

PREMIUM APPEAL
First up, we love the look of the 

OnePlus 3; while its design doesn’t 

exactly break new ground, its clever 

blend of HTC, Apple and Samsung 

aesthetics results in a handsome finish. 

The first time you pick up the handset, 

its smooth edges and curved rear  

end nestle comfortably in your hand,  

the aluminium unibody oozing a 

premium appeal that belies the low 

price. This is a phone that wouldn’t 

look out of place on a boardroom 

table – if anything, it’ll turn heads as 

those around you clamour to see  

what this cheap ’n’ chic device can do.

Below that 5.5-inch display, there’s  

a fingerprint scanner, its prominent 

front-facing position meaning you can 

secure or unlock your phone in a flash. 

SPECIFICATIONS

ONEPLUS HAS RETURNED WITH ITS THIRD-GENERATION FLAGSHIP SMARTPHONE,  
THE ONEPLUS 3 – AND IT’S GOING TO SERIOUSLY WORRY SAMSUNG, APPLE AND CO…

I
As well as being easily accessible,  

it’s one of the fastest and most 

accurate scanners we’ve ever used  

(it recognises digits faster than 

Apple’s Touch ID, for example).

OnePlus has adopted AMOLED 

technology for the screen, which 

means you get a bright and vibrant 

display that’s perfect for watching 

movies and playing games on the 

train. The Full HD resolution ensures 

that everything is as crisp as a Walkers 

cheese and onion, though it doesn’t 

quite reach the heights of the QHD 

offerings found on the LG G5, the  

HTC 10 and the Samsung Galaxy S7.

After omitting NFC (near field 

communication) from the OnePlus 2, 

OnePlus has reintroduced the 

 Three style

REVIEW

PRICE £309 URL oneplus.net RESOLUTION 1080 x 1920 
SCREEN AMOLED SIZE 5.5-inch OPERATING SYSTEM Android 6 
Marshmallow PROCESSOR Snapdragon 820 RAM 6GB STORAGE 
64GB REAR CAMERA 16MP FRONT CAMERA 8MP BATTERY 3,000mAh

ABOVE OnePlus’s 
own Oxygen 

OS breathes 

new life into 

Google’s Android 

operating system

SPEEDY SCANNER
The OnePlus 3 sports 
a lightning-fast 
fingerprint scanner 
on its front – perfect 
for rapid unlocking and 
verifying contactless 
payments via Android Pay
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 Select 
ONEPLUS 3

FLAGSHIP DESIGN
The aluminium-metal unibody means 
the OnePlus 3 doesn’t feel out  
of place alongside the iPhone 6s,  
the Galaxy S7 and the HTC 10

DAZZLING DISPLAY
OnePlus has upgraded its 
display tech to AMOLED 
on the OnePlus 3, and 

that means the colours 
are bright and vibrant 

SLICK SELFIES
An 8MP front camera  
will ensure you’re never 
caught short when it  
comes to snapping a quick 
selfie with your mates

You won’t be 
embarrassed to  
show this handset off 
in the boardroom
NICK ODANTZIS, 
DEPUTY EDITOR
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contactless tech in the new handset, 

enabling you to make payments in 

stores using Android Pay. It’s both 

useful and rather cool – though 

prepare for some perplexed looks 

from cashiers as you tap your budget 

smartphone on the card reader.

Switch the phone on, and the  

latest version of Google’s operating 

system (Android 6 Marshmallow) 

greets you, but it’s been given some 

additional tweaks via OnePlus’s 

Oxygen OS user interface. It still  

looks very much like Android on  

the surface, which will please those 

who prefer Google’s way of doing 

things, but Oxygen adds a variety of 

extra features to make the OnePlus 3  

even more powerful. There are  

more customisation options, and a 

selection of handy gesture controls  

to quickly launch apps such as the 

Apps load quickly, gameplay is 

smooth – even on the most graphically 

intensive titles – and navigation is  

fluid and lag-free. You can pretty 

much throw anything at the OnePlus 3  

and it’ll munch through it with ease.

You can load up the phone with 

plenty of apps, games, movies,  

music and photos, too – the 64GB  

of internal storage providing a 

generous amount of space. It may  

not be enough to satisfy really 

media-hungry types, though, and  

one of the slight shortcomings of  

this phone is its inability to expand  

the storage – you can’t slip a microSD  

card in to increase the memory;  

nor is there a 128GB model, a la  

Apple. For most people, though, 

64GB will more than suffice.

Of course, all of this means  

nothing if you don’t have a battery 

The alternatives

The aluminium body gives 
real premium appeal

The fingerprint scanner 
is handily placed 

The snappers don’t stand 
up to high-end phones

ONEPLUS 2
 If your budget can’t 

quite stretch to the 
latest OnePlus, its 
predecessor is still on 
sale at a lower price. 
It doesn’t reach quite 

the same level of performance as the third-gen 
phone, but it offers value for money nonetheless.
£249, oneplus.net

APPLE iPHONE 
6s PLUS

 The OnePlus 3  
isn’t an iPhone,  
and if you want a big- 
screen handset from 
the Cupertino firm,  

look no further than the 5.5-inch iPhone 6s Plus.  
Again, though, it’ll cost you a fair old whack.
£610, apple.com

SAMSUNG 
GALAXY S7 EDGE

 The Galaxy S7 
Edge is currently the 
ultimate flagship 
phone. It has a better 
screen, punchier 

cameras, a more sultry design and longer battery 
life than the OnePlus 3 – but it’s double the price.
£639, samsung.com

camera and the torch. Elsewhere,  

a proximity sensor on the front of the 

handset gives you Jedi-like powers, 

enabling you to simply wave your 

hand over the display to bring it to  

life with the time, date and any 

notifications you may have. The Force 

is definitely strong with this phone.

 
PACKING A PUNCH
The operating system runs smoothly, 

too, thanks to the huge amount of 

power OnePlus has managed to pack 

into the phone. There’s a Snapdragon 

820 processor – a top-of-the-line  

chip that’s in a number of flagships 

this year – plus a colossal 6GB of  

RAM, which is more than any of  

the major players have packed into 

their high-end handsets in 2016.

What does that mean for you? 

Superb performance is what.  

REVIEW

TOP The rounded 
edges and curved 

rear mean 

the OnePlus 3 

nestles nicely 

in the hand

ABOVE LEFT  
The 5.5-inch 

AMOLED display 

has a punchy, 

vibrant Full  

HD resolution

ABOVE RIGHT  
A USB-C port on 

the base of the 

phone gives you 

access to fast 

charging smarts
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that can keep up. The OnePlus 3 

comes with a 3,000mAh, non-

removable power pack that’s actually 

smaller than those found in both  

of its predecessors. This is a little 

disappointing, as we’d have liked  

a battery increase for this model,  

not a downgrade. A full day’s use  

from a single charge is the benchmark 

that smartphones are now aiming  

for, and while the OnePlus 3 just  

about manages this, it can be a little 

touch and go at times. And power 

users will find that they need to top  

up the phone a second time during  

the day if they want it to see them 

through until bedtime.

It’s not all bad news on the  

battery front, though. Coming to the 

rescue is a rather neat feature called 

Dash Charge that enables you to 

replenish 60 per cent of the battery  

in just half an hour, using the cable  

and charging block supplied in the 

box. It’s perfect if you need a quick  

top-up before hitting the town.

SNAPPY SNAPS
The quality of cameras found on 

Apple’s, Samsung’s and LG’s handsets 

is well documented, and – perhaps 

inevitably considering the low price  

– the OnePlus 3’s snapper doesn’t  

hit those heights, although it does 

improve on the slightly more  

mediocre offerings of the OnePlus 2. 

a bid to find someone to plead to  

for a precious invite.

The OnePlus 3 is one of the best 

flagship smartphones you can buy 

right now, and somehow it’s almost 

half the price of its more well-known 

rivals. We’re not sure how OnePlus  

has done it, but we thoroughly 

applaud it for its impressive results.

Sure, the camera could be better, 

the battery could last a little longer 

and we’d have liked to see a microSD 

slot for adding memory – but these  

are fairly minor blemishes on what  

is, on the whole, a brilliant smartphone.  

If you’re looking for a top-notch  

device that won’t have your bank 

manager banging on your front door, 

the OnePlus 3 won’t let you down.

T3 RATES Premium design;  
superb power; fast fingerprint  
scanner; tantalising price tag.
T3 SLATES Battery life and  
rear camera could be better;  
no microSD slot.
T3 SAYS The OnePlus 3 provides 
astonishing value for money,  
and it’s almost impossible to  
find any flaws. For £309, you 
can’t possibly be disappointed. 

This time around, you get a 16MP 

rear snapper and an 8MP selfie 

camera. Focusing on the rear  

camera first, the OnePlus 3 is able  

to take some nice shots in well-lit 

outdoor areas. Its macro performance 

is also strong, enabling you to get  

nice and close to your subjects. 

However, the camera struggles  

in low-light and indoor settings,  

and at times pictures can look 

over-exposed and a touch grainy. 

Thankfully, there are assists such as 

HDR, phase-detection autofocus, 

RAW mode and HD, as well as a  

fully manual mode that gives you  

even more control over your shots.

 
SELF-SERVICE  
Round the front, the 8MP selfie 

snapper comes with the almost- 

obligatory beauty mode, which  

can make you look more alien than 

human if you turn it up too high.  

But the general performance is  

good enough for taking pictures  

of the odd pout with your mates.

Thankfully, OnePlus has seen  

sense and ditched its infuriating  

invite system, which made getting  

hold of its previous phones a real  

pain in the rear. Now, you can  

jump straight online and buy  

your OnePlus 3 – with delivery 

generally taking a couple of weeks.  

No more trawling the internet in  

SAY CHEESE
OnePlus has loaded the  

16MP rear camera with a  
whole range of smarts, 

including auto HDR,  
phase-detection autofocus 

and dynamic de-noise

Your friends 
won’t believe 
how little this 
thing cost you
 
NICK ODANTZIS, 
DEPUTY EDITOR
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DESIGN  
Phantom quadcopters have become modern 

design icons, with their white body and Apple-
esque stylings. The smooth lines and premium 

look of this model, including integrated gimbal and 
camera, make it the best-looking drone out there. 

FEATURES  
Top of the list is an Obstacle Sensing System: 

front sensors that scan and avoid objects 
within a 15-metre range. It’s not completely 

infallible, but it makes the Phantom 4 the most 
confidence-inspiring drone we’ve tested.

PERFORMANCE  
The addition of a Sport mode makes this  

the fastest, most accurate Phantom to date.  
4K footage is judder-free, smooth and  

cinematic, although fixed landing gear means 
there’s no seamless 360-degree filming.

USABILITY  
Push-and-release propellers hasten  

set-up, while easy-access autonomous  
modes like ActiveTrack visual tracking and  

Tap To Fly mean little experience is needed.  
Safety functions abound for beginners, too.

 DESIGN 
The Typhoon bucks tradition with a small black 
body, six collapsible carbon-fibre rotor arms for 
portability/strength, retractable landing gear,  
a CGO3+ gimbal and a Sony camera. The controller 
boasts a seven-inch HD Android touchscreen.

 FEATURES 
Basic Sonar Anti-Collision on the Advanced 
model stops the drone before it hits obstacles, 
but you’ll need the Professional model to enjoy 
Intel-powered intelligent obstacle avoidance, 
and match the DJI’s tree-dodging capabilities. 

 PERFORMANCE 
Footage is incredibly stable, and the black drone 
is easy to see against a bright sky. The retractable 
landing gear opens up continuous 360-degree 
views from the slick 3-axis gimbal and 4K camera. 
The 720p live controller display is crystal-clear.

 USABILITY 
The controller interface is difficult to master, 
but beginners will progress quickly and pros will 
never feel short-changed. Curved Cable Cam is a 
killer autonomous mode for plotting a flight path, 
leaving your hands free to control the camera.

MARKET-LEADER DJI PACKS ITS FOURTH-GEN 
PHANTOM WITH STYLE AND KILLER FEATURES 

WILL A SCI-FI DESIGN AND A BRILLIANT 
CONTROLLER BE ENOUGH TO SLAY THE PHANTOM?

£1,229, DJI.COM £1,119.95 (ADVANCED MODEL), YUNEEC.UK

RATES  It’s the most advanced drone we’ve tested, with 
features for every level of pilot to shoot amazing video. 
SLATES  It’s difficult to spot in the air. Additional phone 

or tablet and cable are required. Fixed landing gear.

RATES The robust ST16 controller looks and feels 
classy, and places every function at your fingertips.
SLATES Full-fat obstacle-avoidance capabilities  
are only available on the pricier Professional model. 

2nd

DJI 
Phantom 4 Vs

1st

S M A R T  D R O N E S

BEST FOR
DESIGN

Yuneec 
Typhoon H



RATES With spectacular sound  
and stunning looks, the Gold 
Phantom is a technical marvel.
SLATES To get the full 
experience, you’ll need more  
than one; and at £2,190 each, 
that’s a big pill to swallow.
T3 SAYS The Gold Phantom is a   
speaker you buy with your heart, 
not your head. You can’t help but 
fall in love with this Devialet 
stunner; it’s the complete package.

ABOVE We love the 
exclusive 22-carat 
pink-gold-plated 
side panels. Take 
note, Apple: this is 
how you do rose gold

ABOVE RIGHT The new 
titanium tweeter  
is hidden behind  
a decorative grille

ack at the start of  
2015, French company 
Devialet launched the 
Phantom, an elegant 

wireless speaker capable of 
pumping out 750W, and picked up 
a prestigious T3 Award nomination 
for Design Innovation in the 
process. Fast-forward to 2016 and 
the firm is at it again, this time  
with the Gold Phantom, a beautiful 
machine that promises to be more 
powerful, more exhilarating and 
more refined. But does it really  
live up to these promises? Enter 
T3’s listening room to find out…

The Gold Phantom blasts out  
a deafening 4,500W – that’s six 
times more powerful than the 
original speaker. The output peaks at 
108dB – equivalent to a rock concert 
– which is the average pain threshold 
for humans. So, more power? Check.

Devialet hasn’t only focused on 
upping the power, it’s also increased 
frequency response to 27kHz with a 

IT’S EIGHT TIMES MORE POWERFUL THAN THE ORIGINAL, 
BUT THIS SPEAKER TURNS HEADS IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE…

pure titanium tweeter. This is stiffer 
than the aluminium tweeter found in 
other models, creating an extended 
and clearer treble. At the low end, 
range has increased to 14kHz using 
Devialet’s proprietary Heart Bass 
Implosion technology, which sees 
the large woofers violently vibrate 
with the bass line. It’s mesmeric,  
and keeps the low end and high end 
completely separate. The Gold 
Phantom doesn’t produce audio  
you merely hear – you feel it in your 
gut. So, more exhilarating? Check.

The Gold Phantom also packs  
a new ADH processor. In Devialet’s 
own words, this “takes the linearity 
and musicality of analogue amps 
(class A), and combines it with the 
power, efficiency and compactness 
of digital amps (class D)”. The new 
processor is an improvement over 
previous models, creating a more 
open and nuanced sound, with  
less distortion at high volume.  
We listened to London Grammar’s 

Hey Now at 80-per-cent volume, 
and couldn’t detect any distortion.

The Gold Phantom is almost 
identical to its predecessors, which 
isn’t a bad thing. We love the elegant, 
rounded design, which resembles 
the love-child of James Dyson and  
a Hollywood prop creator. The key 
differentiator between this and 
Devialet’s (not-so) lesser models is 
the precious metal side panel. Yep, 
the company didn’t pop to B&Q and 
buy a can of rose-gold spray paint; 
that’s exclusive 22-carat pink-gold 
plating. So, more refined? Check.

As before, there are no controls 
on the speaker. Instead, everything 
is controlled on your smartphone.  
All the major streaming services  
are supported, including Spotify  
and Tidal. You can connect to the 
Gold Phantom via aptX Bluetooth  
or Wi-Fi, and if you really want to 
annoy the neighbours, you can 
connect up to 24 of the speakers 
together. It won’t come cheap, 
though, with each costing £2,190. 

A staggering price, indeed,  
but then you’re not only paying  
for stunning audio quality, you’re  
also getting flair and innovation  
– something the Gold Phantom  
has in pink-gold-plated spades.

£2,190, en.devialet.com

B
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SUPER SIX

iFIT DUO
From £299, ifit.com

 The iFit Duo is the kind of smartwatch you might 
see in a sci-fi movie, with a face that lifts right  
off the strap and flips around. One side is a totally 
normal analogue watch, the other a monochrome 
LCD fitness tracker. It’ll count your steps, tell you  
the time, display notifications from your phone  
and even tot up the calories of your food. It’s a 
two-faced smartwatch, in the best possible way.

It’s not perfect, though. The mechanism  
makes a clicking sound as you move; it has a  
dead-loud seconds hand; and the smart display 
lacks a bit of polish. Still, it’s gadget-tastic. 

01 ONE FOR SCI-FI FANS

WITHINGS ACTIVITÉ STEEL
£139.99, withings.com

 When it comes to watches that have covert 
smart features, the Activité is the undisputed  
king – and now it’s back with its third model. The 
Steel is every bit as fancy-looking as the original 
Activité, though it’s half the price. The Activité 
range are fitness trackers only – there are no 
smartphone notifications. This enables them to 
adopt a look that closely resembles a normal 
watch (although people in the know will spot  
their fitness credentials from 20 feet away). 

As well as looking chic, the Steel is light and 
comfortable, while battery life is eight months.

03 ONE FOR CLASSIC TASTES

GARMIN VIVOMOVE
From £139.99, garmin.com

 This fitness-tracker-cum-timepiece looks 
innocuous even by normal watch standards,  
but it uses a cunning method to show you how 
active you’re being. Instead of a dial to show  
you the number of steps you’ve taken that day, 
there’s a subtle white bar to the left of the display 
that fills up as you progress towards your goal.  
A matching one on the right-hand side gradually 
turns red if you sit on your backside too long. 

So it’s a real gent of a watch – and it’s  
no-fuss, too, with the battery lasting a year. On the 
down side, it doesn’t offer phone notifications. 

02 ONE FOR FANS OF SIMPLICITY

Words: Andrew Williams

THINK SMARTWATCHES ONLY COME WITH DIGITAL DISPLAYS AND ‘FUNKY’ STRAPS?  
WELL, THINK AGAIN – THESE EXAMPLES MARRY CONTEMPORARY SMARTS WITH CLASSIC LOOKS 

Something old, 
something new



BEST FOR
DESIGN
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e’ll be honest: 
smartwatches 
haven’t taken off 
as much as some 

big names in tech insisted 
they would, and if we want 
to get something done, we’ll 
still usually head to our 
phones and not our watches. 

 Select 
CLASSIC SMARTWATCHES

MONDAINE HELVETICA 1
£650, mondaine.com

 Does love at first sight exist? The Mondaine 
Helvetica 1 makes a pretty good case for it 
– stunning on the wrist and packed with smart 
credentials, it’ll make you wonder why you ever 
thought twice about splashing out £650. 

The design is as timeless as the Helvetica  
font, with the MotionX fitness and sleep tracking  
kept in a little sub-dial at the bottom. There are  
no notifications but the watch squeezes out all  
the smarts it can, teaming up with an app to offer 
alarms and sleep tracking even with this chunk of 
steel under your pillow, rather than on your wrist. 

04 ONE FOR THE WEALTHY

APPLE WATCH
From £259, apple.com

 Apple’s first wearable is now as recognisable  
as the classic Casio digital, even though the Watch 
comes in a whole stream of styles. Gold or silver? 
Steel or rubber? Every one still looks just like an 
Apple Watch. This is the least watch-like of all  
our featured picks, though, being rectangular.

One of the biggest advantages of the Apple 
Watch is that you get access to more apps than 
any other smartwatch in the world. And with 
watchOS 3 just around the corner, things can  
only get better. It’s just a pity Apple’s chic 
wearable lasts just a day between charges. 

06 ONE FOR APP EXPLORERS

MOTOROLA MOTO 360 2
From £229, motorola.com

 The style ambassador for Android Wear watches  
is undoubtedly this wearable from Motorola –  
still our pick as the best-looking Wear watch.  
A stainless-steel body and standard strap fixture 
make the Moto 360 2 feel like a normal watch,  
but seeing as it has an LCD screen, you’d have  
to have bad eyesight to mistake it for one.

It has one of the best screens among  
Wear watches, too, switching from a back light  
to an ambient light when it’s bright out. But  
you’ll still have to charge it every day. That’s  
the trade-off: more smarts, less convenience. 

05 ONE FOR PREMIUM SMARTS

W
This has led to the rise  

of a new kind of smartwatch, 
though; one that cares more 
about being gorgeous and  
fun to live with, rather than 
something you’ll use to order 
bog roll from your wrist (at  
the end of the day, who wants 
to do that in public anyway?).  

Matching classic style  
with contemporary features, 
these are the new catwalk 
stars of the watch world – and 
some of them last for a year  
or two off a battery. The big 
question is: should you buy 
one of these instead of an 
Apple Watch? Let’s find out… 



The premium design will 
set tongues wagging   

The CD player can be 
vertical or horizontal 

This stuff’s not 
especially cheap!

SPECIFICATIONS

DCD-50 CD PLAYER PRICE £449 
DIMENSIONS 200 x 240 x 86mm 
REMOTE CONTROL Yes COMPATIBLE 
DISCS CD, CD-R/RW, SA-CD, WMA, 
MP3, AAC PLAYBACK Program 
Play, Repeat, Random Play 

DRA-100 NETWORK RECEIVER  
PRICE £699 DIMENSIONS 280 x 
332 x 160mm REMOTE CONTROL 
Yes WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY 
Bluetooth, NFC, Wi-Fi 
STREAMING SERVICES AirPlay, 
vTuner, Spotify Connect  
COMPATIBLE FILES MP3, WMA, 
AAC, DSD, FLAC, ALAC, WAV, AIFF

PMA-50 CLASS-D AMPLIFIER  
PRICE £449 DIMENSIONS 200 x 
240 x 86mm INPUTS USB-B, 
2 x optical digital audio, 
1 x coaxial digital audio 
WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY 
Bluetooth, NFC OUTPUT POWER 
(4 OHM/8 OHM) 50W/30W       

URL denon.co.uk
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enon is promoting  
its new Design Series 
of audio devices  
as “Real Hi-Fi For 

Today’s Lifestyles”. I’m not sure 
what that means, but just the 
fact that these three units –  
the DCD-50 CD Player, the 
DRA-100 Network Receiver  
and the PMA-50 Class-D 
Amplifier – are made by Denon, 
one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of high-quality 
home-entertainment products, 
gave me high hopes that  
they would be to my liking.     

“A CD player?” I hear you cry. 
“What is this, 1992?” Indeed, the 
tech world appears to be going 
all nostalgic on us, what with 
vinyl turntables and now CD 
players enjoying a renaissance 
(what next, cassette players?). 
But I, for one, welcome this blast 
from the past. Sure, those claims 
of being able to fry an egg on  
a compact disc turned out to be 
bullshit, but I always preferred 
owning something physical (as 

Denon Design Series
PAUL DIMERY GETS HIS HANDS ON DENON’S DESIRABLE 
NEW HI-FI RANGE, TO SEE IF IT LIVES UP TO THE HYPE 

D

SEPARATING THE MEN  
FROM THE BOYS  

These Denon separates aren’t called 
the Design Series for nothing.  

They look supremely good

THE T3 TEAM 
TAKE ON  
LONG-TERM 
TESTS OF THE 
LATEST GEAR…

M O N T H  1  O F  3

 ON TEST 
 THIS MONTH
THE GADGETS WE’RE 
LIVING AND BREATHING

ROBERT JONES
PANASONIC  
DMP-UB900

 We’ve established 
that this 4K UHD Blu-ray 
player is fabulous at 

playing discs, but what’s it like as  
an all-round entertainment centre?

CLAIRE DAVIES
LG G5

 This issue, I’ll be 
seeing how this new 
flagship smartphone 
copes with playing 

games and watching films. The quality 
of its screen and sound will be key.  

PAUL DIMERY
DENON  
DESIGN SERIES

 Over the next three 
months, I’ll be trying  
out Denon’s new Design 

Series of hi-fi products: a CD player,  
a network receiver and a Class-D amp. 

WARREN BROWN
JURA  
IMPRESSA Z6

 Can this luxury 
coffee machine turn  
a bona-fide tea fan  

into someone who’s bonkers about 
the bean? Turn the page to find out…
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The G5 performs well, 
has a vibrant display 

and pairs easily with Bluetooth 
speakers for bigger sound

’m not a big mobile gamer, but the lure of Tetris, 
downloaded from the Google Play Store (accessed 
via the G5’s pre-loaded Google app), was tempting. 
So I played. It was fun. Same goes for Catchphrase 

and Sudoku. Downloading was fast, the graphics looked good 
on the 5.3-inch QHD display, and the games loaded quickly  
over Wi-Fi and 4G. In short, if you spend your commute playing 
Pac-Man or Disney Emoji on your phone, the G5 will hook you up.

This phone is also ace for watching videos. I whiled away 
hours of work time surfing YouTube for Suicide Squad trailers 
and videos of insane HIIT circuits I’ll never be fit enough to finish. 
Thanks to a front-sloping metal body, the G5 is comfy in the hand, 
enhancing my enjoyment of YouTube binges. In a ploy to extend 
my lunch break in the park, I tested the phone in sunlight, putting  
the IPS Quantum Display’s Daylight Mode through its paces,  
and was able to watch Stranger Things without missing a detail. 

As for the sound? Sadly, I didn’t get to test the G5 with its LG  
Hi-Fi Plus With B&O ‘friend’, but the built-in speaker is decent for 
a phone; there wasn’t a huge amount of noise distortion when  
I played Babymetal’s Chocolate at full-blast. There’s a headphone 
socket and, naturally, the G5 can be paired with wireless speakers. 

Next month, I’ll see what this phone is like for doing work on. 

CLAIRE DAVIES, ASSISTANT EDITOR

LG G5

 Select
LONG-TERM TESTS

DOES THE G5 WIN AT GAMING, MUSIC AND MOVIES? 
CLAIRE DAVIES STRAINS A THUMB FINDING OUT…

I

 NEXT MONTH I’LL BE SCRUTINISING THE 
SOUND QUALITY OF THESE THREE DEVICES   

M O N T H  2  O F  3

PRICE £499.95 URL lg.com/uk DIMENSIONS 149.4 x 73.9 x 7.7mm 
WEIGHT 159g DISPLAY 5.3-inch CHIPSET Qualcomm Snapdragon 820 
SOFTWARE Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow MEMORY 4GB RAM, 32GB storage 
CAMERAS 8MP front, 16MP rear first, 8MP rear wide-angle

SPECIFICATIONS
Top: The network receiver makes this trio of hi-fi seperates bang 
up to date. Above: Connecting the CD player is a breeze

opposed to just streaming my 
music), and you can find some 
damn good CD albums for cheap 
down your local charity shop.  

As you’d expect from Denon, 
a lot of care and attention has 
been put into how these devices 
look. Taking them out of their 
boxes, I felt like a child who’d 
just pulled a shiny new digger 
out of the lucky dip. Small, sleek 
and sporting a matt black and 
aluminium design, they exude 
an understated elegance that’s 
sure to get your guests talking.  
Their size and subtlety make 

them versatile, too, and you  
feel they’d look equally at home 
placed on a bookshelf in your 
lounge or next to the breadbin 
in the kitchen. This versatility is 
helped further by the fact that 
the CD player can be placed 
either vertically or horizontally 
(there’s no disc tray, so you 
needn’t worry about your  
Dire Straits CD falling out when 
the player is stood upright).

So, aesthetically, these 
devices are to die for. But what 
about their sound quality and 
features? I’ll find out soon…    

“They’d look equally at home on  
a bookshelf in the lounge or next 
to the breadbin in the kitchen”

Design-wise, Denon 
has done it again – 

these units are understated but 
manage to ooze sophistication   

PAUL DIMERY, PRODUCTION EDITOR

Verdict so far

Verdict so far



SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE £1,695 URL uk.jura.com
DIMENSIONS 320 x 375 x 450mm 
WEIGHT 11kg BEAN CAPACITY 
280g WATER-TANK CAPACITY 2.4 
litres COFFEE TYPES Beans, 
pre-ground DISPLAY Front-
mounted, non-touch TFT colour 
CONNECTIVITY Wireless-ready   
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o be honest, I don’t 
usually partake in  
a cup of coffee,  
as traditionally I’m  

a tea man – all I needed was  
a bag of PG tips to keep me 
satisfied. But when the Impressa   
Z6 landed in the office and  
I witnessed my work colleagues 
flocking to it, I started to 
wonder what I was missing  
out on. Then I caught my first 
whiff of the grind, and I was 
begging to take this thing home.

Looks-wise, the Impressa  
Z6 is a stunning machine, its 
solid Swiss engineering giving  
it a premium feel. It isn’t exactly 
small, though, and while it’s 
nowhere near the size of a 

commercial unit, it still has a 
significant footprint. Its depth 
alone made it impractical to  
set up in my kitchen.

Although it doesn’t require 
plumbing into your water 
supply, you ideally need to  
keep it close to a sink in order  
to empty the drip tray easily.  
The milk system is basically a 
thermos flask with an adjoining 
tube that needs to be kept  
cool when not in use, so having  
a fridge nearby is also a must. 

I ended up installing the 
Impressa Z6 in the pantry (yes,  
I have one of those), next to the 
fridge. It only took about five 
minutes, then I fed it coffee 
beans and added a little water.  

The Impressa Z6 will make  
a range of coffee-shop-calibre 
drinks – everything from 
espresso to latte, ristretto to 
cappuccino. There isn’t enough 
space on the front-mounted 
display to fit all of them on,  
but the six slots that are 
available can be easily swapped 
in and out, enabling you to 
create your ‘dream’ menu.  

T

The Impressa Z6 looks 
stunning when set up  

at home, and offers coffee 
variants to suit every preference

WARREN BROWN, DIGITAL ART EDITOR

OUR GADGETS

Jura Impressa Z6
WARREN BROWN HAS ALWAYS BEEN A TEA MAN.  
WILL THIS HIGH-END COFFEE MACHINE SWAY HIM?

Once you’ve decided on  
your six presets, you can  
‘order’ a drink with just a  
single press of its allocated 
physical button (there’s no 
touchscreen, sadly). A minute 
later, you’ll be enjoying your 
beverage of choice. Using the 
rotary switch on the top of  
the machine (which resembles  
an iPod Classic’s click wheel),  
you can customise the default 
cup/glass size, and also tweak 
the preset recipes, adding  
more foam milk, less coffee, etc. 
This provides ultimate control, 
enabling you to experiment  
with your taste preferences. 

Not feeling particularly 
adventurous at this point,  
I started off with a simple  
latte. The Impressa Z6 did a 
great job of keeping the milk 
and coffee layered, the supplied 
glasses adding authenticity. 

Taking a sip of my first effort,  
I gave the machine top marks 
for taste and presentation.

The Impressa Z6 has an  
FEA energy rating of ‘A’ for its 
class, the system conserving 
power by shutting down 
automatically when it’s not in 
use. The machine also gives 
itself a quick wash and rinse in 
the process, which is a handy 
feature. I should point out here 
that the Impressa Z6 requires  
a fair bit of regular maintenance. 
Happily, Jura makes this as 
simple as possible, letting you 
know what needs to be done  
via the main display (it uses 
internal sensors to do this).  
I only wish it would indicate 
when supplies are low, as there’s 
nothing worst than waking up in 
the morning to find you’ve run 
out of coffee beans. Not that  
I’m getting hooked or anything. 

Verdict so far

Just chuck the beans in the 
loading tray and et voilà! A 
coffee shop-class cup of Joe.M O N T H  1  O F  2
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LONG-TERM TESTS

SPECIFICATIONS

PRICE £599 URL panasonic.co.uk 
DIMENSIONS 435 x 199 x 68mm
WEIGHT 2.4kg FEATURES 3D-ready, 
Wi-Fi, DLNA-certified  
SUPPORTED STREAMING SERVICES 
Netflix, YouTube 

Panasonic DMP-UB900
FULLY SOLD ON ITS ABILITY TO PLAY 4K BLU-RAYS, 
ROBERT JONES TRIES OUT ITS MULTIMEDIA CREDENTIALS

and you’re away. Being able   
to quickly extract an SD card  
from a device, or dump media 
content quickly onto a USB  
and then plug and play, is really 
useful when you’re in a rush or 
juggling a few tasks at once.

Last but not least, let’s talk 
about ports and connections. 
Pleasingly, the DMP-UB900  
features a lot of them and, once 
again, they betray the system’s 
all-round entertainment 
credentials. Two digital audio 
outs (optical and coaxial),  
a stereo phono pair and 7.1 
analogue outputs lie next to  
a wired Ethernet port and a 
brace of HDMI outs. Simply  
put, this system will rest easily  
at the centre of your home-
entertainment set-up, linking in 
to your other tech without issue. 
Also, due to the variety of ports, 
it seems pretty damn future- 
proof in regards to hooking up 
with future purchases.

And that, in conclusion,  
is why you should go out and  
buy the DMP-UB900 if you  
can afford it. I said last month 
that the 4K discs’ superior  
and consistent delivery of  
Ultra HD content compared to 
streaming was a major reason  
to invest in the player, and  
that’s still true. However, after 
spending more time with the 
system, I feel that its power  
as a multimedia player and 
all-round entertainment centre 
ranks just as high, if not higher, 
in the list of reasons to buy.  
With one of these paired to  
a lovely 4K television, all your 
needs will be catered for.

Right, I’m off to watch  
some more George & Mildred.

ast month, I spoke 
about the DMP-
UB900’s picture 

quality and build, both of  
which were absolutely superb. 
This month, I’m going to 
expand a little bit on this 4K 
Ultra HD Blu-ray player’s 
credentials as an entertainment 
centre – after all, there are 
currently only a limited number 
of 4K UHD discs available,  
and there’s only so many  
times you can sit through  
The Amazing Spider-Man 2  
and Mad Max: Fury Road. 

First up, you’ll be pleased  
to hear that, as well as being 
able to play almost any 
disc-based media, the DMP- 
UB900 makes streaming 
content and playing digital 

This is a 
superbly 
built and 

versatile system 
that does much 
more than just 
play UHD discs 

ROBERT JONES, 
FEATURES EDITOR, T3.COM

Final verdict

hilarity!). There’s also a DLNA 
media player, enabling you to 
throw both USB and networked 
sources at the system.

Indeed, this ability to throw  
a wide variety of of sources at 
the DMP-UB900, with codec 
support for MP4, MOV, MKV  
and MPEG2 video files, as well 
as AAC, ALAC, FLAC, WMA,  
WAV, MP3 and DSD audio  
files, means you never have  
to pause and ask yourself 
whether the system will play  
a piece of content. You just  
plug in your USB or SD card 
(there are front-mounted  
ports for easy accessibility)  
or link in your home network, 

L

media files straightforward. 
Network media services  
include the essential Netflix and 
Amazon Instant Video apps  
– with each service’s rapidly 
expanding 4K libraries being 
just a few clicks away – as well 
as other home-entertainment 
staples such as BBC iPlayer  
and YouTube (in my first  
week with the DMP-UB900,  
I spent a good two hours 
watching old episodes of 
Seventies sitcom George & 
Mildred – I’m happy to report 
that it hasn’t lost any of its 

M O N T H  2  O F  2
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THE TECHNOLOGY THAT’S CHANGED 
YOUR LIFE… FOR BETTER OR WORSE

We’d love to know about 
 any tech you’ve bought.  
 Tell us about it at  
 inbox@t3.com – and please 
 include a pic of yourself

Get involved

£44, URBANARMORGEAR.COM £349, SHOP.SAMSUNG.COM/UK

 Urban Armor Gear
 iPad 9.7 case

Besiter Eclipse

REVIEWED BY LAWRENCE MELPH  
FROM NORFOLK

REVIEWED BY RYAN COWL  
FROM BRISTOL 

REVIEWED BY PAUL SEYMOUR  
FROM KENT

If you’re as 
accident-prone 
as I am, this case 

and glass shield will 
keep your iPad safe    

Boasting lots of 
power and fast 
charging, the 

Eclipse is a must-have 
gadget for commuters  

For capturing 
quality 360- 
degree images 

and clips with ease,  
this takes some beating   

LAWRENCE MELPH, NORFOLK RYAN COWL, BRISTOL PAUL SEYMOUR, KENT

Why I bought it
 I’ve got a long history of ruining good tech 

through my clumsiness – whether it’s dropping 
phones, spilling coffee on laptops or losing 
Bluetooth speakers (I’m not even joking!).  
While a sturdy new case from Urban Armor Gear 
wouldn’t prevent me from leaving my iPad 9.7  
on a train, it would protect it from bumps and 
grazes – at least I hoped so! To accompany it,  
I bought an Urban Armor Gear Screen Shield  
(also £44) so that I couldn’t damage the display.

What I like about it
 The case is as tough as nails! I’d read that it  

had been military drop-tested, and, sure enough, 
when someone barged past me in a shop and it fell 
to the floor with a bump, there was barely a scuff 
on it. It’s a miracle I dropped it at all, mind you, as 
the frogskin material is very grippy. It also doubles 
up as an iPad stand and, unlike others on the market, 
it’s easy to set up. As for the Screen Shield, it has 
great sensitivity and is even 3D Touch compatible.          

What I don’t like about it
 All that protection is great but it does mean  

I can’t really enjoy the looks of my shiny new iPad! 

Why I bought it
 There are loads of mobile power banks on  

the market, and I couldn’t really be bothered  
to research them all, so I just plumped for this  
one because it looks nice (I’m all for turning 
heads when I get my gadgets out on a train!).  
It resembles a slightly longer cigarette lighter, 
so lovely sleek lines and very easy to hold. The 
model I bought packs a whopping 10,000mAh 
li-on battery, but other models in the range 
offer 2,500mAh, 5,000mAh and 7,500mAh. 

What I like about it
 I love the fact that, when the Eclipse is  

fully juiced, it’ll charge my Samsung Galaxy  
S7 three times – saying that, if I had an iPhone 
6s, it would be more like five times. It also  
has a maximum 2.1A output, which means 
charging is super-fast. Cleverly, there are 
sensors in the device that can detect when 
you’re picking it up. As soon as you do, it 
displays how much battery power is remaining.         

What I don’t like about it
 I have nothing against the device at all –  

only that I keep forgetting to take it out with me!

Why I bought it
 I recently purchased the Samsung Gear VR 

headset, and, as a keen photographer, the Gear 360 
seemed like an obvious addition (I already have the 
Ricoh Theta S 360 camera, but I wanted something 
with a higher resolution, and the Samsung offers 
more than twice the pixel count – 30MP as 
opposed to 14MP. I also work in a hospital, and the 
idea of creating 360-degree images and video in 
places like the operating theatre really excited me!

What I like about it
 The Gear 360 is compact and looks cool (like 

something found inside the wreckage of a downed 
UFO!). Also, unlike the Ricoh, it has a memory- 
card slot (the Ricoh’s fixed memory limits it to 25 
minutes of footage). It was easy to set up and pairs 
well with the VR headset when it comes to viewing 
your images. The image quality is very good. 

What I don’t like about it
 Because the lenses are situated in the middle 

of the camera, it’s almost impossible to handle the 
thing without getting fingerprints on them. The PC 
app is very complex, while the smartphone app only 
seems to work with selected Samsung handsets. 

£9.99-£18.99, KAVSON.CO.UK

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62

Samsung  
Gear 360
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or all their fame and 
success in other media, 
Messrs Holmes and 
Watson have never 

solved the mystery of how to  
make a great videogame. Yet from 
the PC-only point-and-clickers  
to the more-recent Unreal Engine-
powered incarnations, the Conan 
Doyle creation has built up a peculiar  
cult following in gaming form –  
this despite it comprising a cabal  
of wholly unremarkable affairs 
whose clunky dialogue and robotic 
animations somehow conjure an 
abject sense of goodwill because, 
“Hey, at least you get to be a high- 
functioning sociopath for six hours.”

And so, long-time series 
developer Frogwares tries to mix 
things up a little in its latest (and 
final) spin on the Sherlock franchise, 
The Devil’s Daughter – an effort that 
tries its best to break new ground 

THE ICONIC SUPER-SLEUTH RETURNS, BUT HOW DOES HIS 
NEW CAPER COMPARE TO PREVIOUS HOLMES ADVENTURES?

while ultimately falling back into 
many a familiar pitfall, leaving  
you wishing for something with  
a little more polish and cohesion.

But let’s not kick this game’s  
face off right from the start.  
We’ll be clear on one important 
point: TDD is the best Sherlock 
Holmes game we’ve ever played. 
Sure, the bar hasn’t been set 
dramatically high over the years,  
but 2014’s Sherlock Holmes: Crimes 
& Punishments proved that a game  
built upon locating clues, following  
leads and solving a complex web  
of motives could work with more of  
a third-person-exploration mould.

TDD builds on much of the 
groundwork set by its predecessor. 
Rather than being contained to a 
single area, you can now explore 
larger sandboxes as clues generate 
leads that take you around the  
eerie shadows of Victorian London. 

Being able to spy on patrons in  
a pub to discern the identity of  
an informant, or use a street  
urchin to surreptitiously pursue  
a suspect through the back alleys  
and rooftops of the capital, adds  
a welcome depth to the simple 
acquisition of clues. There’s real 
artistry in the game world, too,  
with much of the architecture and 
lighting matching what Ubisoft 
pulled off with the equally Victorian 
Assassin’s Creed Syndicate last year.

Sherlock himself has also had an 
upgrade: gone is the Jeremy Brett- 
esque older gent of previous games 
(sad, considering how good Kerry 
Shale was as Holmes), the elder 
statesman eschewed in favour of  
a Cumberbatchian younger model. 
The new actor, much like Shale, is 
the best worker on the cast list, and 
his presence makes unravelling the 
engrossing mysteries – all of which 
continue to have multiple outcomes 

RIGHT Disguises 
make a return,  
but they’re not 

utilised anywhere 
near as much as 
we’d have liked  

in a modern 
Sherlock title

TOP As you’d 
expect, there’s 
plenty of Victorian 
Gothic locales to 
explore, with snow-
ridden forests and 
graveyards on tap 

£39.99; PC, PS4, Xbox One (platform reviewed) 

GAMES

G A M E  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

F

Sherlock Holmes:  
The Devil’s Daughter



T3 RATES The cases that land 
on Holmes’s desk are by far the 
game’s biggest strength.
T3 SLATES The more action-focused 
sections are a nice addition,  
but they too often detract from 
the real sleuthing.
T3 SAYS The Devil’s Daughter is 
fun, clever and a treat for the 
eyes (in places). There are some 
frustrating limitations, though.

Subscribe to T3 today and save big! See p62

TOP LEFT There’s 
plenty of cute 
little callbacks 
to previous cases 
and the real-
life periodical 
Conan Doyle used 
to serialise the 
Holmes stories in 

TOP RIGHT There 
are mini-games 
everywhere,  
and they make 
something as simple 
as climbing up a 
chimney a tedious 
experience at best 

 
ABOVE While it 
doesn’t have 
the polish of a 
triple-A title, 
TDD still offers 
some attractive 
environments and 
dynamic lighting

We’ll be clear on one 
thing: TDD is the 
best Sherlock Holmes 
game we’ve played 
that could see you fingering the 
wrong suspect – a real treat.

But, this being a Sherlock Holmes 
game in 2016, these pros aren’t 
without their cons. The world  
may be a pretty thing to inhabit,  
but the inhabitants are less easy  
on the eye. Bar Holmes himself, 
character models move and gesture 
with an inhuman clunkiness that 
suggests a considerable lack of 
motion capture. It’s also surprising 
that you can hear what the other 
voice actors around you are  
saying, what with all that scenery 
they’re chewing on. And for all  
those interesting additions, 
Frogwares can’t help gamifying 
every element of your investigation. 
Unnecessary mini-games tied to 

walking across rooftop beams  
and eavesdropping make the 
minutiae of being a super-sleuth  
feel somewhat turgid and slow. 

The Devil’s Daughter is a step  
in the right direction for Sherlock 
Holmes in the medium of gaming, 
but its progress is hampered by  
old ghosts and bad habits. The 
mysteries you need to solve will  
have you scratching your head  
on more than one occasion; it’s  
just a shame the systems you’ll  
have to wade through to solve  
them feel like such a hindrance.  

 THE VANISHING OF  
ETHAN CARTER
The eerie yet enchanting Red Creek 
Valley makes a perfect setting for  
this supernatural detective thriller.
£14.99; PC, PS4 

 LA NOIRE
A motion-capture marvel in its time. The 
excellent voice acting and authentic 
recreation of post-WW2 LA make this 
detective simulator an underrated gem.
£4.99 (Complete Edition); PC, PS3, X360

 DEADLY PREMONITION
In a game that plays like a Japanese 
tribute to Twin Peaks, it’s up to you to 
track down a serial killer in America’s 
weirdest town. Unsettling indeed.
£19.99 (Director’s Cut); PC, PS3, X360 

 BROKEN SWORD:  
SHADOW OF THE TEMPLARS
The first – and still the best – entry  
in the point ’n’ click series, Shadow  
Of The Templars sends you around the 
world with sleuth George Stobbart.
£3.99 (Director’s Cut); iPad, PC

SUPER- 
SLEUTHING
The truth is out there,  
and it’s your job to find it

B E ST GA M E S FOR ...
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T3 RATES Cards can even be  
played against your opponent, 
stripping away buffs or throwing 
in a cheeky hit or two.
T3 SLATES There’s some slowdown 
in places, especially when the 
action heats up, but this has been 
reduced with a recent update.
T3 SAYS With the CCG market so 
crowded, Chronicle: Runescape 
Legends adds variety where others 
keep reiterating tired tropes.

ABOVE Both players will play their cards 
and Legends side by side, with certain cards 
adding damage or debuffs along the way
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GAMES

ith seemingly every  
RPG and MMO franchise 
developing CCG  
spin-offs for their most 

recognisable brands (we have  
The Elder Scrolls: Legends, Fable 
Fortune and Gwent on the way), it 
might be easy to dismiss Chronicle: 
Runescape Legends as another 
innocuous attempt to capture  
the zeitgeist. But don’t let its 
connection to a 15-year-old free 
MMORPG fool you – inside its 
free-to-play shell lies one of the 
most enjoyable and innovative 
CCGs you’ll play this year.

Rather than simply settling  
for a traditional Magic: The 
Gathering/Hearthstone set-up with  
a series of animated cards being 
played in a semi-realistic fashion, 
developer Jagex has decided to  
take inspiration from the long-
running franchise that spawned the 
idea in the first place. For a start,  
the usual flat battleground has been 
put to the sword in favour of a fully 
3D-rendered battlefield where two 
players (either against AI or other 
players via matchmaking) attempt  
to pass a series of challenges 
defined by the cards in their hand.

Chronicle: 
Runescape Legends
THE COLLECTIBLE CARD GAME GETS A MAGICAL RESHUFFLE

While other CCGs would  
have you playing cards against  
your player, Chronicle flips the  
whole crux on its head and has you 
playing your cards against your  
own Legend. On paper, it might 
sound a little mad, but in practice it 
creates a tense, tandem experience 
where both Legends race through 
dungeons, deserts and more, 
collecting gold, buffs, etc.

Some cards represent creatures 
to battle, others offer allies that  
can boost your statistics or provide 
a useful buff for a future encounter  
– you’ll choose where these cards  
are placed on the battlefield, and 
knowing where to strategically  
place certain ones adds a tactical 

dimension that’s all its own. You’ll 
also build your deck like any other 
CCG, but the fact that these cards 
work more like gear in an RPG  
gives each match-up an experience 
akin to League of Geeks’ excellent 
tabletop/CCG mash-up, Armello.

With so many tropes in the  
CCG genre subverted, it might 
sound a little disingenuous to  
call Chronicle: Runescape Legends  
a card game at all, but it’s a title 
that’s all the better for the distance  
it places between itself and the  
likes of Blizzard’s Hearthstone.  
You can still get that dizzying  
buzz of opening new card packs 
(purchasable in the in-game store  
with earned gold or real-life money), 
battle AI in a single-player story 
mode and take your battles online 
via a robust net code, but being  
able to race your opponent through 
a gauntlet of your choosing on  
an enchanted pop-up book gives 
Chronicle an edge that its fellow 
card games simply can’t match.

BELOW Cards aren’t 
animated like they 
are in Hearthstone 
or Armello, but the 
artwork is still  
of a pleasingly 
high quality

Free; Mac, PC (Android and iOS coming soon)

W
TOP Having the  
game world fully 
rendered in 3D, 
with each card 
bursting into a 
cutout character, 
adds a pleasing 
tabletop role-
playing feel  
to Chronicle
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LOOKING SHARPER & MORE
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LET THE EXPERTS AT 
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TO APPLE’S NEXT OS
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TODAY! 

SAVE
45%



ABOVE Think you 
know your UK 
history? Prove it 
with this quiz- and 
facts-based app   

GEN-UP ON UK HISTORY WITH THIS QUIZ 
APP DESIGNED TO TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

HistoMaster UK

Murderous kings, scarlet 
queens, mass uprisings 
and epic wars... Britain 
has a colourful past,  

but how much do you know about 
the history of this great isle? Put 
your knowledge to the test now 
with this free, quiz-based app that 
covers 22 centuries of UK history.

HistoMaster UK enables you to 
gen-up and geek-out while making 
gains in-app. In Adventure mode,  
for example, you’ll spend time 
learning about the UK under the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth II. Goals 
include putting a particular string  
of events in the correct time order, 

and answering quizzes. Whenever 
you successfully complete a goal, 
you earn troops, which you can 
mobilise to conquer the world 
(in-app, natch), country by country. 

Learning mode is the best place 
to brush up on important people, 
places, events and dates without all 
that extra gamification, making it  
a useful tool for exam revision; the 
timeline is especially easy to read. 

That timeline also comes into  
play in Challenge mode, where you’ll 
be asked to guess the right year for 
a particular event by placing it in the 
correct period. 

The app supports multiple user 
profiles, too, so you can test your 
own knowledge against that of your 
friends or family. Game on!

£Free, App Store

£Free, App Store and Google Play

A P P  O F  T H E  M O N T H !

If your phone is your 
gateway to the world, 
there’s a good chance 
your notifications bar  

is a never-ending font of updates.  
With emails, Twitter interactions, 
Facebook reminders and more,  
it’s easy to lose the most important 
alerts among all that noise. Enter 

Boomerang Notifications, a simple 
app to store all those digital prods.

When your notifications bar is full, 
load up the app and it’ll suck all that 
info into an easy-to-browse list. You 
can then save reminders to the app 
and view them when you have time. 
Don’t want to save each notification? 
All good – the app’s ‘save prompts’ 
remove themselves after ten seconds 
(you can adjust the time in settings).

You can also select which 
applications you want to save 
prompts for – ie emails, social media, 
or both. Considering it’s fee, this is  
a solid app for regaining control over 
your notifications drawer. 

ARE YOU SWAMPED WITH ALERTS FROM 
YOUR FAVE APPS? REGAIN CONTROL WITH 
AN APP THAT ORGANISES NOTIFICATIONS

BOOMERANG  
NOTIFICATIONS

S E V EN HOT A PP S FOR …

CREATIVE 
CHILDREN

The man with the rictus grin offers up 
a load of creative canvases for the 
kids to get messy with on their tablet.
£2.99, App Store; £1.99, Google Play

Help teach the little ones basic music 
theory via fun mini-games (there’s 
even the option to compose songs).
£2.99, App Store; £3.59, Google Play 

A great app for teaching nippers how 
to draw and colour in, using a variety 
of simple tools and techniques.
£Free, App Store and Google Play

Allow their imaginations to run free  
with this Pocket Edition of the  
world-building and exploration game. 
£4.99, App Store and Google Play

Great for toddlers and early learners, 
this app is a fun canvas for teaching 
them the basics of finger-painting.
£2.29, App Store

Dr Panda helps kids create items like 
kites and pinwheels, which they can 
play with in an interactive setting.
£2.29, App Store and Google Play

This award-winning digital colouring 
book has 120 pages to fill in, plus 40 
stickers and 20 stamps to position.
£Free, App Store

 01  
MISTER MAKER

 02  
EASY MUSIC

 03  
PICSART KIDS

 04 
MINECRAFT

 05 
DOGBISCUIT

 06  
ART WITH DR PANDA

 07  
MINI MONET

Keep the kids quiet with 
colourful apps designed  
to fire their imaginations 
and nurture creativity

APPS
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IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR 
THE VERY BEST TECH 
AVAILABLE TODAY, YOU 
HAVE DEFINITELY COME  
TO THE RIGHT PLACE. 

T3 Elite is the best gadget-buying 
guide you will ever encounter. To 
create it, we’ve ruthlessly filtered all 
the categories that count, to bring 
you rock-solid recommendations. 

We’ve selected a Super Six of 
elite gear for each of the categories 

listed below. If something’s not 
included, we don’t rate it – it’s that 
simple. Each Super Six is ranked  
in order, and the number-one 
product makes it into The Elite 
(p118), which is our pick of the 12 
best products you can buy today.

To make your next purchase as 
straightforward as possible, we’ve 
also included useful buying advice, 
and highlighted the hottest gear 
you can get for £100 and under.  

Inside
118  The Elite
120  Smartphones
120  Tablets  
121  TVs
121  TV streamers 
123  Laptops
123  Cameras 

124  Home audio
124  Headphones
125  Smartwatches
125  Fitness trackers
126  Connected home
126  Automotive
127  £100 Hotlist

Stay up to date 
with the latest 
gadget news and 
reviews online  
at www.t3.com

p124

p126

p126

ONLY THE BEST OF THE BEST – LOVINGLY 
CURATED BY OUR TEAM OF TECH EXPERTS

p126

p123

p121

ISSUE 259 /     
SEPTEMBER 16

p120

p126

p125

EDITED BY
NICK ODANTZIS

p126
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Introducing 
The Elite…
WELCOME TO T3’S OUTFITTING SERVICE, HOME  
OF THE 12 BEST GADGETS IN THE WORLD TODAY

hether you’re a 
seasoned tech 
aficionado or this is the 
first gadget magazine 

you’ve purchased, The Elite is the 
best possible place to start your 
gadget-selection journey. Here we 
present the best gadgets available 
right now in 12 key categories,  
to save you the hard work of doing 
all the research yourself – in short,  
if you’re starting from scratch and 

want the very best there is,  
The Elite is your new shopping list.

The Elite will only be updated 
when something new emerges  
that is capable of toppling an 
existing product from its perch; 
there may therefore be months 
when the 12 products featured  
here don’t change. But this is an 
exclusive club, and only tech that  
is capable of achieving a towering 
standard of excellence gets in.

B E ST SM A RT PHON E

B E ST HOM E AU DIO B E ST H E A DPHON E S

To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more amazing tech, visit our website at www.t3.com

 02  04

SAMSUNG GALAXY 
S7/S7 EDGE
www.samsung.com  

PRICE From £569 TESTED T3 255 
No matter which phone you choose, you’ll 
get brilliant design, a stunning screen,  
a great camera and loads more features.
T3 SAYS This year’s premier handsets; it’ll 
be hard to beat this level of performance.

NAIM MU-SO QB
www.naimaudio.com  
PRICE £595 TESTED T3 256

If you loved the original Mu-so but thought 
it was a little too big for your living-room 
space, the smaller Qb is the perfect 
solution, offering similarly superb sound 
quality with easy wireless streaming.
T3 SAYS The best compact wireless speaker.

SHURE SE846
www.shure.co.uk  
PRICE £799 TESTED T3 255 

Yes, you’re paying an arm and a leg for, 
essentially, a pair of ear buds, but these  
will blow your mind (or your ears), with  
the best sound performance and comfort.
T3 SAYS Simply put: the very best there  
is when it comes to in-ear headphones.

 01

W

B E ST TA B L E T

 03 APPLE iPAD AIR 2
www.apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £399 TESTED T3 237 

The Air 2 is the fastest, best-looking and 
most feature-packed iPad yet. Starting  
at £399, it’s expensive since you’ll want 
more storage, but it’s worth every penny.
T3 SAYS Sleek, solid and a spectacular 
display – the Air 2 is a pleasure to use.

04

02

01

03



 Elite 
TODAY’S BEST GADGETS
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B E ST L A P TOPB E ST T V ST R E A M E R B E ST C A M E R A

B E ST SM A RT WATC H B E ST C ON N E C T E D HOM EB E ST F I T N E S S T R AC K E R B E ST AU TOMOT I V E

To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more amazing tech, visit our website at www.t3.com

 06

 07

PEBBLE  
TIME STEEL
www.getpebble.com  

PRICE £229.99 TESTED T3 249 
Thought the Apple Watch had the market  
all sewn up? Wrong – Pebble’s super 
smartwatch is the best wearable you can 
buy, and you don’t even need an iPhone.
T3 SAYS Good-value, clever and beautiful.

DELL XPS 13
www.dell.com  
PRICE £1,060 TESTED N/A

The best laptop around, and there’s not an 
Apple logo in sight – Dell proves that it can 
do more than churn out desktop computers 
with this feature-packed machine.
T3 SAYS Fantastic performance and build.  
It’ll serve you well for years to come.

CANARY
www.canary.is 
PRICE £160 TESTED T3 254

There are plenty of connected cams 
around, but the Canary impresses with 
high-quality video and motion-triggered 
events, as well as an app-activated alarm.
T3 SAYS Keep a watch on your home,  
and capture those baddies in the act.

ROKU 3
www.roku.com  
PRICE £99 TESTED T3 240

It seems that nobody can hold a candle  
to the original streaming box – the third 
incarnation is powerful, feature-packed 
and has loads of available content.
T3 SAYS The Roku 3 is the best choice  
for freedom of entertainment.

 MICROSOFT  
BAND 2
www.microsoft.com  

PRICE £200 TESTED T3 256
As feature-packed a fitness band as you’ll 
find, the Band 2 even rivals a full-on sports 
watch; it’s perfect for getting in shape.
T3 SAYS Planning to run a marathon?  
Then you need this tracker in your life.

 OLYMPUS PEN-F
www.olympus.co.uk  
PRICE £999 TESTED T3 256

It looks like an old camera, but the PEN-F  
is anything but, with a sleuth of modern 
touches, like a 20MP sensor, five-axis 
anti-shake and an OLED viewfinder. 
T3 SAYS The best-looking and highest-
performing CSC you can buy right now.

BMW i3
www.become 
electric.co.uk 

PRICE From £25,250 TESTED T3 247
It looks great, it has a quirky interior, and 
it’s fast and fun. An optional range extender 
makes it a long(ish)-distance proposition.
T3 SAYS Your next small car could be  
all-electric, and it should be a BMW i3.
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 05 PANASONIC 
TX-50CX680B
www.panasonic.co.uk  

PRICE £649 TESTED T3 255
The previous T3 best was a Panasonic,  
but it was nearly three times the price.  
This ‘lesser’ version offers stunning 4K 
imagery and a brilliant smart interface.
T3 SAYS Large, lovely and inexpensive.
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SMARTPHONES / TABLETS

Smartphones Tablets
T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X

APPLE iPAD AIR 2
www.apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £399 TESTED T3 237
The Air 2 is the fastest, best-looking and 
most feature-packed iPad yet. Starting  
at £399, it’s expensive since you’ll want 
more storage, but it’s worth every penny.
T3 SAYS Sleek, solid and a spectacular 
display – the Air 2 is a pleasure to use.

GOOGLE PIXEL C
www.pixel.google.com  
PRICE £399.99 TESTED N/A
Probably the best Android tablet you can 
buy today, with a fabulous display, stacks 
of power and a design that’ll turn heads 
when you’re reading emails on the train.
T3 SAYS If you’re not inclined to go with 
Apple, this is a brilliant alternative.

SAMSUNG TAB S 8.4
www.samsung.com  
PRICE £250 TESTED T3 241
Razor-thin at 6.6mm and super-light at  
298g, the Tab S 8.4 features an 8.4-inch 
Super AMOLED display, 16GB of memory, 
oodles of features and lots of power.
T3 SAYS Samsung’s best tablet is  
ultra-portable and full of brilliant tech.

KINDLE OASIS
www.johnlewis.com 
PRICE From £280 TESTED T3 257
The Oasis is clearly aimed at people  
who want the best regardless of price. 
Battery life takes a hit, and it’s expensive, 
but it’s faster, lighter and more impressive  
than any other e-reader out there now.
T3 SAYS The best e-reader money can buy.

APPLE iPAD PRO
www.apple.com 
PRICE From £679 TESTED T3 250
It’s not a laptop replacement but the Pro is 
a supreme version of the standard iPad, 
with a massive screen plus awesome power  
and accessories. You’ll get the best media 
and apps experience you’ve ever had.
T3 SAYS The powerful Pro is a top tablet.

GOOGLE NEXUS 9
www.google.co.uk/nexus  
PRICE From £299 TESTED T3 241
An Android tablet without the manufacturer 
bloat, the Nexus 9 performs well and  
comes with some really premium touches. 
One of those, a 4:3-aspect screen,  
gives you more headroom on websites.
T3 SAYS The Nexus 9 is a top all-rounder.

SAMSUNG GALAXY 
S7/S7 EDGE
www.samsung.com  
PRICE From £569 TESTED T3 255
The S7 duo are superbly designed phones 
with brilliant cameras, beautiful screens 
and some innovative additions.
T3 SAYS These Galaxies are simply the best 
phones of the year, whichever you go for.  

HTC 10
www.htc.com  
PRICE £570 TESTED T3 256
HTC finally delivers with its new handset, 
with loads of power, a responsive interface, 
great battery life and incredible audio 
capabilities. The camera is terrific, too.
T3 SAYS HTC’s flagship smartphone 
absolutely lives up to the hype.

APPLE iPHONE 6s/ 
6s PLUS
www.apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £539 TESTED T3 249
The best iPhone ever, now with 3D Touch 
technology, a beefed-up 12MP camera  
with 4K video, and added processor power. 
T3 SAYS The best iPhone ever made – it’ll 
make you consider giving up your Android.

VODAFONE SMART  
PRIME 7
www.vodafone.co.uk 
PRICE £75 TESTED T3 257
Vodafone’s newest mobile runs the latest 
version of Android, has a great screen  
and power, and you get a decent camera. 
But here’s the biggie - it’s only £75! 
T3 SAYS The handset bargain of the century.

LG G5
www.lg.com  
PRICE £500 TESTED T3 256
Power, good looks and a great rear camera 
are joined by an innovative Magic Slot for 
adding cool accessories like an improved 
camera and a Hi-Res Audio module. 
T3 SAYS The most interesting phone you 
can buy right now, with great extras.

HUAWEI P9
www.htc.com  
PRICE £449 TESTED T3 256
The P9 is one of the best-performing 
phones Huawei has ever made, with luxe 
Leica cameras and a fast fingerprint 
scanner, though battery life could be better.
T3 SAYS An affordable alternative to the 
likes of a Galaxy S7 or iPhone 6s.
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To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit www.t3.com

T3 SELECTS:
 USB OTG
 ESSENTIALS
WANT TO DO MORE WITH 
YOUR ANDROID PHONE? 
PLUG THESE THINGS IN

Keyboards and mice
 A broken touchscreen needn’t 

be the end of your Android 
smartphone; plug in any old mouse 
and you’ll be able to poke around 
without interfacing your fingers 
with broken glass. A keyboard 
might seem like overkill, but 
something super-portable tossed 
in a bag is an ergonomic, laptop-
free option for typing long 
documents while on the move.

Flash drives
 iOS users need to resort to 

special Lightning drives and 
adapters to transfer their files, but 
lucky Android folk need only a USB 
OTG adapter (around £5) and any old 
flash drive. Back up your photos  
in the field for extra piece of mind.

Game controllers
 Touchscreens are rather poor 

when it comes to controlling action 
games, but many Android titles are 
compatible with proper controllers. 
Plug in an Xbox 360 wired pad 
(£22.99) to play games like GTA:  
Vice City without smothering the 
screen with your pesky thumbs.

Musician’s tools
 Most USB microphones will 

function perfectly over OTG, so 
you’ll be able to get high-quality 
recordings on the move. MIDI 
keyboards like the tiny, beautiful 
Alesis Vmini (£49) also work with 
most audio apps, giving you  
fine control over Android’s wide 
range of synths and instruments.

DSLR cameras
 Providing your camera supports 

it, you can pull double-duty: you 
can back up your pics to your phone 
and use it as a remote, triggering 
shots while keeping shaky  
fingers away from the shutter.
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TVs / TV STREAMERS
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TV streamersTVs
T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X

ROKU 3
www.roku.com  
PRICE £99 TESTED T3 240
Between the high amount of content 
available, a responsive interface and a 
remote with a built-in audio jack for private 
listening, there’s simply no better player. 
T3 SAYS The Roku 3 is the best choice  
for freedom of entertainment.

PANASONIC DMP-UB900
www.panasonic.co.uk 
PRICE £599 TESTED T3 257
This 4K Blu-ray flagship player dazzles with 
UHD HDR - you get awesome images and 
audio via 4K Blu-ray discs, with access to 
4K Netflix and Amazon Instant Video.
T3 SAYS Take movie-viewing to the next 
level with Panasonic’s 4K Blu-ray player.

GOOGLE CHROMECAST
www.google.com 
PRICE £30 TESTED T3 252
A simple yet brilliant TV-streaming gadget 
that can do it all – and that includes casting 
a screen straight from your gadgets.  
There’s no remote; you use an app instead.
T3 SAYS Funky, simple and effective, this is 
a great alternative to the Roku streamers.

ROKU STREAMING STICK
www.roku.com 
PRICE £39 TESTED T3 252
The Streaming Stick apes much of the 
ability of its bigger brother – the Roku 3 
(above) – in a smaller, more simplified 
package. It even comes with a remote.
T3 SAYS This Wi-Fi-only Roku offers top  
TV thrills for less than 40 quid.

NOW TV BOX
www.nowtv.com  
PRICE £14.99 TESTED N/A
If you want Sky but can’t get a dish, this is  
a great option, enabling you to choose the 
TV subscription you want. Or you can watch 
terrestrial catch-up channels for free.
T3 SAYS For those who want to add a little 
smart to their TV, this is a cheap option. 

APPLE TV
www.apple.com/uk  
PRICE £79 TESTED T3 240
Apple TV works flawlessly with Apple’s 
own-brand tech, meaning you’ll be able to 
peruse selected online content natively, 
and mirror any other content using AirPlay.
T3 SAYS A good option for integrating 
perfectly with other Apple devices.

PANASONIC TX-50CX680B
www.panasonic.co.uk  
PRICE £649 TESTED T3 255
Proof that you don’t need to spend a mint  
to get a great 4K TV with superb picture 
performance, clean styling, as well as the 
Freeview Play and Firefox OS smart platforms.
T3 SAYS A belter of a screen bargain –  
just add a soundbar and it’ll be perfect.

PANASONIC TX-65DX902B
www.panasonic.co.uk  
PRICE £3,299 TESTED T3 258
This big 4K beast certainly has the wow  
factor, delivering stunning picture clarity, 
terrific sound and a range of features that 
include Netflix and Amazon streaming.
T3 SAYS Getting the cinema experience  
on your home TV has never been closer.

PHILIPS 55PUT6400
www.philips.co.uk 
PRICE £629 TESTED T3 255
Another 4K bargain – this Philips isn’t quite 
up there with the Panasonic at number one, 
but with loads of good features and stylish 
good looks, it isn’t far behind. 
T3 SAYS A Philips 4K TV for just over £600. 
What are you waiting for?

HITACHI 49HGT69U
www.hitachidigitalmedia.com 
PRICE £499 TESTED T3 257
Vibrant 4K images, thanks in part to built-in 
4K Netflix streaming, are married to 
future-ready HDMI inputs. A year ago, this 
lot would’ve cost a fortune, but you can  
pick up this Hitachi for just under £500.
T3 SAYS Mass-market 4K TV done right.

SONY KD-65XD9305
www.sony.co.uk 
PRICE £2,700 TESTED T3 258
Stylish simplicity meets a great set of 
features and cracking picture detail  
in this 4K Ultra HD panel with HDR.
T3 SAYS It’s not the best in its class,  
but you can’t go far wrong with this  
well-connected 65-inch Sony telly.

HISENSE XT910
www.hisense.co.uk 
PRICE £2,299 TESTED T3 253
Hisense is challenging the OLED big- 
hitters of the TV world with its curved  
ULED variation on the flagship theme. It’s  
cheaper and offers brilliant image quality.
T3 SAYS A great-looking 65-incher that 
won’t break the bank and performs nicely.
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Sonos Playbar
 It’s optical-only, so no HDMI, 

and you’re forced to control it with 
your phone or tablet, but that’s 
not a problem when your soundbar 
also merges nicely into an existing 
Sonos set-up. Add a couple of 
Play:1s to act as 5.1 rear speakers.
£549, sonos.com

Philips Fidelio B5
 Neat engineering helps the  

B5 jump from 2.1 to 4.1 surround 
with a pair of detectable wireless 
satellite speakers, each of which 
can also be used individually as 
Bluetooth units in their own right. 
It’s not 5.1 but you won’t care.
£599.99, philips.co.uk

Yamaha YSP-2500
 With 16 discrete beam drivers 

(essentially highly directional 
speakers arranged in a parabola), 
the YSP-2500 pulls the surround 
rabbit out of the soundbar hat, 
fooling the ear with sound thrown 
this way and that. It’s mesmerising.
£499, uk.yamaha.com

T3 SELECTS:
SUPERB 
SOUNDBARS
EXPANSIVE, AWESOME 
SOUND WITHOUT  
THE AWKWARD SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS
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CamerasLaptops
T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X

OLYMPUS PEN-F
www.olympus.co.uk 
PRICE £999 (body only) TESTED T3 256
Super-retro looks, with styling taken from 
the original PEN-F. It’s Olympus’s first digital  
rangefinder-style camera, with lots of 
manual options and professional results.
T3 SAYS Replace your phone and DSLR with 
this swish, interchangeable-lens compact. 

SONY A77 II
www.sony.co.uk  
PRICE £749 TESTED N/A
Image quality is excellent, even at 
high-sensitivity settings, while the 
autofocus is fast and accurate. The A77 II 
can even cope with very low light levels.
T3 SAYS Ideal for shooting a range of 
subjects in a variety of conditions.

TOMTOM BANDIT
www.tomtom.com 
PRICE £299 TESTED T3 245
The ease of use, plethora of features  
and high-quality video capture make  
this an excellent action-camera choice,  
and a genuine rival to the GoPro Hero4.
T3 SAYS The Bandit takes action-camera 
movie making to the next level.

PANASONIC LUMIX  
DMC-GF7
www.panasonic.co.uk 
PRICE £430 TESTED T3 247
Though it’s a compact device, the GF7 
offers all the prowess of a DSLR. A Four 
Thirds sensor results in fantastic images.
T3 SAYS This camera takes wonderful 
pictures and is superb value for money. 

NIKON D5500
www.nikon.com  
PRICE £589 TESTED N/A
The D5500 offers SLR beginners a lot  
of creative control, the touchscreen  
display is a useful addition, and the  
sensor captures high levels of detail.
T3 SAYS This is ideal as your first DSLR,  
or as an upgrade from an older model.

ISAW EDGE
www.isawcamera.co.uk 
PRICE £159.99 TESTED T3 251
With its Sony Exmor image sensor, 4K 
capabilities and built-in rear screen for 
viewing, the ISAW Edge is a very capable 
camera for shooting action movies. The 
GoPro-type mounting system is also a boon.
T3 SAYS A brilliant mid-range 4K action cam.

DELL XPS 13
www.dell.com  
PRICE £1,060 TESTED N/A
The XPS 13 is brilliantly designed and 
outperforms its rivals under the hood. The 
infinity display gives you the expanse of  
a 13.3-inch screen on an 11.9-inch laptop.
T3 SAYS With its fantastic performance and 
build, it’ll serve you well for years to come.

HP SPECTRE X360
www.hp.com  
PRICE £849 TESTED T3 244
The X360 is powerful and has a massive 
12.5-hour battery life. Its 360-degree 
rotating keyboard enables you to use it as a 
tablet or stood upright for hands-free video.
T3 SAYS For a relatively modest price,  
you get a powerful and versatile machine. 

ASUS ZENBOOK NX500
www.asus.com  
PRICE £1,699 TESTED T3 239 
The diminutive NX500 boasts a stunning  
design, impressive power and a bright, 
vibrant screen. The price is a turn-off, 
though, and battery life is disappointing.
T3 SAYS Asus has done a fantastic job  
of combining power and beauty.

HP SPECTRE 13
www.pcworld.co.uk 
PRICE From £1,150 TESTED T3 258 
Stunning looks are married to a premium 
spec sheet, but the battery life could be 
better and you only get a Full HD screen. 
T3 SAYS There are one or two negatives,  
but you get outstanding performance, 
future-proofing and a gorgeous design.

MICROSOFT  
SURFACE BOOK
www.microsoftstore.com 
PRICE £1,299 TESTED T3 253 
Microsoft’s next-level hybrid offers a flexible 
keyboard hinge and a detachable screen  
– it serves as both a tablet and a laptop. 
Nice looks, screen and power, but it’s pricey. 
T3 SAYS The ultimate hybrid for work or play.
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APPLE MACBOOK  
PRO 13-INCH WITH 
RETINA DISPLAY
www.apple.com/uk  
PRICE £749 TESTED T3 227 
Apple’s lightweight laptop boasts improved 
performance and battery life. It’ll delight road 
warriors and coffee-shop loungers alike.
T3 SAYS Reliable, powerful and practical. 

 06

T3 SELECTS:
BLUETOOTH
MICE
WRIST STRAIN GOT YOU 
DOWN? DITCH THE 
TRACKPAD FOR A MORE 
COMFORTABLE CHOICE

Microsoft Sculpt Touch
  It’s at the lower end of the price 
equation, but don’t be fooled:  
with four-way scrolling, a brilliant 
(if low-resolution) BlueTrack sensor 
and an ambidextrous design, the 
Sculpt Touch is a great little pointer 
with a nine-month battery life.
£25, www.microsoft.com

Logitech Marathon M705
  This mouse has been around 
a few years now, but there’s a 
reason it’s endured. It’s ergonomic, 
comfortable to use on most 
surfaces, and has a scrollwheel 
that can quickly switch between 
smooth and ratcheted rolling.
£39, www.logitech.com

Penclic B3
  If you’re really struggling 
with wrist or hand pain, Penclic’s 
Bluetooth mouse/pen hybrid  
could make all the difference.  
It’s been designed to counteract 
RSI, and it’s symmetrical thus 
suitable for use in either hand.
£79.99, www.posturite.co.uk
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Home audio Headphones
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SHURE SE846
www.shure.co.uk 
PRICE £799 TESTED T3 255 
Four balanced-armature drivers and  
‘True Subwoofer’ tech offer supreme sound, 
while the light, ergonomic bodywork and  
stiff over-ear cables give great comfort.
T3 SAYS The Rolls-Royce of in-ear 
headphones, for those who can afford it. 

BOSE QUIETCOMFORT 25
www.bose.co.uk 
PRICE £269.95 TESTED T3 250 
Fantastic build quality, brilliant noise 
isolation and superbly balanced audio.  
They even come with a cleverly designed 
case so you can carry them with you.
T3 SAYS A cracking performance from  
the perfect noise-cancelling headphones. 

GRADO GR10e
www.gradolabs.com 
PRICE £400 TESTED T3 255
Seriously cool to look at, with beautifully 
built metal bodies in green/copper. The fit  
is a little tricky, but get it right and you’re 
rewarded with a big, detailed performance.
T3 SAYS These offer hipster looks and  
an incredibly meaty, welcoming sound.

SHURE SRH1540
www.shure.co.uk  
PRICE £399 TESTED T3 239 
With a flat audio signature, sound quality  
is clean and lush, doing justice to any 
source. The bass isn’t lacking, it’s just crisp 
and subtle. These cans are also very comfy. 
T3 SAYS These stylish headphones will 
please even the pickiest audiophile.

BEYERDYNAMIC  
IDX 160 iE
europe.beyerdynamic.com 
PRICE £78 TESTED N/A
These in-ear buds are comfortable, and 
offer solid sound performance and a slick, 
practical design, all at an affordable price.  
T3 SAYS With fine qualities aplenty,  
these are a smart buy for music lovers.

JABRA SPORT  
PULSE WIRELESS
www.jabra.co.uk 
PRICE £199.99 TESTED T3 245
Ideal for sports, these offer immersive 
sound, effective isolation and even an 
in-ear coach for stats and motivation.  
T3 SAYS In-ear phones for athletes wanting 
better sounds and a thorough workout.

NAIM MU-SO QB
www.naimaudio.com 
PRICE £595 TESTED T3 256
With powerful, room-filling sound, exquisite 
detail, a rock-solid build and eye-popping 
design features, the Qb is a stunning 
wireless speaker in a condensed package. 
T3 SAYS It might be smaller than the original 
Mu-so, but the Qb is every bit as incredible.

B&O A1
www.beoplay.com 
PRICE £199 TESTED T3 257
This portable speaker has an astonishing 
24-hours battery life, making it perfect for 
long-listening on the move, aided by the 
hard-wearing, splashproof design. The 
sound is also remarkable, given the size 
T3 SAYS Small, powerful and portable.

RIVA S
www.rivaaudio.co.uk 
PRICE £199 TESTED T3 257
This is a beautifully-made Bluetooth 
speaker, and IPX4 splash resistance makes 
it great for the pool side. 13 hours of battery 
life is impressive, while audio performance 
will have any music track sound amazing.
T3 SAYS A great-sounding portable.

LIBRATONE ZIPP MINI
www.libratone.com 
PRICE £179 TESTED T3 257
The Zipp Mini adds Wi-Fi and multi-room 
streaming, for more playback options, and 
its 360-degree sound is magical. A bit big 
and good-looking for outdoor use, but 10 
hours of battery life is decent.
T3 SAYS Sexy and sounds great.

B&W ZEPPELIN 
WIRELESS
www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk 
PRICE From £499 TESTED T3 253
The first Zeppelin launched nine years ago, 
and style-wise it’s hardly changed – but 
why mess with perfection? The latest model 
streams aplenty and sounds heavenly. 
T3 SAYS A classic, now with a modern twist.

SONY PS-HX500
sony.co.uk 
PRICE £450 TESTED T3 258 
Don’t throw all your old vinyl away – this 
super-stylish turntable enables you to  
rip it to Hi-Res Audio files, to revolutionise 
how you hear your favourite albums. 
T3 SAYS There’s never been a better time  
to sign up for the vinyl renaissance.
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TuneIn
 A huge choice of global stations 

and a decent app make TuneIn our 
go-to choice, and the benefits of 
the premium subscription – US sport 
and Premier League commentary,  
a big audiobook library and ad- 
free stations — cap it off nicely.
Free/£5.99 per month; Android, iOS

Radio FM
 It isn’t the most complex app 

around, but Radio FM carries  
a whole host of different stations, 
and we like it mainly for its alarm 
clock and sleep-timer features. 
Perfect if you like falling asleep to 
talk radio and waking up to rock.
Free; Android

RadioTunes
 OK, so it doesn’t rebroadcast  

actual FM or AM stations – it’s  
all internally programmed stuff  
– but RadioTunes’ genre-specific 
channels are just the ticket for 
all occasions. Try its seasonal 
stations at Christmas for a treat.
Free; Android, iOS

T3 SELECTS:
THE BEST 
RADIO APPS
PICK UP TALK AND  
MUSIC SIGNALS FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD ON 
YOUR PHONE OR TABLET
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Fitness trackersSmartwatches
T H E S U PE R S I X T H E S U PE R S I X
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MICROSOFT BAND 2
www.microsoft.com 
PRICE £200 TESTED T3 256 
The Band 2 is packed with great features for 
activity and sleep tracking, with an optical 
HR monitor, 11 sensors – including GPS and 
a barometer – and a brilliant AMOLED screen.
T3 SAYS Microsoft has launched the ultimate 
couch-to-5K-finishing-line fitness band.

BASIS PEAK
www.mybasis.com 
PRICE £170 TESTED T3 243 
A smart sportswatch with some top tech. 
The app’s sleep data is the best around, 
though the Peak’s USP is undoubtedly  
its cool ‘habits’ reward scheme. 
T3 SAYS It straddles the line between 
watch and fitness tracker beautifully.

GARMIN FENIX 3
www.garmin.com/en-gb  
PRICE £380 TESTED T3 252
Activity tracker, smartwatch, GPS watch… 
the Fenix 3 does it all, with rugged and 
classy looks. The clear, colour screen is 
also sublime, and battery life is spectacular. 
T3 SAYS This is a lot of money, but you’re 
getting the best GPS sportswatch there is.

WITHINGS  
ACTIVITÉ POP
www.withings.com/uk  
PRICE £120 TESTED T3 243 
Perfect for the daily grind, with a subtle dial 
and vibrations for activity tracking. Battery 
life is huge and there’s a choice of colours.
T3 SAYS The ideal companion for the  
style-conscious fitness fanatic.

WITHINGS GO
www.withings.com/uk  
PRICE £49.95 TESTED T3 257
The Withings Go has a big attitude for such 
a small device. Battery life is impressive and 
activity tracking is accurate, but its main 
feature is the always-on e-ink display that 
gives you clear feedback on your activities.
T3 SAYS A simple but unique wearable.

FITBIT BLAZE
www.fitbit.com/uk  
PRICE £160 TESTED T3 254
Though it’s lacking GPS, Fitbit’s latest  
“smart fitness watch” is feature-packed  
and attractive, while having a great screen 
and a smartwatch-busting five-day battery.
T3 SAYS A great wearable that straddles 
the smartwatch/fitness-tracker divide.

PEBBLE TIME STEEL
www.getpebble.com  
PRICE £229.99 TESTED T3 249 
De-throning the Apple Watch, the  
Pebble Time brings with it ease of use,  
a devastatingly funky colour interface, 
Android support and great battery life.
T3 SAYS All the features of previous Pebble 
smartwatches, but even more impressive.

APPLE WATCH
www.apple.com/uk  
PRICE From £299 TESTED T3 242 
Apple’s wearable is packed with features 
and offers a wide range of customisation 
options to give you some individuality. The 
only real downside is the limited battery life.
T3 SAYS The wearable that properly 
kickstarted the smartwatch revolution.

PEBBLE STEEL
www.getpebble.com  
PRICE £199 TESTED T3 240 
The always-on, monochrome e-ink screen 
might not be for everyone, but it works 
brilliantly, and you get up to seven days’ 
battery. There are loads of apps, too.
T3 SAYS The Steel is low on extras but  
has bags of charm and great ease of use.

LG G WATCH R
www.lg.com   
PRICE £200 TESTED T3 240 
The G Watch R marries the style and feel  
of a normal watch with all the features  
of Android Wear. It has a sharp P-OLED 
screen, and you get two days of battery life.
T3 SAYS The G Watch R is the best  
Android Wear smartwatch available so far.

MOTO 360
www.motorola.co.uk  
PRICE £239 TESTED T3 249 
Updated for 2015, the second-generation 
Moto 360 looks even better than the original, 
with loads of customisation, including  
a variety of face sizes and styles.
T3 SAYS The next-gen 360 is stunning, but 
it still falls short in the smartwatch game.

SAMSUNG GEAR S
www.samsung.com 
PRICE £329 TESTED T3 240 
The Gear S is a giant of a smartwatch.  
It features a gorgeous Super AMOLED  
screen and loads of features. Note:  
it runs on Tizen OS instead of Android Wear.
T3 SAYS Samsung’s wearable is bold  
and impressive – but also expensive.
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To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit www.t3.com

FitPay Pagaré NFC 
Smartstrap

 Make contactless payments 
from your Pebble; FitPay claims 
compatibility with most MasterCard 
and Visa cards, and the Pagaré  
pin-protects itself when the watch 
is removed, to prevent misuse.
$69/£52 (pre-order), pagare.me

TYLT VÜ Pulse
 Coveting the heart-rate monitor 

of the new generation of Pebbles? 
The VÜ Pulse adds that very 
functionality to the regular Pebble 
Time and Time Steel using its own 
custom app. And, just for kicks,  
it adds wireless Qi charging, too.
$49/£37 (pre-order), tylt.com

Aria Strap
 When you move your fingers, 

the tendons in your wrist tense up 
in specific ways. Aria reads and 
translates these patterns into 
commands, letting you control your 
Time, Time Steel or Pebble 2 one-
handed using four unique gestures.
£64 (pre-order), ariawearable.com

T3 SELECTS:
PEBBLE TIME 
SMARTSTRAPS
EXPAND YOUR PEBBLE 
SMARTWATCH INTO 
SOMETHING THAT’S  
EVEN MORE USEFUL
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BMW i3
www.becomeelectric.co.uk 
PRICE From £25,250 TESTED T3 247 
As well as boasting incredible looks and  
a quirky interior, the i3 is fast and fun,  
while an optional range extender makes  
it a long(ish)-distance proposition.
T3 SAYS Your next small car could be  
all-electric, and it should be a BMW i3.

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF GTE
www.volkswagen.co.uk  
PRICE £31,495 TESTED T3 254 
An eco-friendly version of the classic Golf 
GTI hot hatch, with sharp styling, great 
performance and impressive fuel economy, 
though it’s pricier than GTI or R models. 
T3 SAYS A sporty yet practical take on the 
hybrid – the Golf GTE is a brilliant drive.

TESLA MODEL S
www.teslamotors.com  
PRICE £54,880 TESTED T3 240 
A quick, slick and desirable glimpse into  
the future of electric vehicles. The true test 
is Tesla’s promise to build a full network of 
superchargers across the UK and Europe.
T3 SAYS Attractive and speedy, the Model S 
is the best electric car you can buy.

RENAULT ZOE 
www.renault.co.uk/zoe 
PRICE From £18,445 TESTED T3 247 
With excellent range from its all-electric 
engine, quick charging and a seriously 
tempting price tag, the Zoe is one of the 
best small eco hatches on the market.
T3 SAYS A solid effort in small, affordable 
electric motoring from the French brand.

AUDI A3  
SPORTBACK E-TRON
www.audi.co.uk  
PRICE From £34,990 TESTED T3 254 
The e-tron promises the battery-electric 
emissions purity of an EV, combined with 
the long-range, insta-fuelling ease of  
use of a petrol or diesel car.
T3 SAYS Modern tech motoring at its best.

SMART FOR TWO
uk.smart.com 
PRICE £11,325 TESTED T3 238 
Tiny – but roomier than before – with  
a spunky, turbocharged motor. An app- 
plus-smartphone-cradle combo turns your 
handset into a super in-car multimedia rig.
T3 SAYS The little car is back, with oodles 
of in-car gadgetry and a roomier interior.

3D ROBOTICS SOLO
www.3drobotics.com 
PRICE £979.95 TESTED T3 250
If you’re planning to use a drone for  
more than just skimming your neighbours’ 
gardens, this is the one for you. The  
Solo is fast, capable and future-proof.
T3 SAYS It’s expensive, but perfect if  
you’re serious about aerial photography.

MAGIMIX LE BLENDER
www.magimix.uk.com 
PRICE £159 TESTED T3 252 
This is a glorious-looking blender,  
capable of blending even the hardiest  
of ingredients. It can quickly rustle  
up soups, smoothies and more.
T3 SAYS Kitchen connoisseurs need look  
no further – this blender will do it all.

GAGGIA ANIMA DELUXE
www.gaggia.uk.com  
PRICE £699 TESTED T3 253
It’s not the smartest of coffee machines 
(that accolade goes to the Smarter Coffee 
Machine), but it makes a mean cup of Joe  
in no time at all. And it looks the business.
T3 SAYS A coffee machine with real fans  
of the black stuff in mind.
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 06ORAL-B PRO 6500 
BLACK SMART SERIES
www.oralb.co.uk  
PRICE £249.99 TESTED T3 249
As techy as teeth cleaning gets, the 6500 
pairs with your phone for cleaning feedback, 
and a 3D mode gets gnashers super-clean.
T3 SAYS The Rolls-Royce of electric 
toothbrushes, for ultra-shiny teeth.
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To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit www.t3.com

NEST LEARNING 
THERMOSTAT
www.nest.com  
PRICE £180 TESTED T3 242 
Stylish and easy to use, this smart thermo 
integrates with other connected-home 
gadgets, and learns your heating habits.
T3 SAYS Nest’s thermostat is a great  
first step to creating a smarter home.

CANARY
www.canary.is 
PRICE £160 TESTED T3 254
Though a little on the hefty side, the Canary 
looks slick. It offers excellent 1080p video 
day or night, and motion-triggered events, 
while the app is feature-packed and intuitive. 
T3 SAYS The Canary is the best all-round 
connected security camera you can get.

Automatic
 Pop this adapter in your OBD-II 

port and run the app to diagnose 
car issues, with engine codes 
translated into plain English – it’ll 
also give you feedback on your 
driving style. Perfect for keeping an 
eye on your teen’s road behaviour. 
$89.95 (£68), automatic.com

OBDLink MX Wi-Fi
  While this is a great device for 

diagnostics, we’d be inclined to 
use it just for its compatibility with 
apps like Dash (Android, iOS) – if 
you’re looking to get maximum fuel 
efficiency out of a slightly older 
car, this is a good way to keep tabs. 
$79.95 (£60), www.obdlink.com

Waylens
  A combination of a beautiful 

dash camera and an OBD-II module 
that feeds data about your ride 
back to it, enabling you to record 
the most immersive driving footage 
possible. It’ll be looked upon 
favourably by your insurer, no doubt.
$499 (£377), waylens.com

T3 SELECTS:
THE BEST OBD-
II PLUG-INS
KEEP AN EYE ON  
YOUR CAR AND MUCH  
MORE BESIDES, WITH 
THESE HANDY ADD-ONS
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WAHOO RFLKT 
uk.wahoofitness.com
PRICE £59.99
Biking and phones go together about as 
well as bare skin and asphalt, so pipe 
your handset’s critical data direct to your 
handlebars with this customisable screen.
T3 SAYS You can even control music and 
see incoming texts – perfect for long rides.

OLIGHT S30R II
www.amazon.co.uk
PRICE £69.95
This rechargeable torch offers between one 
and 1,020 lumens of LED power, plus heavy- 
duty aircraft-grade aluminium construction, 
waterproofing and wireless recharging.
T3 SAYS Going camping this summer?  
This versatile device will light up your life.

MOPHIE JUICE PACK 
H2PRO 6S
www.amazon.co.uk
PRICE £99
This military-tested case is perfect if your 
superiors won’t let you off the assault course. 
It’s waterproof and has great battery life.
T3 SAYS Even if you’re not going extreme, 
the battery extender is awesome.
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£100
TREAT YOURSELF TO SOMETHING NEW WITH OUR 
ROUND-UP OF THE BEST KIT FOR £100 AND UNDER

their particular category, others are  
great-value alternatives to bigger 
ticket purchases, but all are brilliant 
products we’d be happy to use 
ourselves. So next time you get paid 
and there’s spare cash burning a 
hole in your trouser pocket, make 
sure you consult T3’s £100 Hotlist!

T H E SU PE R S I X

ou don’t always have to 
spend big money to get 
something you’ll love to 
bits. That’s why we’ve 

put together a list of our favourite 
products for £100 and under. Some 
of our chosen gadgets also happen 
to be the best things you can get in 

Y

Hotlist

BELLROY NOTE SLEEVE
www.bellroy.com
PRICE £70
A sexy, slim-profile wallet in vegetable-
tanned black leather. It’s suitable for  
flat notes up to US size and, thanks to 
integrated RFID shielding, various cards.
T3 SAYS This is only going to stay slim  
if you don’t fill it with receipts!

 03

HTC FETCH
www.htc.com/uk 
PRICE £17
Press the button and it’ll activate your HTC 
phone’s ringtone, pointing you to the sofa 
cushion it’s slipped behind – and it’ll beep  
if your phone and keys are too far apart.
T3 SAYS It also works as a remote camera 
shutter for the ultimate selfie experience.
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ADATA HD710
www.adata.com
PRICE £87
A “rugged” and “sporty” 2TB USB 3.0 portable 
hard drive that’s suitable, we presume,  
for data couriers forced to cross the  
desert in the forthcoming apocalypse. 
T3 SAYS Don’t risk your files with inferior 
construction – this is rock-solid.
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SPEED AND SPACE
The Meteoroid is packing a gamer’s 
favourite Skylake Core i7 6700K CPU, 
teamed with 16GB of Corsair 2666MHz 
DDR4 RAM, and a total of 1.5TB of  
SSD storage space, all running on 
Asus’s Z170I Pro Gaming motherboard

CLOCKING IN
Speed is of the essence, and 
getting max speed out of a 

machine this small is no mean 
feat. Everything inside has 

been tweaked and overclocked 
to within an inch of its life

MOVING BOX
VR requires space. The Meteoroid’s compact size 
and low-ish weight make it ideal for relocation 
into suitably cavernous locales, and its case 
means you won’t mind taking it out of the house

 NEXT ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY 2 SEPTEMBER  
101 GADGETS YOU CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT! OUR ANNUAL LIST OF THE BEST LIFESTYLE TECH

SIXTY BUTTERY-SMOOTH FRAMES PER SECOND?  
IN THE NEW WORLD OF VR, NOTHING LESS IS 
ACCEPTABLE. TIME TO TURN TO THE ‘WORLD’S 
NUMBER-ONE OVERCLOCKER’ FOR THE ULTIMATE  
IN COMPACT PCs: THE 8PACK METEOROID

VIRTUAL
INSANITY

COOL CUSTOMER
The folks at Overclockers UK 
have installed a fully custom 
watercooling rig to keep the 
Meteoroid’s crown jewels frigid 

POWERFUL PRICE
The Meteoroid costs £3,856 in 

its default configuration. If you 
want to bump the graphics card up 

to an 8GB Radeon Pro, add £799! 

SIGNED, SEALED
 Component expert and 

muscle-man Ian ‘8Pack’ 
Parry (also known to his 
chums as ‘Conan The System 
Builder’) is something of 
a superstar in make-PCs-
go-fast circles, having 
glared his way to success 
in numerous worldwide 
overclocking competitions  

(yes, that’s a thing).  
So confident is Ian in  
his skills that each 
system bearing his name 
comes with a signed 
plaque; you can chat about  
colour options with him 
before you buy; and he 
offers his personal tech- 
support services should 
everything go pear-shaped. 

FURY ROAD
This is the first 8Pack system to 
tote an AMD graphics card. The 
Radeon R9 Fury X 4GB has pushed 
the system builder away from 

Nvidia with its outrageous speed 
and AMD’s ‘VR Ready’ sticker 
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